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"And I saw the dead, small and 
great, stand before God; and the 
books were opened: and another 
book was opened, which 1s the 
book of life: and the dead were judged out of those things which 
were wr1tten 1n the books, ac-
cording to their works. And the 
sea gave up the dead which were 
in it; and death and hell deliv-
ered up the dead which were 1n 
them: and they were judged every 
man according to their works. 
And death and hell were cast into 
the lake of fire. This is the 
second death. And whosoever was 
not found written 1n the book of 
life was cast into the lake of 
fire." 
Rev. 20, 12-15. 
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PREFACE 
I became interested in this subject ai'ter hearing a 
discussion on Acts 2, 27. 31, by the pastors of the Connec-
ticut Valley Conference. Because of the diversity of views 
and opinions \vhich were expressed at this conference, I 
briefly looked into the problem for my own information. 
After studying several of the hades-passages 1n the New 
Testament, I decided that the subject was vast enough to 
warrant my choosing 1t for rrq thesis for the degree of 
Bachelor of Divinity. 
I wish to take this opportunity to thank Dr. VJm. Arndt, 
my faculty adviser, for his assistance to me while I was 
writing this thesis. It was chiefly through his guidance 
that I was led to accept whnt I consider the correct and 
intended meaning of the word hades 1n the New Testament. 
I also wish to acknowledge the assistance given me by 
Dr. George Schick, who also encouraged me to accept this inter-
pretation of hades. 
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INTRODUCTION 
When dealing with eschatological problems, we are deal-
ing with a subject ot which our 1nf'ormat1on is, by the will 
of' God, limited. The memorable words of st. Paul, 1 Oor. 
13., 12., "Now we see through a glass darkly; but then f'ace to 
f'ace: now I know 1n part; but then shall I know even as also 
I am known," certainly apply 1n this connection. 
Since our knowledge on this subject is so limited, there 
has been perhaps mre speculation on matters pertaining to 
eschatology than on any other doctrine of Scripture. There 
are those who wish to believe that there is no 11f'e after · 
death. Others hold that all men will eventually be saved, 
because the loving and gracious God is too merciful to damn 
a single soul. still others believe that those who in this 
life had no opportunity to hear the Gospel will be aff'orded 
that opportunity 1n the beyond. These and countless other 
views have been advanced regarding life after death. 
~.any exponents of these erroneous views find their sedes 
doctrinae in the sheol passages ot the Old Testament and the 
ha.des passages of the New Testament. Hence., it is of primary 
importance that we have a correct understanding of these terms, 
so that we are able to speak with auth~rity and refu~e all anti-
Biblical teachings also regarding this matter. 
The word hades ( sheol) .. presents a problem--a matter on 
which the theologians or our own _Synod are not agreed. Many 
7 
of them believe that the word has various meanings--that in 
certain passages it means hell, while in other passages it 
has a JJX>re ge11eral meaning; namely, "the state of deathrr. 
'.rhere are also those who are of the conviction that the term 
is never used to designate hell, the place of eternal punish-
ment, but only means "the ·state or condition of death". 
It 1s the latter view which, after careful study or the 
problem, I consider to be the more correct view and which I 
shall endeavor to expound in this treatise. However, since 
neither view is contrary to the analogia f1de1, I do not wish 
to be dogmatic in this matter. I am satisfied that my own 
investigation of the problem has led me to believe that the 
latter view is the m::,re correct one. 
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ETYN~LOGY AND USE IN CLASSICS 
nbst Bible scholars have different views concerning the 
use and meaning of ~ 1n the ~ew Testament, but practically 
all agree that the word 1s derived from the Greek lltfr , mean-
ing, "to see", with the alpha privative added, and means "the 
unseen", "not to be seen", nthe one who makes unseen", "the 
unseen land", "the nether world". Thayer wr1 tea: 
1. 
"%[,zs, ~' ~' L (for the_ older~~ 
which Hom. usecr,~ ~and this tr. .::( pr! v. and (£Mr: , 
not to be· seen ••• ; in the classics 1. a prop. 
name, Hades, Pluto, the god of the lower regions; 
so in Hom. alw~ys. 2. an appellative, Oreus, the 
nether .w9rld, the realm of the dead (ct. Theocr. 
idyll. 2., '-159 schol. ~ea ~ efu9J,, 77vtfn..-: rovr" i,v y o'l'uP-9-0\V€. IT"(J ) • . Ih~~ . . e Sept. e Hebr • . J .. i.:,t.JJ/ 
is almost always rendered '_by this word · (once by .-b'3..t.,...."u.r,, :~ s. xx11. 6); it denotes, therefore, 1n-
ibl. Grk. Orcus, the ini"ernal regions, a Dark 
(Job x. 21) and dismal place (but c-,. ~i, y'l~ and. 
1Tc1..ej[vre,s) in the very depths of the earthob xi. 
8; etc; see J~f'"'("',f! the COD'Dli)n receptacle of dis• 
embodied spir ts. 
Cremer, in his Woerterbuch, gives the same etymology: 
"~, ~' ;_, von ~ priv. u. lff"' = ,fr¥a:, 
wie bei Hom. gelesen wird, = der uns chtbare,as 
unsicb.tbare Land.. Plut. Is. et Osir. 79, 382, F: 
.:J1_ ~1;,fis ...t1.:il #.{e-crof• Urspruengl. nur Name des 
Gottes der Unterwelt, der die Herrschai't ueber die 
T~dten hat, daher ~ oder 1.::. ~· so. ~, 
..el~, .r ... H:<ns, bei Dichtem u. ~rosa1kem, aueh 
LXX, vgi: Act. 2, 27. 31. Dann auch, namentlich 
spaeter, der Ort der Todten. Of. Lucian. de luct. 
2 ' ' \ A \ ,, ( I \ : .e ~ .lJj.. n:« v J a"' , A es , - - R« ,, ft' I.!.. .J:/,JJ,,i. 
Thayer, J. H., Greek•Ehfl1sh Lexicon of the New Testament, 
Corrected edition, Amer can Book Compiiiy;-Jfew"York-
Cincinnat1-Ch1cago, 1889, P• 11. 
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"~ 1st a.uch das Todtenreich, 1n vrelchem 
alles, was der Tod mit aich bv1ngt, sowie alle 
Todten concentrirt werden, 1nsbesondere der Ort 
fuer die Suender, die ~n demselben das Rasultat 
ihres Lebens find.en." 
Vincent, in his Word Studies 1n the New Testament, writess 
"Hades originally waa the name of the god 
who presided over the realm of the dead--Pluto 
01" di s. Hence the phrase, house of Hades. It 
is derived from :r.,, •not', aiid' J &"4 ;;:-, 'to see t; 
and signifies, therefore, the invisible land, 
the realm of shadow. It is the place to"-wiirch 
all who depart this life descend, githout ref-
erence to their m>ral character." 
The Century Dictionary and Cyclopedia gives the 1'ollow1ng 
information concerning the etymology and use of had.es 1n the 
classics: 
2. 
"[Spelled Ades by .Milton (P. L., 11. 964); 
(Ur. 't!,f~s (.~,ft:-r;-aiso, end earlier, ?Ifr«a: , 
Doric ~ .i£,:,r , so nom. ~ implied. 1n gen. 
~ i'[o s ; in Homer only as a personal name, Hades 
or Pluto, the god or the nether world; later 
local, the nether world, often merely equiv. to 
the grave; usual°ly derived from ~-pr1v.+ f s-£,v , 
Cremer, H., B1bl1sch-theolog1sches Woerterbuch der Neu-
testaments1ohen Graecltaet, zwelte, sehr vermehrte uiid" 
verbesserte Auflage, Ootha, Friedrich Andreas Perthes, 
1872, PP• 65•66. 
Vincent, M. R., Word Studies 1n the New Testament, 
Charles scr1bnerTi"'sons, 1905;-'i~ r;-"p. 93. 
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see(• L. videre, see,= AS. witan. knows see 
vision, wit), as if lit. •the.unseen•; but the 
earliestuse and the later form (with the initial 
a spirat e) are against thia.J ••••• 
"In Gr. iey'th.: (a) The lord of the lower 
world, a brother of Zeus, and the husbc.nd of 
Persephone (Proserpine). He reigned 1n a splendid 
palace, and, besides his function of governing the 
shades of the departed, he was the giver to mrtals 
of all treasures· dePived from the earth. In art he 
vU:ls repz•eson·ted 1n a i'orm kindred to that oi' Zeus 
and that of Poseidon, and bearing the staff or scepter 
of' authority, usually 1n company with Persephone. As 
the god of wealth, he was also called by the Greeks 
Pluto; and he is the same as the Roman Dis, Orcus, 
or Ta.rtarua. (b) The 1nvi·sible lower or subterranean 
world in which dwelt the spirits of all the dead; the 
world of sh.ad.es; the abode of the departed. The souls 
i n Hades were believed to carry on there a counterpart 
of their material existence, those of the righteous 
wi t hout discomfort, -amid the pale, sweet blooms of 
a.sphodel, or even in pleasure, in the Elysian 'Fields, 
. and those of the wicked amid various torments. The 
lower world was surrounded by fiery and pestilential 
r ivers , and the solit~ approach was guarded by the 
monstrous three·-headed dog Cerberus to prevent the 
shadGs from escaping to the upper world. 
•And she went down to Hades, and the gates 
That stand forever barred.• · 
Bryant, Odyssey, xi. 340. 
t In Hades, Achilles thinks of vengeance• 
and rejoices in the account of his son•s 
success 1n battie, and the slaughter of 
his enemies.•" 
In 1938, a Baptist theological quarterly. the Review~ 
Expositor, carried an article entitled, "Sheol and Hades 1n 
4. The Centuq Dictionary and Ozoloped1a, the Century Company, 
iew York. 906, Vol.~. VII. 
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Old and New Testament". In this. article Dr. F. B. Pearson 
writess 
"The New Testament word which correspond.a to 
the Old Testa.nent . word Sheol is Had.ea. It was 
used in the Septuagint as the translation of' 
Sheol. It 1s derived from the Greek ide1n, to 
see, with 'alpha privative' added, and means 
Tfili'e unseen world', •the nether world', •the 
realm of the dead'• In 1ts original signifi-
cance it was almost the exact counterpart of 
the Hebrew Sheol, the chief difference being 
that it was divided. into two compartments, one 
for the good and one for the evil. The Greeks 
had a god of the nether t1orld \ilom they called 
Hades, or in ordinary life, Pluto. He ruled. 
over 'the abode of the shades'f. He was described 
as having au.ch fierce and inexorable character 
t hat , of all the gods, he was moat loathed by 
mort als . The sacrifices offered to him were 
bla c k sheep and the person offering the sacr1f.1ce 
turned away his fe.ce. Thus \'las aho\"m the att1.tude 
of t he Greeks towai"'d the unseen world." 0 . 
According to the information obtained from this brief 
_;, 
survey·, -· it would be difficult to find justi:f1cat1on :for the 
view that hades can mean only ~· Al though there is no 
~ication whatsoever that hades 1s used 1n the New Testament 
to designate "the god of the lower regions", we shall see that 
its use closely approximates that of the classics, namely, 
. . 
"the common receptacle of the dead". However, I wish to 
state at this time that I do not consider hades to be an 
"abode" or "place", but merely the "state of disembodied 
, spirits". 
s. Pearson, F. B., "Sheol and Hades 1n the Old and Bew Testa-
ment", from Review and Ex~itor (Baptist Theological Quar-
terly), Louisvl11e,-xe"ntu~, Vol. XXXV, No. 3, July, 19381 
P• 309. 
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RELATION OF HADES TO SHEOL 
Before we take up the consideration of Hades 1n the Ner, 
Testament, it 1s necessary that we first study this term in 
1ts relation to the Hebrew word ihs1§,i, for ~l?t.S: 1s the word 
that i s used to designate to Old Testament conception of 
sheol. Sheol occurs 1n 65 passages in the Old Testament 
(twice in Hos. 13, 14), and in 61 places the Septuagint has 
rendered sheol by hades. In two places, Job 24, 19 and Ezek, 
32, 21, it has left Sheol untranslated.. In two other passages, 
2 Sa.re. 22, 6 and Prov. 2a, 14, it has translated it by "death". 
It is very significant that nowhere has the Septuagint rendered 
sheol by lt/,vr,s, ¥"-«tj, or any other term of which we may 
say that it definitely -means "hell". 
Nothing definite can be adduced from the translations 
concerning th.e meaning of sheol. There 1s no agreement 
bet1,1een Luther' a translation of sheol and that of the Author-· 
. . 
ized Version. Illther •. however, is mora consistent in trans-
lating sheol than the translators of both the Authorized and 
the Revi~ed Versions, for he renders sheol by "Roelle" 1n all 
but four places (Gen. 371 35J 42, 38J 44, 29. 31) • 
. Regarding the 1ncons1 stency of the translators of the two 
English versions, Dr. D&u gives us the following informations 
"The t\'VO English versions give the same 
rendering for this term in twenty-five passages, 
but a different rendering 1n thirty-nine, and 1n 
one passage the Revised Version leaves the reader 
the option between its own rendering or that of the 
Authorized Version. The latter renders sheol, or 
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its derived forms, by •grave• thirty-nine times, 
by 'pit• three tinBs, by 'hell' twelve times, 
'depth' once, leaves the reader the option bet\"leen 
1hell 1 or 'grave' in one place, end in the thirty 
places remn1n1ng it has reproduced the Hebrew I/"''+i 
by t h e tr9nsliteratj.on sheol without attenq>t!ng a: : 
translation., which amounts to saying that the English 
l~n~'1laee, in the opinion of the Revisers, has no 
equivalent that will adequately express the Hebrew 
~ :tn nearly one-half the passages in which the 
term occurs. As regards the signification 'grave•, 
both versions agree in fifteen places (Oen. 37, 35; 
42, 38; 44, 29. 31. 1 Sam. 2, 6. l Kings 2, 6. 9. 
Ps. 141, 7. Prov. 30, 16. E-001. 9, 10. Song Sol. 
8, 6. Is. 38, 10. 18, Hos. 13, 14 (tu1oe)); but 
d iffer in sixteen, the Revised Version rendering 
r sheol' inst;ead of 'grave' in fourteen (Job 7, 9; 
14, 13; 17, 13; 21, 13; 24, 19, Ps. 6, . 5; 30, 3; 
31; 17; 49, 14 (twice) 15; 88., 3; 89, 48. Prov. 
l, 12.), o..'11.d 'hell' instead of t crave' in tv,o places 
(Is. 14, ll. Ezek. 31, 15), Both versions agree as 
to t he signification 'pit' in two places (Numb. 16, 
30. 33), but differ 1n one (Job 17, 16), v,here the 
Revised prefers 'sheol•. The signification 'hell' 
hos been adopted by both versions in ten passages 
(Is. 5., 14; 28, 15; 57, 9; Ezek. 31., 16. 17; 32, 
21. 27. Amos 91 2. Hab. 2, 5), but in fifteen passages (2 3am. 22, 6. Job 11., 8; 26., 6. Ps. 9, 
17; 16, 10; 18, 5; 116., 3; 139, 8, Prov, 5, 5; 
7, 27; 9, 18; 15., ll. 24; 23., 14; 27., 20) 'hell' 
in the Authorized h~s been supplanted in the Revised 
by 1 sheo1·,, in four pa.ssaees (Deut, 32., 22. Ps. 65, 
15; 86, 13. Is. 14, 15) by 'pit', and in one passage 
(Is. 14, 9) either 'hell' or 'grave' are given as the 
meaning. The revised Version's 'depth' supplants the 
Authorized Version's 'deep' in Johah 2, 3. 
"It may be of m:>ment also to note that the 
Authorized Version gives the rendering 'grave• 1n 
w~itings aa early as l.t>ses and as late as Hosea, 
the rendering 'hell' or 'pit• in writings as early 
as !loses and as late as Habakkuk. In the Revised 
the rendering 'hell' occurs for the first time in 
I s. 5, 14, and the rendering •pit' only in five 
passages earlier than Isaiahz Numb. 16, 30. 33. 
Deut. 32, 22, Ps. 55, 15; 86, 13, The rendering 
'aheol' 1n the Revised occurs only in three books, 
Job, Psalms, and Proverbs, and in one other place, 
2 Sam. 22, a, \"lh1ch, however, is a strict parallel 
of Pa. 16, 5. 
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"SUch is the state of a!'fairs 1n our English 
Bibles as regards the present lmowledge of Hebrew 
scholars of the exact meaning of Jt{'(t.1.i. Inci-
dentally it might be remarked, tha !r greater 
clearness was the object of the Revised, it has 
certainly failed of its purpose in t~1s instance, 
as its rendering obscures the neaning of thirty 
passages which are easily u.~derstood 1n the Author-
ized., granting even that the Authorized. has not 
exactly rendered the~. As a net result, then, of 
this ~~rface investigation of the matter 1n hand, 
:.tt might be stated that the two English versions 
are partially agre~, v~z., to this effect: that 
~ means 'hell' or 'pit' in one group of passages, 
end,. ~hat it mcens 'grave' in another group. They · 
aro divided as to its meaning in a third group, the 
Authorized claiming that it means either 'hell' ('pit', 'deep') or 'erav~', the Revised claiming 
that it means neither 'hell' nor 'grave' but 'sheol', 
whatever that may impQrt. Or r:1e may brief'ly state 
the difference thus: The Authorized believes that 
..J j Kf#.' sig;nifies 'hell' or '·grave', t:hile the Revised 
oeiieves thatl1t may signify either or something ~hat 
is neither." 
The translators of the Revised Version \7I'ite the follow-
ing in justification of their rendition of sheol: 
"The llebrew Sheol, which signifies the abode 
of departed spirits, and corresponds to the Greek 
Hades, or the under ~orld, is variously rendered 1n 
the Authorized Version by 'grave', 'pit', end 'hell'. 
Of these renderings 'hell', if it could be tak~n in 
its original sense as used in the Creeds, would be 
a fairly :adequate equivalent !'or the Hebrew word; 
but it is so comnionly understood as the place of 
torment that to en:g;>loy it f'requently v.rould lead. to 
inevitable misunderstanding. The Revisers th~retore 
in the historical narratives hnve lef't the rendering 
'the grave' or •the pit• in the text, with a marginal 
note 'Heb. Sheol' to indicate that it does not signify 
'the place of' burial'; while 1n the poet1eal writings 
l. Dau, Bm., "Sheol Passages 1n the Old Testament", .from 
Theological 9!:1:arterlz, Vol. X, No. 1, 1906, Concordia 
PUbliahing House, st. Louis, Mo., PP• 23-24. 
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they have put most col!mDnly 'sheol • 1n the text and 
'the grave• in the ma1•gin. In Isaiah XIV, however, 
where 'hell' is used in more of 1ta original sense 
and is less liable to be misunderstood, and \taere 
any change in so familiar a passa~e nhich uas not 
distinctly an improvement would be a decided loss, 
the Revisers have contented themselves w1 th leaving 
'hell' in the . te:::~t, and ha ve connected it with other 
p a ssages by putting 'sheol' 1n the margin." 2 
Tho ety-.w0logy of the Hebrew term Ji,.,11· is vecy uncertain, 
encl 111 • ..:::1.ny div·ergen·c views have been advanced by lexicographers 
and exegetes. Gesenius believes the term to be peculiar to 
the J ews. He v,rites: 
n 5j,..,'fl· , :,;vu/ fem •. (Jes. 14, 9 und Hi. 26, · 6 
nul" schei11.bur :masc •. ), Haeufi3 erklo.ert a.ls 
In.fL11.i ti v von ~-·JJi ferdern 1m Sinne der an all es 
I rdischo geateIIten unerbittlichen Forderung und 
d&-11.n uobtr. auf den Ort des Todes, dem alles 
Oberi r d ische anheimfs.ellt (l,ine1", Hengstenborg, 
Caspa:i.":l.), aber unzweifelha.f't nach dera mit ~ vw. 
~- {Wz • ...l...UL..) gesenkt sein, eig. · die Senh'U.Ilg, 
Tief'e (vgr;--~, \'Jovon .1:!..:.k4i. und s. · Hupfeld, Pss. · 
2. A. I, 174 An.In. · Fleiachn~r in Delitzsch' Jes. 2. 
A. 104 , Amn.), Bezeichnung des Unteril'dischen, des 
~-<-ref?.:""r"r , dem der Mensch 1m Tode anheimfaellt, 
der ~instern Staette des Schweigens (~Ps. 94, 
17. 115, 17) und der Verwesu.ng ( ~;~~~ 26, 6. 
28, 22. Pr. 15, 11), des Totenrel hes, wo Alles 
fehlt, was aum wa.hren Leben gehoert (vgl. die Art. 
7J..· N '!:l), i1?~~, wo kein Gedeilken Gottes stattfindet, 
wo man der P ersorge Gottes entrueckt ist, Gn. 37, 
35. Nu. 16, 30. -Dt. 32, 22. Ps. 6, 6. 86, 13. Jes. 
51 14 . Hab. 2, 5. Hi. 10, 22. Pr. l, 12, 27, 30. 
30, 16.--Dass das A. T. Totenreich und Grab te-
stimmt unterscheidet, zeigt die Stelle Gen. 37, S5, 
und dass des Menschen persoenliche Fortdauer mit 
seinem E:tntritt 1n die Scheol ( ,7¥",/ w 1J+) nicht 
aufgehoben wird, geht aus den Aussagen On. 25. Sf. 
2. 'l'he Parallel Bible (Authorized and Revised Versions), 
Cambridge at the University Presa, 1885, Preface, P. v111. 
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351 29. 491 33. Nu. 20, 24ff • ., sonie den poet. Scheoleelllaelden Jes. 14; ~ff. Ez. 32. 17-32 
hervo1". Fuer .5 i Hui find.et s1ch haeufig ~ 
gebrauch t Jes. 141 14. Ez· .. 32., 23. Ps-. as, 7; 
dah. auch 4 i ::i. -lJ2. 1• S. v. i'~"li -r·r .Ps. 2813 1. 30, ~~ Pr. I,-12. Jes. 38,'l. ~z. ~6~ 20.n 
J ames Orr advance s the following 1nf'ormat1on: 
"It { Sj.,n.µ') means really the unseen ,vorld, the 
state or aoode of the dead, and 1a the equivalent of 
the Greek Haides, by which uord it is translated 1n 
the LJCX ••••• Into Sheol., when life is ended, the dead 
are gathered in their tribes and families ••••• To 
apprehend fully the o. T. conception or Sheol one 
n.ust view it in its rela tion to the idea of death 
as something un11a tural and abnormal for man: a 
result of sin. The believer's hope for the !'uture, 
so far as this had place., uas not prolonged existence 
in Sheol, but deliverance from it and restoration 
to n evi life L"l God's presence (Job 14, 13-15: 
19, 25-27: Ps. 16, 10. 11 etc.). Dr. Charles 
probably goes too far in thinking of Sheol in 
Pss. 49 and 73 as •the .f'u.ture abode of the wicked 
only; heaven as that of the righteous; but d1f'-
f'erent destinies are clee.1"ly indicated. There is 
no doubt, .~tall events, that in ~he post-canonical 
Jewish literature (apoc. and apocalyptic) a very . 
considerable development is manifest 1n the idea 
of Sheol. Distinc t1on between good and bad 1n 
Israel is emphasized; Sheol becomes for certain 
classes an intermediate state between death and 
resurrection; for the wicked a."ld tor Gent4les it is nearly a synonym for Gehenna (hell)." . 
Shailex- A!athews expresses ,his opinion concerning sheol 
in the follo~ing statement: 
4. 
"It 1s the Semitic equivalent of' the classical 
Gesenius.,. w •. , Hand.woerterbuch ueber das A1te Testament, Heun-
te Auflage, verlag von F •. c. w. Vogel,Le1pilg, 1883, P• 807. 
Orr., Jam3a., International Standard Bible Encycloted.1a, 'lbe 
Howard Severance Company, 1915, Vol. IV, pp. 2'76 -2762. 
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conception of Hades. The word has been derived 
from a number o?"roots. The two main probable 
orlgins seem to be those from the Assyrian root 
she.' al ( 'to consult an oracle' ) , end shilu 
('chamber'). The latter derivation seems some-
what 1no1"e 1n ao·cordance with the S'J?lOnym of PU· 
In any case, according to this derivation of e 
v1orc1, Sheol \"ras regarded as en ungerworld of the 
.dead in ~ahich the shades lived." 
~ J ewisl1 Encyclopedia discuss the meaning and use of 
sheol at great length. We quote in part: 
5. 
nSheol ( sj Nlf'. ): Hebre,1 word of uncertain 
etymology, a synonyn1 of 'bor' (pit), 'abaddon• and 
'shahat' (p1t or destruction), end perhaps also of 
' tehom' (abyss) •••••• 
"The woro Sheol was i.'01" some ti1i1e regarded as 
an Assyro-Babylonian loan-word, '3hu'alu', having 
the assumed .meaning 'the place whlther the d ead are 
cited or bidden', or 'the place where the dead are 
ingather ed ' . Delitzsch, who in his earlier works 
advanced thi-s view, has noVJ abandoned it; a t least 
i n his d i ctionary the \"JO:rd is not given ••••• Zil'1llllern 
suggests 'shilu' (='a sort of chamber') as the 
proper Assyrian source of the Hebrew ~ord. On the 
other hand, it is certain that J1Dat of the ideas 
covered by the Hebrew 'Sheol' are expressed also 
in the Assyrio-Babylonian descriptions of the state 
of t he dead., found· in the myths concerning Ishtar's 
descent into Hades, concerning Nereal e.nd Ereshkigal 
(see Jensen in Schrader. 'K• B.' vi., . part l, PP• 
74•79} and in the Gilgamesh epic (tablets ti and 
xiii; comp. also Craigt •neligious Texts', 1. 79; 
King, 'liiagic ', no. 53 J ••••• 
"The question arises \1hether the Biblical 
concept 1a borrowed i.'rom the Assyrians or is :an 
independent development from elements couilllOn to 
both end found in many primitive religions. 
Though most of the passages 1n which mention is 
Ma.thews, Shailer, in Dictionary of the Bible, edited by 
J. Hastings, third impression., T:-an:a-T. Clark., Biinburgb, 
1914., P• 846. 
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made of Sheol or its synonyms a~e of exil1c or 
post-exilic times, tho latter view, according 
to v1hich the Biblical concept of Sheol represents 
an independent evolution, is the more probable. 
It reverts to prin1itive animistic conceits. With 
the body in the grave re~a!ns connected the soul 
( a.s in dreru11s): the ·dead buried 1n family graves 
continue to have communion (Jer. 31, 15). Sheol 
is practically a family grave on a large scale. 
Gr aves were protected. by gates and bolts; there-
fore Sheol was likewise similarly guarded. The 
se!.)arote conv a.rtxoo11ts are devised for the separate 
clans , sects, and families. national and blood 
d i s t i nctions continuing in effect after death. 
Tha t Sheol is described as subterranean is but an 
appl i cation of the custom of he,·Jing out of the 
rock pas sag8s, leading do\mward, for burial 
pu r-po ses." 
Love, in hia book "Future Probation Examined", reprints 
an article vhich appeared in the Bibliotheca Sacra, Oct., 1887. 
There t he author writes the following on the use of sheol 1n 
t he Ol d Tes t ament: 
"In genoral, sheol means the world of the 
des.a . Sometitr.e s qualifying phrases or circum-
stances give it a rr~re specific meaning ; as the 
abode of the wicked dead. The ·t1owest hell' was 
the pl ace of t he wicked in ru1eol. 'But he knoweth 
not tha t the dead are there; that her guests are 
in t h e d epths or sheol' (Prov. 9; 18) • They are 
the •guests• of tho foolish woman. The nord 
'dept hs' indicates the part of sheol beneath' 
- ... (Prov. 15; 24 ).. t Sheol beneath' is in contrast 
\"Ti th ' Tho way of lif e upward.' Th e latter pertains 
to the righteous; the f'orue r, to the wicked. 'Yet 
t h ou shalt b e brought down to hell ( sheol), to the 
uttermost parts of the pit• (Isa. 14; 15). The 
whole sentence taken together shows that the part 
of sheol lD9ant was the place of the condemned. 
6. '!'he Jewisll Encyclopedia, Fund and Wagna.lls Company, 
New York and London, 1906, Vol. XI, P• 283. 
..... 
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'When I cast him dorm to sheol with them that 
descend into the pit• ·(Ezek. 31; 16). The phrases, 
'Cast him down', and 'Descend into the pit•, would 
not be used in the case of the death of the righteous. 
'In a moment they go down to sheol' (Job 21; 13). 
The connection shows that the wicked deuart to 
sheol. 'And they go down alive into the pit (sheol); 
then shall ye understand that these men have despised 
the Lord' (Num. 16; 30). Sheol nust in part be the 
abode of the wicked. 
"Sheol is also represented as the abode of the 
riGhteous. The first instance of its use in Scripture 
is a c a se in po1:1t., 'I \7111 go down to the grave 
(sheol) to my son mourning' (Gen. 37; 35). The 
sh.col here 1s more than •grave•; 1t ls a place for 
sou.ls, --for Jaco·o and for Joseph. Jacob supposed 
his son was torn 1n pieces, and had no grave; yet 
he expected to meet him in sheol. Job said., '0 
that thou wouldest hide me in sheol., that thou 
wouldest keep Im secret until thy vll'ath be past'.' 
(Job 14; 13). Job had confidence in his o~'m integ-
rity., and believed that sheol in sorne part '!.7as the 
abode of the righteous. His view must have been 
correct. •11Jhat man is he that shall live and not 
see death, that shall deliver his soul from the 
porn3r of sheol?' ( Pa . 89; 48). This ir.1pl!es that 
all men become inhabitants of sheol. Then two 
classes ml.st have been there, both the righteous 
snd the wicked. They nust be., or must have been, 
in two states, and doubtless in two nla.ces. As the 
co:mwitteo on the revision of the Old.Testrunent say, 
sheol is 'the narne of t~e abode of the dead', in-
cluding both classes." 
Pearson briefly states his conception of sheol 1n th~ 
f'irst paragraph of his article "Sheol and Hades in Old and 
New Testament": 
"The Old Testament word for the abode of the 
dead is Sheol. It is derived, as most scholars 
think, from a word meaning hollow. To the Hebrew 
mind Sheol was simply the state or abode of the dead. 
7. Love, w., Future Probation Examined, Funk end Wagnalla, 
New York-London, 1888, PP• 176-178. 
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It was not the srune ao the grave. thou.~ 1t ~·,as 
so trq.r.!.&leted 1n ~n;o of the older veraiona. The 
gravo vms t he resting pl<lOO 0£ th.tr> body i'roni 'itllich 
t h0 cpil"it he.d c.1~r:,a.1 .. tod, ,·,h.ile Sl:1001 T;as tho reat-
8 !n3 ];,1n.oe of depm"too. sp1rlts. or pe1"aonnl.1t1es. n 
:J:.ie1"~lloi2;1, in his d!scuss1on of the parable of: the rich 
rua.l'l arl\i poor Luzevv.s, d:1scussen br1·a!'ly tho rele.t1on between 
he.des ::,.nu sh.ool~ 
"Ho (Divoa) also hnn died aml been buried. 
:2l1.us on.,la all. his E>xt'\ltEX-l.ness be1'01"c t,on. The 
noj~t seem:, 1s 1n Hru:les or Sheol, the place of the 
di~eid:Joc.ietl sp1:r:"1ts Eo!'o1"e the .final jt1.d£1'l~nt. It 
eonaists of t\·ro d:t.v1o1ons: the one of consolation, 
\,:1 l:h ~tll tl..o f a1 thful gathered unto Abrsha.""n a.3 their 
fntho~; the othor of fiery tor~'lOnt. Thus tar 1n 
nccoz•dance \·1Jcth the gene1 .. c:~1 tG~ching of th0 new 
Teota:ment. tr :, 
shell cr.2.ote .r1~021 t .;.o r:0re source a, nru::aly • from Gruber' s 
11nht.1.r.; r~i'te1~ Death", aru Lonaki.. The fortr.er otatoc h1s 
a. 
"Tho Hob:t1E>\1 word Sheol is e:;otie1"ally unc.erotood 
to have Ol'!3!n,1..1ly 111oont a cavi, or n hcl!o\'7, from 
a l"Oot meaning to nlfl1<e hollow. rom th1a it caJ"re to 
?.10 E.\l'l .,:l ::p.11:>tar:t·aneevacc, ari...d hence the underworld; 
ancl later It uao uo l"l!Ore spec1f1calfy1'or the 
Pl ace of futui-e 'Ounish:ment. It !n. tho:'e!'orc;-used 
I n tho Old Testrur.ont to express oomewhat d1!'1"eront 
i doas at dif!eront times or 1n difforent connections, 
wh!oh ideas con, 1n nnst cases, be determined t'rom 
the context. Young c1te3 thirty-one ;,lo.ceo \"!here; 
Pearson. 21!.• ill•• p, 304. 
morobe1m. A ., n!.! L11'e nnd Times 2! Jeed! the Messiah, 
Lonam,ans, New York, -n>r2;-foi. II, PP• 2 2er; 
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in the Authorized Version, the uord Sheol is 
translated hell, and an equal number ot· places 
where it is translated grtve, and three places 
where it is translat;ed 12.ll• we are here re1'er-
ring to the Authorized Version as to one still 
quit0 commonly used. 
"In most pl aces ~here it is translatecl. ~rave 
1 t :n:oro or less vaeuely n:eans what we unders ood 
by this term (Gen. 42; 38; 44; 29 and 31; et al.). 
And where translated hell; it is in some instances 
u sed. in a sorncv;hnt general vray 01' the tmseon 1.·:orlcl, 
or of' t he place of departed sp1ri ts, though o1'ten 
i n vol vlng the ides. of punishment; and sometimes 
it is more definitely used of the place or state 
of f'ut-u 1"e punishment, aa, for example, in Paa.lm 9; 
17. But it 11ust be eniphas1zed that wherever this 
word Sheol ie used in the Old Testament, uhether 
1'or the place of future punishment or simply for 
t he unseen world in a general sense, or for the 
grave, it always carries with it the idea of dark-
ne ss or evil. Its idea is that of a nlace of 
destruction, or one with which destrtict1on is 
a ssociated (See Job 26; 6; Prov. 15; 11: 27; 20). 
Therefore, even the Christien shrinks from the 
grave. 
0 Its use for the grave is only natu-z,al, 
bec ause sin is the cause of death, making the 
Grave and hell the two abodes of pun1shni.ent, the 
one for the physical body and the other l?iOre 
e specially for the soul. And although the person 
i s spoken of as being in Sheol where it 1a used 
Xor the 6rave--e fact that has been urged as an 
objection by sonie materialists and by those who 
hold to the sleep of the soul with the body during 
its death--yet it is only the body that is there, 
as is clear from Ecclesiastes 12; 7. 'The dust 
returneth to the earth as it was; and the spirit 
returneth unto God ,1ho gave· it.' Even the Saviolm 
speaks as about to be three days and three nights 
in .the heart of the earth ( Matt. 12; 40), and yet 
during the time He promised to meet the thier on 
the cross in Paradise (Luke 23; 43). Indeed, the 
soul is orten spoken of for the man, as the man or 
person 1s spoken of for the body. 
· I 
"' 
"It should also be noted that where Sheol is 
used more definitely for what we understand as a 
place of punishment, it is used 1'or the abode ot the 
~!eked, and that as a warning, as in Psalm 9; 17. 
'The wicked shall be turned back into Sheol, even i 
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all the nat ions that forget God'; Provsrbs 5; 5. 
' he!' f eet go dovin to death; her steps take hold 
on Sheol'; etc. To say that the wicked go down to, 
or are t urned into, Sheol 'hell), implies that, in 
thi s sense of the word Sheol (place of punishment 
for tiie soul), the righteous do not go down to Sheol. 
"To argue agains t future punishment., therefore, 
by -trying to eJtpl a in away the term Sheol ns :meaning 
E1erely the e;rave , ls totally to i gnore the difference 
b etween Va!'ious uses of this term, which a little 
exarnination would make ve1,y evident . It is true 
t h9.t the tra.."lslat ion of the Authorized Version can-
not be def0nded in all cases as the n~st accurate 
and explicit, yel;°careful examination, in the light 
of contexts, sho1:1s it to be in the main correct 
( See t erms grave, pit and hell !n Young 's Con-
corda.Ylce ) e The Rev:i. sed Vers!'on, An:.aric an St andard 
Ed ition, si mpl y cal"ries over into the English trans-
lation the original word Sheol. And t his would be 
e.11 right, if that tern1 were universally understood, 
an<.1 if [•.11 r e aders considered it in the light of 
contexts. But as this is not the case , it t hus un-
fortunately :furnishes the occasion for vax•ious mis-
interpretations." Iu 
Dr . Lens!d writes the f'ollowine; on the relation of' hades 
e.nd sheol in his discussion of Luke 16, 23: 
10. 
"Sheol is used in the. Old Testament as a genera1 
ano. indeterminate term., sotcewhat but not exactly like 
our •beyond' or 'herea!'ter'. Thus all tha t makes 
departure from this life sad, like death, the grave, 
par·ting from the dead, etc., including also the godly 
de ac1., is connGcted vlith sheol. This broad vieu justifies the translation 'grave' in certain con-
nections., na.211ely, v.ihere only the general ides. of 
re:moval from this life obtains. The opponents of 
hell force this translation into all the Old Testa-
ment passages containing sheol; all are L"!ade to mean 
only ' grave', and so hell as the eternal abode of the 
damned i s erased. But the Old Testa.ll1ent uses sheol 
also in a specific sense, of the wicked alone, ,7ho go 
Gruber, L. F., What After Death, The Lutheran L1ter8J7 
Board, Burlington, Iowa, 1925, PP• 18•21. 
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down in terror to sheol; and in· thes~ passaeea the 
tra:.i"lsla'tion 'hell' must be used. Only we mst keep 
in mind the bro ad ne aning of sheol, 11 teral ly 1 ' a . pl a ce into which one goes down, comparable to a 
belly, ••• and according to Ps. 139., 8 etc. the dir-ect 
opposi te to he~ven', E. Koenig. Rebraeiaches u. aram. 
Woertorb. 474. Thus it is always defgribed as 'doffllt, 
n ever at the bor·ders of the world. 11 l. 
.. In 1906., Dr. Dau' s article "Sheol Passages in the Old 
'l'estament n , ·ap~eai."ed :1.n the 7heo1 ogioal Quarterl..x. In this 
article., he presents the view that sheol has several mean-
ing s i n ~he Old Testament. In the fir s t place, he readily 
agr ees t ha t in certain pa s sages sheol has a rather broad 
zr~a.?ling., s ignifying 11the real~ of the dead" 1 to which not 
only t he unbelievers are destined to depart., but also the 
believer s . On this usage of sneol he writes: 
· 11. 
"It is safe to say tho.t c. sinGle circums tance 
has c au s ed the consistent rendering of 'hell' for 
"i;he Hebr ew sheol to appear inadmissible: aheol in 
the Old Testament is also a place to which godly 
persons expect to go 1n the hour of death. In his 
pass:tonate grief' over the los·s of Joseph Jo.cob ex-
claims : 'I will go dovm into sheol unto nry son 
:rnournine;,' Gen. 371 35. He supposes Joseph to be 
in sheol1 and that, dying of broken beart1 he will 
soon join him there. (Comp. Gen. 42, 38.) And 
r:hen Jacob's sons rcpee.t tllese words of' th<::ir father 
to Joseph, Gen. 441 29. 311 they are not merely 
citins his l~mguage1 but expressing their own fears, 
a s the eaz>ncst pleading of Judsh shows, Job, as 
the gloom of despair is settling upon him, c r ies 
out to God: •o that Thou wouldest hide me in sheol.• 
J oh l f ., 13. Again: 'If I rmit 1 sheol is mine house,' 
ch. 17., 13. Unless these holy men, both beJ.ievers 
in the r.1ess:tah and of tried faith, are r egarded as 
momentarily lapsed from their accustomed conduct in 
Lenski, R. c. H., Interpretation£!~. Mark's~ st. 
Luke's Gospels, Lutheran Book Concern, Columbus, ohio, 
19341 PP• 535•536. 
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the fear of God and as i mprecat1n~ destraction upon 
themscl ves i..'11. a sinful passion., it seems imposs ible 
to interpret their mention of sheol as a reference 
to hell in the accepted meaning of that term." 12 
Dr. Dau continues to discuss several other sheol-
passagcs al'ld coraes to the conclusion that ·~he pasoar:;es in 
Genesis., Job s and a few in. Psal1ns do not seem to admit the 
:rcndei'ing of "hell" for sheol. He says that "it ,1ould be 
h a.sty to determ:i.ne .from these passages the meaning pf sheol 
in all other passaees. 11 13 He then lists a nur.iber of passages 
in \'lhich he t akes sheol to me~,.,, "heJ.111 and nothing else. In-
cluded i n~ this 1:tat ar~ passages as: 
Numb . 16, 30: "And the earth opP-ned her mouth, and 
3'1:"rn.llowed them up , snd their houses, and all the 
men that appertained unto Korah, and all their 
goods . They, a...lld all that ~as theirs went down 
alive i nto the pit (sheol), and the earth closed 
upon them, and they l)eri shed from among the 
congregation." 
Deut. 321 22: "For a fire is kindled in mine anger, 
ancl shall burn into the lowest hell ( sheol)., ~d 
shall consuw.e the earth with her increase., and set 
on fire the foundations of the rountains." 
Prov . 15., 11: "Hell (sheol) and destruction are 
before the Lord." 
Prov. 27, 20: "Hell (sheol) and destruction are 
never .full." 
Pi"ov. 5., 5: "Her feet go down to death; her steps 
t ake hold on hell (sheol). 11 
12. Dau, 2.E.• .£.!!•, PP• 25-26. 
13. ~ • ., p. 27. 
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Pr ov. 7, 27: "Her house io the way to hell 
( sheol), going donn to the chrunbers of death." 
Prov .. 9, 18: "But he lcr101:1eth not tnat tho deru:I. 
are tllere; and that her guests are in the depths 
pf hell ( sheol) .·" 
Prov. 23, 14:: "Thou shalt beat him with the rod, 
ari .. d uhe..lt cleJ.iver his soul from hell (shool). 
Ez0k. 32, 21: "The strong among the mighty shall 
s:,e ak to him out ot' the mid st of hen ( s!'teol) vri th 
them that help him: they are gone down, they lie 
uncircumcised, slain by the sword." 
I s . 28, 14-15: "Wherefore hear the \70rd of the 
Lora., ye scornful 1nen, that rule this :people which 
is in Jerusalem. Because ye have said, We have r,13.d.e 
a covenant r,1 th death, and with hell ( sheol) are we 
at agreement; ~hen the overfloTling scourge shall 
pass throueh,, it shall not come unto us: for we 
ho.ve :made lies our refuge., and under falsehood 
have we hid ourselves." 
Is. ~8, 18: "For the grave (sheol) cannot praise 
thee, death cannot celebrate thee: they that ~o 
dovm :l.nto the pit cannot hope for thy truth." 
In this list., Dr,. Dau also included Hos. !3., 14 o.nd. Pa. 
16., 10 with the follm'!ing rereark: 
"In Hos. 13, 14 there is a prortlse of God• s 
mercy tha t Ephraim's sin is hid, s.nd that the Lord 
will ransom him from the power of sheol and f'rom 
death. This passage is qi1oted by st., Paul 1 Cor. 
15, 56 end is 1ntorpreted as referring to the 
victory of Christ over death and the 6rave (J.~.)· 
While in Ps., 16, 10 Christ is represented as 
victorlous over sheol and corruption. He is here 
shown as the conqueror of death and the entire 
realni of death, the prince or power of sheol." 14 
Dr. Dau concludes his discussion of the sheol-paasages 
14. Ibid • ., P• 29. 
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in \vhich he maintains sheol nuat be rendered by "hell" with 
·the fcllo ;;;ing ataten1ent: 
"In all these passages what else is rr1e2.nt by 
sheol than what Christians nre uont to call hell, 
t he pl ace1ana. the condition or state of the damned?" 5 . 
Bof~r e we leave this article, I wish to quote the fol-
l ovi n5 s ignificant statement of Dr. Dau: 
"In a general nay, thez?., any person's entering 
the realm of death may be called his descent into 
sheol, nrunely, in so far as he dies, passes from 
the land of the living, his fate beyond not being 
s pecially taken ~ a.ccount:---In this serise going 
do\m to sheoJ. is predicted. of holy men, or of all 
111en. The holy writers in such pas sages refer to what 
app.;;ars to human eyes. And it ~ccords with such a 
vi0w of sheol to represent it as a state in which 
there is •110 ,·1ork, nor• dfiioe, nor knowledge, nor 
,·;isc'.on:' . Eccl. 9, 10." 
I h ave quoted Dr. Dau's article rather ext0nsively, for 
the vie·1·; he there present s seems to be tlle viem held generally 
throughout our circles. The Lutheran \'Jitness a pprovingly 
cites the Australian Lutheran which re3t s.tcs ni~. Dau' s views, 
as seen from the following statement: 
"A careful study 0£ the context in which sheol 
is found clearly shows that the nord is used in 
various meanings. An obvious mean1ne; 1s grave, 
real~ of all the departed (Gen. 37, 35; Job 7, 9, 
15. ,illg_., !.·~· 
16. Ibid., PP• 31•32 
-
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3tc.). To save their heresy, ilT!pUgners of the 
o:t:>thod o,c doctrine, with :m audacity that craves 
its equal, assert that the above is its only mean-
:lng , the.t it never mean.a nore than grave or realm 
of t he departed, and bye forced interpretation or 
~11 othe r cl1eol texts give the ~ord s.luays this 
:meaning. But ever, · student of' Scripture knows 
t h nt thus arbitrarily to fix and limit the r.eaning 
of Hebrev, g.nd Greel~ words, used ve.riously, on the 
basi s of a r.e-.,; isolated instances, vecy often leads 
to orz•or, contradiction, ai.,d hopeless confusion. 
The on l y s ~.fe procedure in such case s is to consider 
c arefully the context in which the worn under dis-
cuss ion 1a found. Especially is this true of the 
word sheol, regarding the derivation of' uh1ch 
?hilological research ~s yielded not~ing aatis-
factory or definite." 
I n hi s Uo111i.letisches Realloxikon, Eclmardt lists the 
f'ollo 'ling me~ing s of sheol: 
17. 
18. 
" a . Grab, Todeszustand, der allen :Menschen 
ge~e1n 1st. l Mos. 37, 35: mit Le!de h1nunter-
f ~.hren in die G11Ube. Hiob 17, 13; Ps. 89, 49; 
J e8 . 38, 10. Ps. 16, 10: Du wirst meine Seele 
P-icht in der Hoelle lassen. 
"b. Roelle. 4 ?/os. 16, 33; Ps. 55, 16: 
-lebendig in die Hoelle fa.hren. Hier kenn nicht 
gem~int sein: lebend1G gestorben sein. Pe. 49, 
15-20: in der Hoelle nuessen sie bleiben und 
sehen des Licht nimmermehr. 5 Mos. 32, 22: bren-
nen bis in die unterste Roelle. Hiob 21, 13; 24, 
19; 26, 6. Spr. 27, 20; Ps. 9, 18. 
"c. zustand bei den Glaeubigen auf' Erden, 1n 
dem ~1e fuehlen, els waeren sie in der Hoelle. Pa. 
18, 5. 6: Der Hoellen Bande umfingen m!ch.1 Pa. 88, 4. 5: nahe be1 der Hoelle. 1 Sam. 2, 6." 8 
" v'Jhat is the Fate of the Vlioked ai'ter Death?", from The 
Lutheran Witness, Vol. XXIX, 1920, No. 10, Concordia PUb• 
Iishing House, St. Louis, Uo., P• 147. 
Eckhardt, E., llomilet!schea Reallexikon, success Printing 
Company, -~t. Louis, lf.o., 19101 P• 466. 
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The Sypodul-Bericht ot the Illinois District, 1886, 
carries mi article of so:me fifty pages on the topic, "Die 
Lehre von der Roelle und von der ew1gen Verdaimiss". The 
.following two paragraphs present a brier su:mrna.ry of the 
views of that \"II'iter: 
"D111~chforschen wir die hoiliee Schr ift, ~ zu 
sehen., ob sie vielleicht sonstwo oinen sogenannten 
l\~ittelort., Hades, Scheel., oder Todtenreich lehrt, 
wo die Seelen aller Menschen., sov1ohl der Gla.eubigen, 
\7ie der Unglaeubigen versann11ol t we2"den sollen uncl 
wo letzteren noch eine Gelegenheit, sich zu bekehren, 
und erst0ren., sich in der He111gung zu vervollkomruen, 
gegeben sei, so werden wir keine einzige Stelle, wenn 
man elem klaren Schr:i.ftY!ort nicht ,·:ilU;:uerlicil einen 
falschen Sinn unt erschiebt., finden., die man daf'uer 
a.Yli'D.flhren koennte. E~ 1st allard:i.ngs nicht zu 
leug.11en., dass d:as Wort t Sheol' (Hoelle) i rn .Al ten 
Te s t ament oft das G1-.ab oder. v1elD".ahr den Zustand 
des Todos, d e r allen ?Jenschen gem0:tn 1st, bczeich-
~et, z B. 1 1bs. 37, 35. Riob 171 13. Fs. 39, 49. 
Jes . 38, 10. u. ~. w.; nbo~ das Phantasiege1ilde 
ochv,aermcrischer Koepfe., der r.:1tt0lo:i."'t zwischen 
Iil:n:ir,eJ. unc. Hoelle., l s.esst sich hieraus nicht er-
'l:"einen . Di0s \'.'ort 'Sheol' 1st i r.:;. ,;1 t en Testament 
.nber aucb die cigentliche Bezeichnung fuer die 
Roelle, im Gegensatz zuru Rirr,r.iel., z. B. 5 1:0s . 32• 
22. Jes. 30, 33. u. s. w. Dass in diesen Spru.echen 
nicht das Grab, noch ein !.littelort., sondern die 
Roelle, der Ort der Verde.mmten, gemeint sei, 1st 
d ar aus ersichtlich, dass hier zugleich von dem 
Feuer der Roelle die Rede ~st. Fs. 49,. 15-20. 
kann dies wort ebcmi'alls nur ~on d e :.." Iroelle im 
ei3entlichen Sinne verstanden werden. Dies geht 
darau.s hervcr., dass es vori den Gottlosen heisst, 
•sie :m:uessen in der Roelle bleiben' und 1sle sehen 
d a s Licht nimmermehr', \7as nur von Bleiben nicht 
i m Grabe noch im sogenannten t5it·~elort., sondern 
allein in der Roelle vcrstanden Ym!'dsn lnum, wo 
1bnen das Licht, das Onadenantlitz Gottes, nimmer-
l!!ehr, d. 1. in a.lle Enlgkeit nicht, sc_1einet. 
"Durch daa \vort 'Scheol 1 ,1ird also itn 1\1 ten 
Testament ent,1eder das G1"0.b oder die Hoelle, 
nirgends aber ein sogenannter lAittelort zwisohen 
Himmel und Roelle bezeichnet. Auch das Neue 
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Testament lehrt ke1nen solchen Mitte!srt, es red.et 
nur vom Himmel und von der Hoelle." 
The same view 1s presented in the Lehre !!!!!!. Wehre, 1871, 
in an article entitled, "Die Lehre vom Hades". Ai"ter dis-
cussing passages in which aheol cannot possibly mean "hell", 
the writer states: 
"An andern Stellen hat Sheol freil1ch eine 
and.ere Bedeutung. \"/eil das Grab naemlich seinen 
vollen Schrecken doch nur i'uer den hat, der in die 
Hoelle gestossen wird; so hat Sheol auch die Be-
deutung Hoelle erhalten •. Grade wie in der Schrift 
das Wort Tod, das zunaechst nichts als den Verlust 
des irdischen Lebens anzeigt, der allen Menschen 
gemeinsam,--dann auch emphatisch die Bedeutung des 
ewigen, als de~ wahren und eigentlichen Todes be-
kommen hat." 20 
Luther discusses the problem of' sheol at considerable 
length in connection with his exegesis on Oen. 42, 38. He 
writes in part: 
19. 
20. 
"Zum Letzten diaputiren auch an diesem Orte 
die Hebraisten von dem Worte acheolah, welohes sie 
von dem Grabe verstehen und 'Gru.bet uebersetzen. 
Sie spotten aber unser, dass wires deuten, dasa 
es die Hoelle heissen soll. Wir f'ragen aber nach 
den ungelehrten Eseln gar nichts, welche in einen 
verkehrten Sinn dahin gegeben und schon in die 
aeuszerste Finsternis~ gestossen sind, also dass 
Ramelow, H., "Die Lehre von der Hoelle und von der 
ewigen Verdamniss", Synodal-Berioht ~ Illinois-Districts, 
versammelt zu Chicago, Ill., 1886, P• 62. 
"Die Lehre vom Hades", Lehre und Wehre, S1ebenzehnter 
Band, 1871, No. 10, 11, 12, st. Louis, No., pp. 294-295. 
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aie auch ihre eigene Mlttersprache nicht verstehen 
koennen. 
"Es m1ss aber das Wort keber etwas Anderea 
heissen und scheolah auch was Anderea bed.euten. 
Und. wie das late1n1sche wort sepulchrum, Grab, auf' 
Hebraeisch keber, . ein gemein Wort 1st beide den 
Gottseligen und auch den Gottlosen: also verhaelt 
es sich auch mit dem Worte scheolah. Dies 1st also 
gewiss und 1st genommen aus gemeinem Gebrauche der 
heiligen Schrift, allein, dass dies der Unterschied 
1st: das Wort keber, Orab, bedeutet e1gentl1ch die 
Erde, so ausgegrabon wird, und darein der Verstor-
benen Leib gelegt und begraben wird.. Denn es ster-
ben Viele, die eben nicht 1n die Erde begraben 
warden, als, die von Wilden Thieren zerrissen, 
oder die gehenkt oder verbrannt warden, dieselben 
koennen kein Vergraebniss haben, und. wird doch von 
Allen gesaget, dasa sie aus diesem Leben 1n die 
Grube -1nab f ahren. 
"Derhalben unterscheidet man diese Worte also 
recht, dass 'Grab'' ein Ort sei, dahin der Leib und 
Gebeine der Verstorbenen 1n die Erde begraben war-
den, da eine gewisse beatimmte Zeit, Person und 
Staette 1st. Scheolah 1st e1n gemeiner Ort oder 
Behaeltniss, nicht allein der Leiber, sondern auch 
der Seelen, da alle Todten versammelt warden. 
Augustin nennt es in seinem Ench1r1d1on .!!! Lauren-
tium: abdita receptaoula animarum, das 1st, heim-
11che Orte, da die Seeien aufbehalten werden. Der-
halben 1st dies chaos, diese Kluft, uns zwar 
unbekannt, darin keln Unterschied der Staette, 
Zeit oder Person 1st, dahin die auch fahren, die 
keine Graeber haben, Es 1st eine geneine Staette, 
woes anders eine Staette he1ssen soll, nicht fuer 
den Leib, sondern fuer die Seele. 
"In dem apostolischen Symbolum sagen wir, dass 
Christus gelitten, gestorben, begraben und nieder-
gefahren sei zur Hoelle; da diese zwe1 Stuecke nach 
Art der hebrae1achen Sprache unterschieden warden, 
naeml1ch das Begraebnisa und die N1ederfahrt zur 
Hoelle. Und 1m 16. Psalm V, 10. aprioht Chr1stus: 
'Du wirst meine Seele nicht in der Hoelle lassen•. 
"Derhalben iet acheolah eigentlich, wenn man 
es recht beschre1ben will, der Ort oder Behaelt-
niss der Seelen, Waa aber das fuer ein Ort oder 
Staette sei, davon haben die Alten viel unzaehlige 
Fragen gemacht und D1sputat1onen gehalten. Wir 
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sollen uns an d1esem Untersch1ede genuegen lassen: 
da:ss wie der Leib in der Erde erhalten wird., also 
die Seele, wenn sie vom Leibe gesch1eden., auch an 
ihren bestinnnten Ort, soheolah, kommt. Und sind 
nicht untersch1edene· soheolah oder Behaeltnisse 
der Gottseligen und Gottlosen. Die And.em dis-
putiren zwar etwas scharf davon., und s1nd mancher-
lei· .Argumente auf beiden Seiten, welche mir wenig 
zu achaffen geben. 
"In dem Gle1chn1ss vom reichen Manne un Lazarus 
Luc. 16., 22. 23. w1rd gesagt., dasa der reiche J.lann 
in die Hoelle begraben word.en se1, welches nioht e1n 
Grab des Leibee, sondern der Seele gewesen 1st; und 
wir nu.assen doch anders denken von den Gottseligen 
als von den Gottloaen, so beide mit einander in 
eben demselben scheolah sind. Wie hier Jakob sagt 
und dropen, Cap. 37, V. 36., auoh: 1Ich werde mit 
Leide. htnunter fahren in die Grube zu meinem Sohne'; 
item: ~:r.,Ihr werdet me1ne grauen Haare mit Herzeleid 
in die Grube bringen.' Un~vom Tode der Gottseligen 
:ist ein gew1sser und aehr Klarer Text 1n dem Propheten 
Jesaia am 57. Cap. v. 2.: 'Und die Oerechten kommen 
zum E'rieden, und rub.en in 1hren Kammern'; item 1 t~s. 
15, 15.: 'Und du sollst fahren zu deinen Vaetern mit 
Frieden, und in gutem Alter begraben warden'; und 
im 25. C a.p. V. 8. : 'Abraham ward zu seinem Volk 
gesamruelt.t Dies 1st das scheolah, das 1st, der 
Ort, dah1n die Gottse11gen versalllDlelt weroen, 
welchen Jesa1a 'Frieden' nennt, da .er 1m 67. Cap. 
v. 2. sagt: 'Die Gerechten kommen zum Frieden, 
und ruhen in 1hren Kaimnern' ; denn sie haben rich tig 
vor sich gewandelt. Da redet er ja von den Todten. 
Also wird gesagt zum Koenig Josia, 2 Ohron. 34,. ~8.: 
'Siehe, !ch will dich samrr.eln zu delnen Vaete:zm, 
dass du in de1n Grab m1t Frieden gesammelt werdest, 
dass deine Augen nioht sehen alle das Unglueok, das 
ich ueber diesen Ort und die Einwohner bringen will. 
"Dies alles 1st aus der heiligen Schrift often-
bar und gew1ss, dass die Heiligen oder Olaeubigen 
nach dem Leibe 1n 1hre Grube (keber) gehen; wie 
Abraham auf dem Acker Ephron gegen Malnre 1st begraben 
worden, l Nos. 25, 9. Naoh der Seele aber gehen sie 
1n 1hre Kammern., in das scheolah., da s1e m1t ihren 
Vaetern versalllJilel t weroen. Uild es haben die Oott-
seligen such wohl 1hre Gruben, darein sie fahren; 
aber dass s1e darin ruhen aollen. Und wiewohl sie 
m1 t Traur1gkei t dahin f'ahren, kommen sie dooh daselbst 
zur Ru.he und Frieden. Und 1st zwar dies Nied.erf'ahren 
der Gottseligen nichts Anderea, denn dass dies 
Leben in einen andern Stand veraendert w1rd, da man 
nicht mehr unter der SOnne und auf Erd.en lebt; 
sondern diewe11 sie dies Leben verlassen, gehen 
sie nun in ihre Schlafkammer und Ruhebettlein, 
darin sie schle.fen und ruhen, bis Leib und Seele 
wiederum im zukuenftigen und ewigen Leben zusammen-
konnnen ••••••• 
"Und so v1el koennen wir zwar wissen von den 
Orten; da Leib und Seele bewahrt und aufbehalten 
warden, naemlich, dass keber, das 1st, das Grab, 
die Staette heisse f'uer den Leib; scheolah aber 
fuer die Seele, die da schlaeft, entwed.er der Gott-
seligen, oder aber der Gottlosen; aber doch mit e1nem 
Unterschied. Und w~f nun solches fuer eine Ruhe sei, 
wissen wir nicht." 
About t wenty years ago~ the Rev. F. E. Pasche, Eden Val-
ley, Minn., read a paper, What ~ the Scriptures ~ EZ Sheol 
~ Hades?, to the South Park Region Conference of Minnesota. 
In this paper he stated th~t by ~eol and Hade~ scripture 
does not designate hell in its real neaning. In all passages 
where sheol and hades occur, he would translate "Region or 
place of the dead, Totenreich. Sheol, Hades, realm of the 
dead, is one and the same." 22 He cites the following excerpt 
. of a letter from Dr. w. Arndt, hiay 2, 1920: 
21. 
22. 
"Regarding Sheol I reached the conviction that 
it is always used In the sense of 'the abode of the 
dead', never in itself signifying a place of torture. 
Luther, ro., Auslegung ~ ersten Buches ~, Zweiter Theil, 
Lutheriseher Concordia-Verlag, St. Louis, Mo., 1881, PP• 
1541-1545. 
Pasche, F. E., What Do the scriptures Mean~ Sheol and 
Had.est, a paper~"'1i'efore the south Park Region coiil'erence 
of Minnesota by the Rev. F. E. Pasche, of Ek:len Valley, 
Minn., P• 2. 
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I pointed out, however, that Deut. 32, 22 clearly 
shows that the punishment of God will overtake the 
wicked in Sheol, that is, in the realm of the dead. 
Concerning Hades, my conclusion was that it is the 
same as the Hebz•ew Sheol, that hence both the be-
lievers and the unbelievers after death enter Hades, 
the former to be in Abraham's bosom, the latter to 
be torrri:ented. Gehenna undoubtedly is a place o:f 
tor1nent for the wicked a:fter death. It, then, is 
the respective subdivision of Hades. Tartaros 
(2 Pet. 2,4) is the Greek term :for the Hebrew word 
Gehenna. our theologians, especially Stoeckhardt 
(in his commentary on Isaiah) and Dau (in Theol. 
Quarterly) do not take '1113' view. However, a careful 
examination of their arguments have conv~sed me that 
their exegesis is faulty and untenable." 
As seen from this compendium of opinions, all coimnentators 
agree on one point, ~amely, that sheol, at least in some pas-
sages, refers to the state or condition
1
1~to ~hich !!!, men, 
good and evil alike, nust pass a:fter death. Since sheol at 
times is used to describe the punishment of the wicked, some 
immediately c_onclude that here it l!llst mean only hell. Why 
then can we not say that in certain passages sheo1 m1st mean 
heaven, since also the righteous, as faithful Jacob, enter 
sheol? 
No, this cannot be the case. A care!'ul examination of 
all 65 sheol-passages will show that the word sheol, !ts Greek 
equivalent hades, designates the state or condition of dis-
embodied. existence. 
23. Arndt, w., quoted from Pasche, F. E., op. cit., p. 7. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CONCEPTION OF HADES HELD BY FATHERS 
, 
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CONCEPTION OF HADES HELD BY THE FATHERS 
Although this chapter is not an essential part of our 
discussion, nevertheless, the information here presented . 
is somewhat beneficial and throws a certain degree of light 
on our problem, since many of the writers lived within a few 
centuries after the founding ot the Christian church. 
We make no claim of scholarly work in this part of the 
thesis, for the following information is quoted dire.ctly from 
.. 
Love ' .s Future Probation Examined. It is merely for the sake 
of completeness that we append this chapter. Furthermore, 
simply because this information is quoted from another man's 
work, does not in the least make the information the less 
valuable, 
Josephua--Hades a temporary confl.nement or 
prison, !£ the righteous: Hades, ffa subterranean 
region, wherein the light of this world does not 
shine"; but in which is "a region of light (of 
another kind), in which the just have dwelt from 
the beginning of the world"; "A place of custody 
for souls"; "these are now indeed confined in 
hades, but not in the same place wherein the un-just are confined". "Wherein t~e souls of air 
men are confined until a p;roper season n (Hades, 
_ 1, 2, 3, 5, 6). Th:e words .:.l'subt_erranean", "custody", 
"confined", pertain to a "prison"; yet, only temporary f for the righteous, --"until ·a proper season". 
Hades embraces abodes for both the righteous 
and the wicked: "Hades, whsrein the~uls of the 
righteous and the unrighteous are detained." "In 
this region there is a certain place set apart as 
a lake of unquenchable f'ira"; "while the just ••• 
are now indeed confined in hades, but not in the 
same place wherein the unjust are confined" 
(Hades, l, 2). "The punishments and rewards in 
hades" (Wars, 2, B; 14). Both the wicked and the 
righteous are embraced there. 
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Abraham• s bosom: "As to had.ea, there is one 
descent into this region, ••• but the just ere guided 
to the right hand, ••• unto a region of light, in 
which the just h ave dwelt from the beginning of the 
world ••• This place we call the bosom of Abraham" 
(Hades, 3). 
Philo--"And banishing the unjust arxl. ungodly 
soul, he disperses it and drives it to a distance 
froru himself to the region of the pleasures ond 
appetites ani acts of injustice; and this region 
is, with exceeding appropriateness, called the 
region of the impious, more fitly than that one 
which is fabled as existing in th~ shades below. 
For indeed, the real hell is the life of the wicked, 
which is audacious and flagitious, . e.rxi. li-~ble to all 
kinds of curses 11 (Works, Bohn' s m.. vol. f1. PP• 168, 
169). . · 
·--·,··-···· . . . . . -· --··-, -· - -- - l 
Cl·ement of Rome·~"For they went down alive into . 
hades, and death swallowed them up" (lat Epis. c. 51). 
These were Korah, Dathan, and AbiraJtt, and such others 
as engaged in the rebellion against ~oses. In this 
case the wicked vere in hades, but not 1n the para-
dise of hades. 
Ignatius--Saints 1n hades, and under the earth: 
11He was truly crucified,° and (truly) d1ed,-i:ii the 
sight of beings in heaven, and on earth, and under 
the earth" (To Tral. c. 9). "I mean ••• by those 
under the earth, the miltitude that arose along 
with the Lord. For says the Scripture, •many bodies 
of the saints that slept arose•, their graves being 
opened. He descended, indeed, into hades alone, but 
h f) arose accompanied by a miltitude" (Ibid. Long. Ver.). 
Christ by this view m1st have visited, between his 
death and resurrection, the saints that rose with 
him f'rom the dead. If this ad.di tion to the Shorter 
Version does not date near the f'irst part of the 
_ second century, then it llllst near the last part. 
Hades received both the righteous and the wicke:d,, 
both Christ and Korah. It was therefore f'or both 
classe·s of men, and had two apartments, as we shall see. 
Papias--A lower paradise: "As the p1•esbyters 
say, then (in-the future state) those ,mo are deemed 
worthy of an abode in heaven shall go there, others 
shall enjoy the delights of' paradise ••• The first 
will be taken up into the heavens, the second class 
will dwell in paradise" (5). This is certain, that 
the early Christians often conceived of a paradise 
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lower than hea.ven, o.nd that they sometimes called 
it u Abraham's bosom", e. temporary place for nearly 
all the departed saints previous to Christ's resur-
rection. 
Justin Martyr--Two classes of men 82_ to hades. 
He quotes approvingly°"from Sophocles':=- ~ 
"Thei?e ere two roads to had.es, well we know; 
By this ~he righteous, and by tha~ the bad, 
On to their separate fates shall tend; and he, 
Who all t;hings had destroyed., shall all 
things save" (keep alive). 
(Gov't of God. e. 3.) 
Hades, therefore, receives all of the dead. 
Ghrist did not re1na.in in hades: "So likewise 
Christ declareci:filiat ignorance was not on his side, 
but on theirs, who thought that he was not the Christ, 
but f'ancied they would put him to death, and that he, 
like some coDJ.mon mortal, would re!nain in hades" 
(Dia. Try. e. 99). 
Irenaeus--Christ !a hade,s: "The holy Lord 
remen;bered his dead Israel, who s1 ept in the land 
of sepulture; and he descended to them to make 
known to them his salvation ••• 'He also descended 
into the lower parts of the earth, 1 to behold with 
his eyes the state of those who vrere resting .from 
their labors" (Against Heresies, B. vi. c. 22, s. 1). 
''But the case was, that .for three days he dwelt 1n 
the place ·where the d~ad ,v.e.re, as the pl"ophet says 
concerning him" (Her. B. v~ c. 31). 
•i.' 
Clement of Alexandria:.;·-"If, the Lord descended 
to hades for no other end but to preach the gospel, 
as he did descend; it was either to preach the 
gospel to all'', "who had lived in 1,ig..li.teousness"., 
"or to the Hebrews onlyn (Mis. B. vi. c. 6). The 
righteous who died before Christ, were in h9.Cles to 
hear the gospel there from him. Both classes o.f 
the dead were in hades. "The rich man was punished 
in hades, being made partaker of the fire; while the 
other flourished again in the Father• s bosom" 
(Inst. B. 11. o. 11). Both men were in hades. 
Tertullian--Hades has two a;eartmen·ts and 
conditions: "I :must co1npel~u to determ1rur-(wh~t 
you mean by hades), which of its two regions, the 
region of the good or the bad" (Anima, c. 66). 
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"Hay, even in hades the admonition has not ceased 
to speak; where we find 1n the person of the rich 
feaster, convivialities tortured.; in that of the 
pauper, fasts refreshed" (Fasting, c. 16). "What-
ever arr:ount of punishment or refreshment the soul 
tasted in he.des" (Anima, c. 7). 
Christ descended to hades: "But what is that 
v1hich is removed to hades after the separation of 
the body; which is there detained; which is reserved 
until the day of judgment; to which Christ s.1so, on 
dying, descended" (Anima, c. '7)? 
Gehenna like the place of punishment 1n hades: 
"'Pear him who, a.fter he hath killed, hathpower to 
cast into hell' 11 (gehenna) (tiarc. B. iv. c. 28). 
Abraham's bosom: "That there is some determinate 
pluce called Abraham•s bosom, and that it is designed. 
for the rec option of the soul\S of J\braham' a children, 
even from rur~ng the Gentiles •••• Although it is not 
in heaven, it is yet higher than hell, and is ap-
pointed to affo1u an interval of rest to the souls 
of the righteous, until the consummation of all 
things shall complete the resurrection of all men 
with the 'full recompense of: their 1~eward. ' " "'l"ne 
Scripture 1tself ••• expressly distinguishes between 
Abraham• s bosozn, v1here the poor uia.n dwells, and the 
infernal place of torment. 'Hell' (I take it) means 
one thing, and Abraham's bosom another. 0 "By Abraham's 
bosom is meant sorr~ temporary receptacle of faithful 
souls" (lmc. B. iv. c. 34). ''And after this life's 
course is over, repose in hades in Abraham's bosom" 
(Mar·c. v. 111. c. 24). 
heaven: "This city has been provided by God 
for receiving the B.ainta on their resurrection." 
11\V e shall then be changed in a m:,.ment into the sub-
stance of ·angels, even by the investiture or an 
incorruptible nature, and so be removed to that 
kingdom of heaven of which we have now been treating" 
(Kare. B. 111. c. 24). 'l'ertull1an di:f'fored. from most 
of his conte111poraries, 1n believing that the saints, 
except martyrs, do not change their abode from 
Abraham's bosom to heaven until after the final 
resurrection .and judgment. Others thought that 
those in Abraham's bosom at Christ's ascension 
ascended with him to heaven. 
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Hippolytus--"But now we .nust speak ot hades, 
i n v.rh.ich the souls both of the righteous and. the 
unrighteous are detained ••• And in this locality 
t her e is a certain place set apart by itself, a 
l ake of unquenchable fire, into which we suppose 
no one has ever yet been cast; for it is prepared 
agai nst the day determined by God, in which one 
sentence or righteous judgment shall be justly ap-
plied to all. And the unrighteous, and those who 
believe not God, ·who have honored as God the vain 
works of the hands of men, idols f a shioned (by them~ 
selves ); sh all be sentenced to t h i s endless punish-
ment. But the righteous shall obtain the incor-
ruptible a.nd unfading kingdom, ~ho in~e&i ar~ at 
present detained in hades, but not in the same ·place 
vii th the unrie;.hteous~ For to t~1is locality there is 
one descent, at the gate whereof we believe an arch-
P.ngel is stationed -with a host. And when those who 
are conducted ~Y the angels appointed unto the soul~ 
h a ve pnssed through this gate, they do not proce,ed on 
one and the srune way; but the righteous, being con-
duc ted i n the ligh t toward the right, e.nd being 
hyrao.0d by the angels stationed at the place, are 
brought to a locality full of light. And there the 
righteous from the beginning dwell, not ruled by 
necessity, but enjoying always the contemplation of 
the bl~ ssings which are in their view, and delight-
ing themselves with the expecta~ion of others ever 
new, and d eeming those ever better than these. And 
t hat plac e brings no tails to them. There, there is 
nei ther fierce heat, nor cold , nor thorn; but the 
f act of the fathers a..'l'ld the righteous is seen to be 
al\, e.ys smiling, as t hey wait for the rest and eternal 
r evival in heaven ,·rhich succeed th1 s loco. tion. And 
we call it by the name Abraham's bosom. But the un-
righteous ar e dragged toVJard the left by _angels who 
are ministers of punishment, and they go of their 
owl\ accord no longer, but are dragged by force as 
pri.soners. And the angels appoin ted over them send 
the1"1 along, reproaching then1 a..l"ld threatening tbem, 
w1 t h an eye of terror., forcing t h em do\m into ch$ 
lower parts. And when th~y are brought there, those 
appointed to that service drag thern on to the con-
fines of hell (gehenna}" (Discourse against Greeks, 
a.l}. It seems that by a general statement, "Abraham's 
bosom~' is a part of hades, and by a m:>re specific state-
ment, it may perhaps be called a region for the blessed 
next beyond hades, or on the further side of it, with 
heaven still beyond that. In like Dla!lller, gehenna in 
one sense is a part of hades, and in another sense 
is a region beyond it. Yet, there is a place of 
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puni slment for the wicked !!!_ ha.des, if the conception 
be al lowed that none a:r·e cast into gehenna until 
a f ter the judBment. This figurative language, nnd 
thou Bbt., of t he early Fa.thera, had a substratum in 
t heir real b E::lief. 
Cy-prien--"A horrible place., of which the name 
i s gehenna., with an awful 1LU1~mu.ring and groaning of 
soul s bewailine;, and with flames belching forth 
t hrough t he horr i d darkness of thick night" 
( 1lal"tyrdom., s. 20). 
Origcn--"N0\7 as we found 'chat gehenna \las men-
tioned in the Gosp e l as a pl ace of punishment., v,e 
searched to see ~hether it is mentioned anY1f1here in 
t he ancient; ..)criptu1,es., e.nd especially because the 
J ewo too u se the word. ·.And we ascertained that where 
the valley of the Son of Ennom was named in dcripture 
i n the Hebrew., instead of 'v~ley'., Ylith f'undarae:nt-
ally th0 s anie meaning, it was ter:med bot h the val-
l <~y of Elm om and also Geenna11 (.Ag t. Celsus, B. vi. 
C • 25) • 
Gregory Thaumaturgus--Christ descended to hades: 
nrt beco:meth llB to descend even into the very depths 
of the Bl"ave, on behalf' of the dead who are deta ined 
there . It becometh me, by my three days' dissolu-
t i on i n the flesh, to destroy the power of the 
ancient enemy, dee.th" (Holy T'neophany). 
Hades abolished for tho se of. f aith, since 
Chri s t rose: 11.And if"-iiiiy one beTieves not that 
d eath isaboli.shed, that hades is trodden under 
f oot, tha t the chains thereof are br oken, that the 
tyrant thereof is bound, let him look on the martyrs 
dispor ting t h emselve s in the presence of death, and 
t aking up t he jubilant st1'ain or the victory of 
Ch rist ••• For s ince the seoond Adam has brought up 
t he i'irst Ada.111 out of the deeps of' hades., as Jonah 
wa s deliver ed out of t h e whale, and. has set forth 
h i m who has deceived as a citizen or heaven to the 
shame of the deceiver, the gates of hades have been 
shut., and the gates of heaven have been opened, so 
as to offer an unimpeded. entrance to those who rise 
thither in faith" (Discourse on Saints). 
Arnob1us--''But (will he not be terrified by) 
the punishmen t s in hades, of which we have heard., 
a s suming also ( as they do) many 1'orl'l1s of tor·cure" 
(Agt. Gentiles, B. 11. s. 30). He does not say 
that there is punishment 1n s.11 parts of hades. 
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Lactantius--"lfor1, that he would not remain in 
hell (hades ), but r ise a gain on the third d ay, had 
been f or ltold by t he p rophets" (Div. Ins'ta. B. iv. 
c. 1 9 ). 
l. Love, w., ~·~.,PP• 163-171. 
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CHAPTER V 
HOW I S HADES REHDBHED BY VilliIOUS VERSIONS? 
• 
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HOW IS HADES RENDERED BY VARIOUS VER3IOUS'l 
Before we study how vario~s translators rendered Had.ea, 
let u s tur n to I Cor. 15, 55, where st. Paul quotes Hos. 13, 
14. The Iiebz•ew text reads: IP.'{ ti.~?f?(. n.iw~ n,::, fr>~ Siy'fi 1','? 
, ; '~ Y? --; p ~-, ngJ J ix'f'· ¥ ~~f '~!;' D.J~ ~, J;;z• The Septuagint 
translate s t hus: €.IL ?<'("s 4l£u. ~,;CfU<"' ~ .lrou~ ~ .Li_ 
n 'r l ' • .. .. .. c , .a , 
Po( vr;s 4cl /I vT ewa:4,l<dJ g k'Zfr#i • ~ ~ ~ aL, ,1:wn j 2ll21. 
Z-P 'ft'vxe.e.t... ~' ;L£p.; According to Neatle' s t ext, I Cor. 
15 • 5b ·"e ad s.· ' 0 c ~ ' L • .. "' 
, ... Jf011"£1ro7 ..e vo1 vg;r42.s ~ 11, 11os .• EE.!!. ~ 
9o<'vari, ,)J .Jt:J:!i.'2 .. ~.J ;rD11 ™-' .Jtri.ia..u.., ct ~tciv,.eor:; HoY1ever, 
;;,..o; i s given a s a va riant reading. It \7ould see~, we admit, 
t l1at the better manuscripts prefer· the reading ~eCr:sn • Ac-
cording to he~meneutical rules, it would perhaps be nore cor-
r ect t o a cc0p·c the reading found ir the bet'l;er manuscripts. 
But i n view ot the fact that the original Hebre\1 has Shn.u', 
,• 
that the S_ept uagint translates Jitnf a s ~' and that Nestle' a 
text gl ve s ~ a s a variant reading, --these ·mree consider-
ations induce us to include I Oor. 15, 55 on the 11st of 
passages in which~ oc<?urs in the New Testament. There-
fore , throughout this study, we shall work on the assumption 
that~ appears in eleven New Testament passages. 
As in the case of Si1f1ft• also with ~ the versions 
help us little in solving our problem. Th e Autho:i:-ized Version 
r enders~ a s 11hell 11 in each pa ssage, with t he exception of 
I Cor. 15, 55, where it translates it as "grave". In this 
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passage ·i;h.0 Revised V01"'sion a.ncl I1:offa.tt have "death", while 
in the other ten passages both have "Had.ea", with the ex-
ception of Acts 2, 27. 31, where L:offatt ho.s "grave". The 
Vulga t e has "mars" 1n the I Col". passages and 11 infernus" 1n 
the other t en. The Douay Version, following the Vulgate, has 
0 d eath" ln I Cor. 15, 55, and "holl" in the remaining "Hades" 
passages. Strange as it may seem, the Norwegian Bible has 
"Helvede 11 in I Cor. 15, 55, arrl i..Yl. all the other passages 
with t he exception of t;lle t\i-O passages in Acts 2, where it 
transl~t es ~ e.s 11D.¢des Higen, meaning, 11realm {or king-
dom) of the d e aC4 11 • Luther ia consi~rbent throughout, for 1n 
each cas e he ha.s r•endered ·che term with "Roelle". 
Concerning the Etyraology of the Norwegian 11Hel vede", 
Dr. Theo. Graebner g1 ves us the f'ollowing 1nfor.rnat1on: 
n. 'Hel vede' is derived f1"om the Indo-Eu.ropean 
'hs.lja', raeaning Hell, Unterv;elt (Old 'Norsk 'h~L'), 
and 'vitja', meaning punishment, Old Norsk •vftl•. 
Hel-viti, Helvecle, then originally stood for the 
punishment after death, and l ·iJ is worthy of no·te 
that the simple Old Saxon •witi', Old High Ger~ 
'wizi' ( i'1"om viz an, to punish, 'Verweis' ) , ri;eant 
pu11ishment of the damned even without the prefix 
n0l, Roelle. (Fick, Indo-Germ. Woerterbuch, vol. 
III, PP• 99, 304.) Ifonce it is a fair assumption 
'tha t ·th e term 'Hel vede' \/hen it was eraployed by the 
lfarwegian t1•anslators 0£ the Creed, ftood as an 
exact equivalent for Hades :Hell." 
In our study of the Hades passages, I shall examine each 
passage in its context and ahall freely quote various views 
held by e.xegotes, before presenting my own opinion. 
l. Graebner., T., .2£. 91:.!.. , p. 30. 
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CHAPTER VI 
VARIOUS VIEWS AND EXPLANATIONS OF HADES 
IN NEW TESTAMENT PASSAGES 
48 
A. MATT. 11, 23 - LUXE 10, 15 l 
A. V.: "And thou, Capernaum, which art exalted unto 
heaven, shalt be brought down to hell." 
Nestle: 
H~ > 
~, ,, ' 
.1.,s ~ «:,r-yt:,,;, • 
In the previous verses Christ pronounces woe upon the 
Galilean cities of Choraz1n and Bethsaida. They had. had. oc-
casion to see His miracles, they had often seen Him manifest 
His almighty power, they had seen His signs and wonders, yet 
they had rejected Him and His saving Gospel. Christ had been 
patient with them, but now He finds it necessary to pronounce 
woe and condemnation upon the inhabitants of these two cities. 
Choraz1n and Bethaaida are compared with Tyre and Sidon, two 
heathen cities. Yet Christ tells Chorazin and Bethsaida: 
(v. 21) "If the mighty works which were done in you had been 
done in Tyre and Sidon, they would have repented long ago 1n 
I 
saqkcloth and .1,a\dles. ·V. 22. But I say unto you, it ah.all be 
JJX>re tolerable for Tyre and Sidon at the Day of Judgment than 
i'or you." 
Christ here wishes to point out that the greater the 
opportunities, and the greater the privileges, the greater 
also will be the responsibility. The temporal and spiritual 
blessings of Chorazin and Bethsaida were indeed great, while 
those of Tyre and Sidon were comparatively insignificant; 
l. Parallel Passages. 
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hence, on the day of judgment, God will take these things 
into consideration and will render punishment accordingly. 
Then Christ pronounced the curse upon Capernaum, "And 
thou, Capernaum, which art exalted unto heaven, shalt be 
brought down to hell; for if the mighty works which have been 
done in thee had been done in Sodom, it would have remained 
until this day. But I say unto you, That it shall be nx>re 
tolerable for the land of Sodom in the Day of Judgment· than 
for thee." 
Capernaum had been "exalted unto heaven" in that Christ 
made His home there during His Galilean ministry. He had 
performed many notable miracles there, and its inhabitants 
had there heard some of His most powerful sermons. Yet these 
people, wi~h the gre~test spiritual privileges and blessings, 
\ 
likewise rejected· Christ; hence the sentence: &_ f( .. 
14n,/"V"';'J i ·~ To hades shalt thou go down I 
Concerning the condemnation of Oapernaum, Dr. P. E. 
Kretzmann remarks: 
"Exalted nx>st high, degraded nx>st deeplyl such 
is its curse. For even SOdom, representing the essence 
of bestial filth and immorality, would have responded. 
to such evidences of special divine love and mercy. 
On the Day of Judgment, therefore, Sodom also -will 
be preferred above Capernaum. It 1 s a terrible thing 
to despise God's visitation of grace. All those that 
have had an opportunity to learn about Christ and 
His work, but re.fuse repentance and faith, will 
receive a severer judgment on the last day and 
will be condemned to greater daJ!llation than other 
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sinners that were not so signally blessed with the 
revelation of truth." 2 
It would be mere speculation to assert with any degree 
of certainty what meaning of !/.1;.s- Dr. Kretzmann had in mind 
when he wrote this statement; yet he uses the terms "severer 
judgment " and "greater damnation" on the day of judgment. 
Matthew Henry likewise does not discuss our problem here; 
however, from the following two statements it is obvious 
that he uses ~ synonynx>usly with ·1,,rr:e< : 
"Gospel advantages and advancements will sink 
sinners so nuch lower into heJl" ••••• "It has there-
fore been justly said, that the professors of this 
age, whether they go to heaven or hell, will be the 
greatest debtors in either of these places; if to 
heaven, the greatest debtors to divine mercy for 
those rich means that brought them thither; if to 
hell, the greatest debtors to divine justice, for 
those rich means that would have kept them from 
thence." 3 
Lenski presents his view on hades in no uncertain terms 
when he writes: 
2. 
3. 
"The English hades and hell deserve a capital 
no more than heaven or the heavens. Here 'hades', 
the unseen place(~ pr1vat1vum plus lCcfr) is 
beyond question the opposite of •heaven•, and thus 
Kretzmann, P. E., Popular Commentary of the Bible, The 
New 111estament, Concordia Publishing House;-st. Louis, uo., 
1921, Vol. I, P• 64. 
Henry, Matthew, Commentary 2!! ~ \\hole Bible, Fleming H. 
Revell Company, New York, Toronto, London, aid El::linburg, 
1721, Vol. V, (pages ar e not numbered). 
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nust mean hell. Here 'hades• is not used in trans-
lation for scheol, for Jesus is not quoting, though 
he may have used scheol in the Aramaic. Note that 
Jesus does not postpone Capernaum• s descent into 
hades til the judgment day. Sodom had already gone 
down, Tyre and Sidon would follow, and so Chorazin, 
Bethsaida, and the worst of them all Capernaum. 
'Hades' cannot mean merely das Totenre1ch, the realm 
o.f' the dead, into which so many think all the dead 
descend. If a place different from heaven and hades, 
a receptacle for all dead men, really existed, for 
Jesus to declare that obdurate Capernaum shall descend 
thither would be pointless--since, where else would 
dead men go~ Matthew has 'hades• only once more, 1n 
16, 18, and there too 1n the sense of hell, the place 
of the damned ••••• Speculative thought makes hades a 
a condition, instead of a place, but only clashes 
with the v,ords here uttered by Jesus." 
Vincent, in his "Word Studies 1n: the New Testament", 
makes the following statement regarding~ in his treatment 
of Katt. 11, 23: 
4. 
5. 
"In the Nevr Testament Hades is the realm of the 
dead. It cannot be successfully maintained that it 
is, in particular, the place for sinners (so Cremer, 
'Biblico-Theological Lexicon•). The words about 
Capernaum (Matt. 11, 23), which 1t 1s surprisl. ng to 
find Cremer citing in support of this position, are 
merely a rhetorical expression of a fall from the 
height of earthly glory to the deepest degradation, 
and have no nx>re bearing upon the moral character of 
Hades than the words of Zophar (Job 11, 7. 8: Canst 
thou by searching find out God1 canst thou find out 
the Almighty unto perfection? It is as high as heaven; 
what canst thou do'l deeper than hell; what canst thou 
know?) about the perfection of the Almighty." 0 
Lenski, R. c. H., Interpretation of st. ldatthew•s Gospel, 
Lutheran Book Concern, Columbus, Ohio"; 1932, PP• 434-
435. 
Vincent, 2.E.• £!!•, P• 96. 
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In his somewhat extensive work, "Future Probation 
Exruninedtt, Love makes the following remark in his treatment 
of the word~ in the New Testament: 
"The Septuagint nearly always translates the 
Hebrew 1 sheol' by the Greek •hades'. The exceptions 
employ some word of similar meaning. For at least 
three hundred years before Christ, had.es meant what 
sheol meant; and. since tho latter was the abode of 
the dead of both classes, the former was also. Ho 
evidence appear~ of any change at the time or Christ, 
or ai'terwa.rds. Where the word •hades' is used to 
signify the place of either the rir)l.teous or the 
\•1icked, some qu.e.lifying lat1o~age or circuinstances, 
as in the case of sheol, indicate which part or state 
of hades is meant. 'Thou ••• shalt be brought down unto 
hades' (A1a.tt. 11, 23) ••••• SU.ch expressions imply judgment, and the place of destruction in hades." 6 
Pearson expresses his interpretation of ~in this 
passage in the following manner: 
"What is the state of those in Hades? In reply, 
two things may be said on the basis of ·New Testament 
teaching. First, they are conscious, alive, knowing 
their own condition and the condition of those still 
upon earth. They are in full exercise of their 
faculties, reason, memory, etc. Hades is not a 
place of mere •shades', of semi-existence, but a 
place of living personalities who are aware of their 
own unsaved condition 8IKl. of their separation from 
all that is good. In the second place, those abiding 
in Hades a.re in torment. Hades is a place of suffer-
i,ng of punishment for sin. This conception was 
growing e.m:mg the Hebrews long before New Testan1ent 
times. Sheol had cone to have a defi~1te connection 
with sin and judgment. It meant the humiliation and 
destruction of the wicked. With this idea in mind 
Jesus said concerning Capernawn, 'Thou shalt go down 
unt o Haded." ·, 
6. Love, .2£• ~., P• 178. 
7. Pearson, 2£• ~., PP• 312-313. 
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The writer of the article "Sheol-Hades-Hell-What?" 1n 
the gucensland Messenger has verry definite convictions con-
cerning t he use of~, as is seen from this statement: 
"• •• Opponents confidently assert that 'hades' 
means the grave, or the state of death of believers 
and unbelievers ••• It has not that wider meaning of 
sheol •••••• In Liatthew 11, 23, and Luke 10, 15, Jesus 
solenmly threat ens the wicked inhabitants of Capernaum 
wi t h special and severe punishment in the day of Judg-
~ent {v. 24). If hades meant only the state of death 
of all inhabitruits of ale cities, then this nould be 
a senseless statement." 
The lexicographer Thayer apparently uses~ in a wider 
meaning, fo r he translates this phrase weto.phorically., 11to 
(go or) be thrus t down into the depth of miserry and disgrace". 9 
B. MATT. 16, 18 
A. v.: "And I say also unto thee, That thou art Peter, 
and upon this rock I will build rrr:, church; and the gates of 
hell shall not prevail against it." 
N tl , ' , ~, \ ., ,, , \ } ' e s e : ~ Li.. C!.. ;,q.w.  a.. '4:!_l, re o,r , .Lu.. .!.!!.!. 
1 "' I > 1 • J I I 'j Cfd. 
'T,, np X/1- 1fllq P ti/ 944,Nll(f'(H ,'LUI-~ I 6tttl .,o,c YI Jla.i... ll v "' $,.U.2. 
' ' J "\ ~ '(45 U r,f s' «:a.,«: I V 8' "71 s • 
This passage is very f8.ll1111ar to all d us, chiefly be-
cause of the fact that Roman Catholic theologians lay m2ch 
a. 
9. 
"Sheol-Hades-Hell-\Vhatf", from ~ Queensland 1i1essenger, 
(Organ of the Queensland District of the Ev. Lutheran Synod 
in Australia), Vol. 8, No. 9, July 10, 1934, P• 98. 
Thayer,~· cit.,!• 2.• 
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stress 011 this passage for their doctrine of the primacy of 
Peter. This erroneous conception of the papists does not 
concern us here and has no relation whatsoever to our problem. 
Christ spoke these words af'ter that glorious declaration 
of Peter's: "Thou are the Christ, the son of the living God." 
Peter was commended highly by the Lord for his f earless con-
fession., fo r Jesus said unto him: "Blessed art t hou, Simon 
Bar-jona; for flesh and blood hath not r evealed it unto thee, 
but My Father which is 1n heaven." Then follows this promise 
concerning the entire Church: "Upon this rock I will build 
my church; and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it." 
We have pften heard exegesis on the first part of this 
pas sage, and. w~ all know that when Ohrt.st said, "Up~;n this 
rock I will build my church", He meant that upon this Peter-
like co~fession is the Church founded. However, just what 
did Christ mean with the words: "The gates of hell shall 
not prevail a.Ba1nst it." Dr. P. E. Kretzmann states: 
"Against this Ohµrch, as it is built, and 
because it is bull t upon this rock, .the gates of . 
hell cal)llot pre~s11, all the powers of .hell cannot 
conquer it. It is strong, enduring, so long as the 
faith in the Father and in Jesus Christ, His Son, our 
Redeemer, and in the SpirifO as giving this blessed 
certainty, reigns 1n it." 
Matthew Henry gives the following exegesis on this 
' I i ... I sentence, f&l... a:v,'rt ~ £ii. Kt191<f'ihr'<l4Yf0' o(flT~S 
10. Kretzmann, ~· ill•, P• 90. 
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"This implies t hat the church has enemies that 
fight against it, and endeavour its ruin and over-
thr ow, here rer)resented by the gates of hell, tha t 
is, the city of hell, (whicfi'"i"s direct!'y opposite to 
t h i s heavenly city,~ city of~ living Q.2!!), 
the devil's interest among the children of men. The 
g ates of hell are the po\vers and policies of the 
devil's kingdom, the dragon• s head and 11,Q.~~' .. by 
v1hich h e makes war with the Lamb; all tha t ' comes 
ou t of hell~gates";'" ai"b"eing hatched -and contrived 
the re.- These £ +g}:lt against the church by opposing 
gospel truths, co1'rut:.1t1ng gospel ordinances, :r,erse-
cuting good winisters anc1 good Christians; d:-c•awing 
or driving, persuading by craft or forcing by cruel-
ty, to that v:h1ch is inconsistent VT1th the purity of 
relieion; this is the design of the gates ef hell, 
-to root out the name of' Christianity (Ps. lx.xxi11. 4) 
to devour the man-child (Rev. xii. 9), to raze this 
city to the ground." 11 
Lenski again 1s very explicit in his interpretation of 
~l;s in this passages 
"In speaking of the foundation on which he will 
build his church, Jesus is thinking of her mighty 
ene raie s. Though the articles are missing with n!,Jtl 
~IIJL, both nouns are definite. On 'hades', aee 11, 
~ 'The unseen place• is here viewed as a mighty 
fortress, the opposite of the sacred Temple of Christ; 
e.nd the u,IA~u or portals of had.es, are f'igurat1ve 
for the mighty warring hosts that issue from these 
portals. It is in;possible thus to make 'hades• mean 
'the realm of the dead', the hypothetical place to 
which all the souls of dead men descend til judgment· 
day. How could •the gates• of su~h a place war against 
t he church on earth? Here 'hades' lllll.st mean hell, · 
the abode of the devils, whose one object is to 
destroy the church ••••• 'Phe i1nplication is t hat 
hell's gates· shall pou~ out her hosts to assault 
the church of Christ, but the church shall not be 
overthrown (Hev. 20, 8-9). What makes her impreg-
nable is her mighty foundation, Christ, the Son of 
the living God (1 Oor. 15, 24b). Merely as a mat-
ter of curiosity in exegesis we mention the notion 
11. Henry, 21?.• cit. 
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that at t he end of time the church "111 batter down 
the e ates of the l 0wer world to release the dead 
hel d there. This tops off Christ's descent into 
hell, by a descent of the church of believers to 
t he same place. When it come2 to hades nDre than 
one exegete loses his balance." 12 
Poar son presents the following explanation for his views 
on thi s pas sage when he wri-tes: 
"'The gates of Hades', found 1n Matt. 16:18, 
is a proverbial expression, used frequently in Greek 
literature, also 1n the Old Testament and in the 
Apocrypha. Here it see]jlS to sta.I¥i for the pov1ers 
of the underworld that oppose the church, or, as 
many think, for death which is •the last enemy•. 
The :ne aning is that, in spite of all the powers of 
dee.th and of the ne~er world, t}?.e chursh vrill go 
on triumphantly to its consummation." 
The follo wing 1a a quotation from Luther quoted in the 
Hirschberger Bibel under this passage: 
"Die allergroesste Gewalt der hoellischen 
Gelstez•. Wenn gleich dcr Satan alle seine Macht 
wider die Kirche so vere1n1gte, als wie man be1 
eincr · Verthe1d1gung einer bclagerten Stadt thu.t, 
um ihre Pforton und Thore wider das Eindringen der 
Fe1nde zu beschuetzen, wird er es nicht wehren 
koennen, dass nicht die Seelen aus den Thoren der 
Roelle herausgerissen sollten warden, noch viel 
weniger die Kirche Christi gar uebermoegen oder 
vertilgen. Pa. 124, 6-8. Ps. 129, 2. Rgl. Die 
Hoellenpforten sind aller Gewalt w1dor die Christen, 
als da sind Tod, Hoelle, weltliche Weisheit und 
Gewalt." J.4 
12. Lenski, 2.E.• £!!•, PP• 608-609. 
13. Pearson,~·~., PP• 309•310. 
14. Page 36. 
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On u,)A,t, floy , Vincent ·states that it 1a "an or1ental-
isra. fo r the court, throl,le, and dignity of the infernal king-. 
I 
,, 
dom. Had e s is oontemp1:a.ted as a mighty city, with .formidable, 
,, 
f'rotming portals ••••• Tl1e kingdom or city of Hades confronts 
and as ~;aul ts the church. wlhich 'Chr1 st built U:>On the rock. 
(Cr. Job 38, 17; Ps. 9, 13; 107., 18; Isa. 38, 10.}'' 15 
In ·!;he queensland l~essenger we read: "In Matthew 16, l8, . 
Christ promi se s that the gates of hell shall not prevail against 
the Chris tlan Chu1"ch. Also these words o.f our Savior would 
be a lie and {:a deceit, if had.es meant only the state of death, 
because all members of the Church go ip.to de,1th." 16 
C. LUKE 16., 23 
A. v.: "And in hell he 11ft up his eyes, being in tor-
ments, and seeth Abraham afar off, and Lazarus in his bosom." 
.) .. '1 ' J ~ .r.oLL tt e aus e< Y ll • 
It is immaterial, as far as our problem is concerned, 
whether or not this story of the rich man and Lazaru.s is a 
parable or the account of an actual happening. It is generally 
consto.ered to be a parable. f'or it is an earthly story with a 
heavenly meaning. 
15. Vincent, 21!.• ~., P• 96. 
lo. Queensland Messenger, ~- ill•, !• 2.• 
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This parable is so fprniliar to us., tha t \'.fe need not spend 
time to r 6late the acco~t here. The beggar d i '-d. e.nd v1as 
c arried by the angels into i~br aham' s bosom. (hL .ru._ Ke',<lu,v 
ZRL .,¥e«y,, --symbolic language for the blessed abode of de-
17 par t ed souls.) The rich man also died and wa s buried. 
VJe a re t hen told of the rich man that "in hell he lift ed up 
his ey e s ., being in tormen ts., and seeth Abraham afar off, and 
Lazarv.s i n h is bosom. 11 In the case of both men, d eath did 
not encl fil l . However., the stat e or condition in which each 
f inds h i n1self i s the extreme opposite of that cf the other. 
Lazo.rus was in extreme bliss and ha1)piness ., \·:hile Dives, as 
the rich man is often styled a:f'ter the Latin term used in the 
Vultsat e , was in torments, in extreme agony. Now let us study 
v1h a t ex0getes nrite on the use of ~ in this connection. 
Dr. Kretznia.nr.. ,,Tites: 
"In hell, ,vhere hi's soul found itself, the 
f or mer rich man found himself in tortures, in in-
expressible agony, as great, by contrast., as was the 
bliss of Lazarus ~nom he could see. In his pain and 
mi ser y he called out for relief, asking Abraham to 
have pity upon him and dispatch Lazarus with only so 
nuch a s a single drop of water on the tip of his 
finger, to quench the bur~_ing , feverish thirst 1'Jhich 
~as consund.ng the papiper~ soul. Just a little cool-
ing he lon.getl, he p.lead.ed for, on account of ~he 
fla.l!Je vrhich w.as a.ff ec ting him with the severest 
pains ••••• And evep if Abrahe.m had been uilling to 
list en to the pleading of the poor wretch in hell, 
there was no possibility of fulfilling his request, 
since there was a deop chasm, an unbridgeable abyss, 
17. Fah.ling., A., ~ ~ of' Christ, Ooncord.ia Publishing 
House., st. Louis, Mo., 1936, P• 478. 
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between t he place of the blessed ancl that of' the 
damned, fir1nly fixed, excluding all possibility or 
intercour se ••••• The repentance of the damned in hell 
may be sincere and comprehensive a thousand times 
ove1·, but t hen it is too l e.tel ••••• ?tote: Hell is 
not a figment of a diseased imagination, but hell 
is reall I t s torments are terrible: A consuming 
and yet never destroying flame; thirst that cannot 
be al l eviated by so much as a tiny drop of water; 
the ability to see the bliss of t he saints in heaven, 
but no possibility of ever becoming partaker s of that 
h appi ne ss ; no deliverance or sal vatton f r on1 hell' s 
t ortures, --all hope forever gone." _a 
On this passage Matthew Henry writes in part: 
11His (the rich man's) state is very miserable. 
He is i n hell, in hades, in the state of separate 
souls , and there he is in the utmost misery and 
anguish possible. As the souls of the faithful, 
i mmediately a.f'i;er they are deli vei"'ed from the 
burden of the flesh, ar·e in joy and felicity, so 
wicked and unss.nc tified souls, ixnmediately after 
t h ey are fetched from the pleasures of the flesh by 
dea th, s.re in wisery and torment endless, useless , 
and remedilesa, and which will be mu.ch increased. am 
co1r.pleted a t the resurr ection ••••• He saw Abraham 
afar off. To see Abrah~~t we should think a pleasing 
sight; but to see him af'B.l~ off was a torr,1enting sight • 
• • • • .• Mote: Every sight in hell is aggravating ••••• 
The t itle he gives Abrahar1: Fa ther AbrahB..ll1. Note, 
t here " afg many in hell th~.t can call Abraham father 
• • • • • 
Dr. Lenski writes at sorr.e length on the use of~ 1n 
this p assage: 
"That the rich znsn' s soul went to hell 11eeded 
no saying . It is a master touch in the parable to 
t e~ e that for granted. On the etyn~logy of hades 
18. Kretzmann, ££•~.,PP• 356-357. 
19. Henry, .2E.• .9.!t•, 
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see 10, 15. On this word, end especially here in 
t ;'.'; l•3 pr.:.~:"e.,,10, 1;ilo oo,a,.~ntutorf; run li'.lC. Flrat, n 
g1"otip which sees only an nooorr.ili"':Oda t1on to the cur-
rtm t ew:-. oh v:i.er,n i n nl l ths.t Jam.1.n hero si~::-: &bou.t 
the othei~ world; then those who· rec1uce everyt.h1np- to 
th ei::- rirong concc.!)t.t..on of ~ho vlr1 Te :3 t;F1.ment; 3heol; 
finally those who 1ne.lte this paoaage their oeclea 
docti•inae f'or at ._ea3 ~ four. r.ila.ocs 1.n t;h.c, other 
wo1"ld., making 'htl.dfJS' the Totenrc1oh, refl.llil of the 
d o!..!!..:;. , 1:: i~;h L'."O oor:.po.rtmcnt~, nn Uf•l_"\er snc1 a lo\/er·. 
The latter is developell so as to .;nabla convers ion 
t c~" ·t~·:ose 1 1h.o l n ~tt.1 . .z li.fG rmi;.'\inccl w1.th01..1.t the 
Go Jpel, and -the bo1~ders between this iden nnd the 
:Je. t h.oltc .1.:--ur~1:~ to:i.-,y b eco111G Vel'y dirr.. Other. notion.a 
are addt":d , such c:'.s that ·the soul 0£ Jesus nlao 
0r!te:c·<:tl t lde r ·ea}.1;1 of the (lc~td «nil ro,,.~ine::d t h t:.re 
t :11 his i•esurrect5.on, a11d that his clescont into 
~.:...:·11 w ~.nt t:h at hP. wEmt into th1a 1•eal.l1 of' tho dead 
a.nu. 1•el ease<.1 fro111 its upper part the Aouls or the 
ol t.1 c ov1::,nau t ~r.,:'l.nijs., t a.k i ne t he:;~ ,,,1th him 1n tri-
u mph tc, hee:ve:r... So th:t s part of tho reo.lm of the 
d, .... ~~.d 1 c ncr.i v~.cr:.nt., thoug~.:-~ we a :. .. 0 not to1.C tha t o. 
1 fo1" rent' sign has been hUll8 up. The S0r 1pturea 
ari.d J e au.s krlo\'1 11othing of all t.."11:; ,Nild speculation, 
contr~I~.otine 1t at eve17,;n!)oi11t. It cannot be 
ut:trtck <.J(t t oo s0ve1•oly. n ... v 
Dr. Ltmski then discusses a.t some length the relation of 
sheol e.nd htKle s ·#h1c.h 1a quoted 1n thio pnpe l" on page 24. 
Continv.inz "t'Tl t.h tho use 0£ ~ 1n this pns~mge, Dr. Lenski 
writes~ 
"' And. :tn ho.des ( the unseen place) lu.w1ng lii'ted 
up h l.s ov0aJ bo1ne in torn10nt::1, bo see n Abrnhron £roD1 
ai'ur t eto. iR i'orced to ooan that Abraham •Uld LaZaI'llS 
t oo we1.10 •in ho.dea', nnd thua this stntoment is turned 
into a sedea for tho 1ntGrmed1ato place. All the 
duad €U 'e 1>luced th_erq,, saints and de.rnned, oll 1n 
hades, but this divid'ed into an upper and a lower 
p~rt--~oj• did not th.e rich man 111ft up' his eyes? 
Thougl.1. tho parablo doe a not so.y so• tho U!)per place 
is called Paradise, whereas no special nrur1e 1s 
- ·------------------------------
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invented for the lower. This sades goes to pieces 
the moment we note that the phrase 'in hades' is as 
far removed in the sentence as possible from 'Abraham'. 
'From af'ar• refers to the gulf in v. 26, !fSJl.i_ being 
idioniatic, the Greek measuring from the far place 
to the beholder, not as we do from the beholder to 
the far place. Abraham is pictured as in heaven, 
the rich man as in hell. What is gained by invent-
ing a second kind of heaven (Paradise) and a second 
kind of hell, and uniting them, with a gulf bet~een, 
into a realm of the dead, when we already have the 
real heaven and Paradise and the real hell, both 
properly divided--vmat is gained but a little satis-
faction for speculating minds? The entire Scripture 
analogy stands against this alleged intermediate place. 
"'Being in torments• is certainly the condition 
of the souls in hell--or is there a difference be-
tween the torments in hell and those here suffered 
by the rich man? The objection is raised that Jesus 
has already placed the rich man •in hell' (realm of 
the dead), and mu.st add •being in torments• to in-
dicate that he is in the lower and not in the upper 
part; this fades away when we note that on this as-
sumption Jesus should certainly have indicated first 
of all in which part of this realm of the dead 
Abraham was. The trouble with this exegesis is 
that the rich man is in hell, the abode of the 
damned, and Abraham in the heaven of God, and 'being 
in torments' is added, not for us properly to locate 
these persons in an alleged realm of the dead, but 
to explain for us what seeing Abraham and Lazarus 
meant for this tormented rich man •••••• 
"The question of the propinquity of the rich 
man and Abraham, and of the great chasm dividing 
them, vanishes when we remember that our ideas of 
space do not apply to the other world, and that what 
applies there cannot be put into human language. 
Thus any argument for hades as a realm of the dead 
based on the nearness of the persons, due to their 
being in one place, as over against a supposed far 
wider separation of heaven and hell, vanishes in the 
same way. All arguments regarding the other world 
based on our ideas of physical space are puerile, 
that world possessing spacelessness like it possesses 
timelessness. The real question here is whether the 
blessed and the damned are able to see and to speak 
with each other as here represented. The answer is 
negative. The conversation put into this parable is 
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placed there for its own sake--so Abraham, the 
father of believers (note: not LazaI'l1s or any 
other saints) would answer every unbeliever in 
hell, justifying God's judgment on the blessed 
and on the damned. The very franlmess of the 
parable ou~f to keep us from drawing false con-
clusions. 11 
Love's view that hades comprises two compartments, one a 
place of bliss and happiness, the other a place of torment, is 
clearly seen from the following quotation: 
"This passage makes it certain that in hades 
there was a place for the wicked dead. The rich man 
was there, and feared that his brethren would come 
there. That part of hades seems to have been gehenna; 
for it was a place of 'anguish in ••• flame'; and gehenna 
was a place of punishment 1n fire. There is no reason 
for supposing a difference betw~~n gehenna and the 
place of punishment in hades." 
Pearson presents a slightly different view of the use ot 
~ 1n this passage. He writes: 
"Was Hades considered a place of two compart-
ments, one for the righteous and one for the wicked? 
As stated above, the early Greeks so divided Hades. 
In the early Hebrew period Sheol was not thus divided, 
but in later times both Jews and Greeks believed in 
a two-compartment Hades. It ean hardly be questioned 
that this idea was almost universal in the tim~ of 
Jesus. It is exceedingly doubtful, however, that 
such a viev, is taught in the New Testament. The 
only passage that bears directly on this question 
is Luke 16, 23:ff. According to sone students, the 
place of torment was not Hades itself, but was only 
in Hades, and •Abraham's Bosom', or 'Paradise', was 
also in Hades. Broadus and other eminai:t scholars 
have held this view. Schofield thinks this view 
21. ~-, !• .2.• 
22. Love, 2.E.• 2!!•, 1. 2.• 
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prevailed until the Ascension of Christ but not 
afterward. Willcock (The Preacher's Homiletic 
Commentary, in~) saya, 'There can be no doubt 
that in the representation of the state of matters 
in the f'uture world, as given in this parable, Christ 
used figurative language, in accommodation to the 
prevailing Jewish ideas of his time, rather than 
reveal that world as it is.' David Smith agrees 
with this suggestion (The Days of Hi~JFlesh, p. 317). 
Some things in the parable nust not b~ overlooked. 
One is, that Jesus emphasized the great distance--
•afar off'--between the abodes of the rich man and 
Lazarus, whereas, acconling to David Smith, the 
Rabbis taught the abodes of the blessed and the 
doomed were near together--only a span between them, 
or, acconiing to another, only a wall. Again, Jesus 
places an impassable chasm between them, indiQating 
that 'the sentence is irrevocable, tre separation 
eternal' (Smith). The whole picture is very d~f-
ferent from the current idea of Hades. Dr. Vos 
seems to be correct in stating that 'the distinction 
is not between "the bosom of Abraham" and Hades as 
antithetical and exclusive• ••••• Hades is a place of 
suffering, of punishment for s1n ••••• Hades seems to 
be used here for the practical equivalent of 'hell' 
or •Gehenna•. Hell is from the Anglo-Saxon word 
helan, to hide, conceal, and originally was synon-
yrr~us with the Hebrew Sheol or Hades~3where the idea of suffering for sin is prevalent." 
The writer of the article on "Sheol-Hades-Hell-What?" 
in the Queensland Messenger states: 
"Even if' figurative language be admitted. through-
out the story, one thing is certainly taught, namely, 
that the good and bad §i to different places and 
conditions at death." 
Vincent states the following on the use of' ~in this 
passage: 
23. Pearson, 2£• £!!•, PP• 311-312. 
24. g;u.eensland Messenger, 2£• ill•, !• £.• 
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"The rich~ was 1n Hades and!!:!_ torments, but 
Lazarus was· also in Hades, 'in Abraham's bosom•. 
The details of this story •evidently represent the 
views current at the ti:n:e among the Je\7S. Accord-
ing to the~, the Garden of Jlien and the Tree of 
Life were the abode of the blessea. •••• we read that 
the righteous in F.<ien see the wicked 1n Gehenna and 
rejoice; and similarly, that the wicked in Gehenna 
see the righteous sitting beatified 1n EH.en, and 
their souls are troubled (F.deraheim, 'Life and Times 
of Jesus•). Christ was also in Hades (Acts 2, 27. 
31).11 ~o 
D. ACTS 2, 27. 31 
A. V.: "Because thou wilt not leave my soul 1n hell, 
neither wilt thou suffer thine Holy One to see corruption ••••• 
31. He seeing this before spake of the resurrection of Christ, 
that his soul was not left in hell, neither his flesh did see 
corruption." 
Ne stle: v. 27. 
U ~ .. £. ~ I 0 Cltt' tC4..w. I ht r' J:e(fl 9f!V • v. 31. rqurfw .. 
Verse 27 is quoted from Psalm 161 10, which reads as 
follows in the original: i/ 'raa. J~9'i,f Sil(¥',/ ,llt.v! :iiJpii '.P 
: . -. . . . 
o n UJ' rz; N j J • The Septuagint trans;t~tlon of this verse is: 
- T 
fl ~ 
er, eMf 
J , 
I( ta!I A lJU>615 
• 
r~r 
' \ , ' ,, ' Otfl fNC(< ' 79 t' A «:t t-' ' I .. CtY ' ,,r 
We note 1n the first place that verse 27 is a quotation 
from David• s Psalm 16, and that in this memorable sermon of 
25. Vincent# 21?.• ~·# P• 95. 
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Peter, he quotes this verse verbatim from the Septuagint. 
Peter, in this Pentecostal address, establishes the fact that 
Jesus is the Lord and Ghrist of God. He proclaims to his 
audience that Jesus had been delivered according to the fore-
knowledge of God and that God had raised Him up from the dead. 
He substantiates his claims with Scriptures by quoting Psalm 
16, 8-ll, where David states certain facts concerning the Lord, 
and the .Messiah speaks through him. These Vlords as spoken by 
Peter (according to the A. v.) read: 
"For David speaketh concerning Him, I foresav, 
the Lord always before l';f face, for He is on My 
right hand, that I should not be :nx>ved; therefore 
did 'Niy heart rejoice, and "Nty tongue was glad; more-
over, also ?h"y flesh shall rest in hope; because Thou 
wilt not le ave My- soul in hell, neither wilt Thou 
suffer Thine Holy One to see corruption. Thou hast 
made known to Me the ways of lii'e; Thou6shalt make Me full of joy with Thy countenance." 2 
What did the Messiah mean when He inspired His penman, 
David to write JixaJ,S >ie':>J jJ!/tz·xJ' ",;)' or, according to the 
:; ':- -:- . 
G k t t ~ " , , , ' !J; .. u,'l The ree ex , ~ 4.(t•I"' /,(.1 V/((.S ~ JIHXJ K ~ .f!1... ~
Hebrew~ means, to leave, forsake, abandon, lassen, ver-
-T 
lassen; while, according to Thayer, ~{hr-A ,,'u:1-J has the same 
meaning, to abandon, desert, forsake. 
Translators are more inconsistent 1n their rendering oi' 
~ in this passage than in any of the other hades passages. 
The A. v. has hell; the R. v. Hades; looffatt, grave; Luther, 
Roelle; Douay Version, hell; and the Norwegian, (which other-
26. Acts 2, 25-28. 
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wise always has Helvede), D~des Rige. 
Dr. Kretzmann obviously takes ~ to mean realm or k_ing-
dom pf death as is apparent from the following stat0mer1t.: 
" ••••• For His flesh, His living, animate body, 
may dwell in cheerful hope; the Messiah's entire life 
could be spent 1n a confident and calm contemplation 
or the end which \7as awaiting Him. For the Lord, His 
heavenly Father, would not give up, not desert, His 
soul in' the kingdom of death, would not permit Him 
·· to Qe.come the permanent prey of death, n~ither would 
He give Hi2 Holy One to see corruption. He knows and 
1s convinced that His soul will not be given up and 
abandoned in the abode of the dead and destruction, 
.that His body will not rot 1n the g~'tve according to 
the comm:>n experience of mankind .• " 
A1atthew Henry, who takes a similar view, states his 
opinion in the following words: 
"What follows is the matter of his hope, or 
assurance ••• that the soul shall not continue 1n a 
stat e of separation from the body; for, besides 
that this is some uneasiness to a human soul made 
for its body, it would be the continuance of death's 
triumph over him who was in truth a conqueror over 
death: 'Thou wilt not leave my soul in hell' (in 
hades, in the invisible state, so hades properly 
s!gnlfies); •but, though thou suffer it for a time 
to r emove thither, and to remain there, yet thou 
wilt remand it; thou wilt not leave it there, as 
thou do st the sou!s'"oTot'her men'·" '29" 
Dr. Lenski presents the argument that ~ here mist mean 
"hell". In order to understand hia interpreta tion fully, we 
present the major portion or his exegesis on this verse: 
27. Kretzmann, 2E.• 2.!i•, P• 542. 
28. Henry, 21?.• ill• 
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"David says, Jehovah will not permit his ·soul, 
when separated at death :f'.rom his bod.J, to :f'all' •into 
.. hades', ~ ~ (the better reading), or ~ lt,J, 
~ supply lil«or ~nto the hduse · of hades•. ; 
"Sheol is here translated 'hades'. 14.lch rub-
·bish JW.st be cleared away be:f'ore these two terms can 
be properly defined. The former is used 1n a wide 
sense: all men at death go into sheol, and around 
the word in this sense cluster all the dark, pain-
ful, dreadful things that we still associate with 
death, leaving this bright world, and entering the 
grave. Heither the Greek nor the English has a true 
equivalent for sheol 1n this sense; the Greek used 
its 'hades•, we use our •grave•. It was the best 
that translation could do. Sheol, however, is used 
also in a narrow sense. It ls applied peculiarly to 
the wicked, all connotations and descriptions ac-
cording. This second use complicated matters still 
1t0re as far as translation 1a concerned. The Greek 
again used •hades', but the English could not again 
use 'grave•, it used 'hell', the place of the damned. 
As translations for sheol both 'grave' and •hell' are 
interpretative, and as such perfectly proper. But 
here the confusion sets in. some sidestep the issue 
by just leaving the Hebrew sheol in all the passages 
of the English Old Testament where this word occurs, 
likewise 'hades' in all the New Test8.lD3nt passages. 
The pagan ideas are introduced--we are told the 
Hebrews had no clearer ideas than their pagan neigh-
bors. Their aheol meant throughout •the nether 
world', the Totenre1ch, the realm or the dead. Dim-
ly 1t was supposed to consist or two parts, an upper 
a.pd a lower part, the one less terrible than the 
other. Everything in the Old Testament that clashes 
with this idea is interpreted away. This procedure 
is carried into the New Testament, starting with 
Dives and Lazarus 1n Luke 16, 22 etc. 'Hades• is 
kept as sheol, now an intermediate place between 
heaven and hell. Hither all the dead are still 
said to go, the godly into the upper part, for which 
the term ':Paradise•. is appropriated rron1 Luke 23, 43, 
the wicked into the lower part, which is not speciri-
cally nam3d. Again all that !'lies in the face of this 
view--and there is very DUch indeed in the New Testa-
ment--is interpreted away, or is just left as con-
tradiction. 
"Fancies run still farther. At his death Jesus 
is made to enter the Paradise part of this inter-
mediate place, to stay there until his resurrection. 
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Some call this his descent into hell (hades). 
Also he is made to open this place and to release 
all the souls so they may enter heaven; aa a con-
sequence this place is now vacant, the gcdly now 
going directly to heaven. But the ungodly are still 
said to enter the nether part. It is not hell, but 
only like hell•-bad enough. But now some extend the 
idea still farther--1n this lower part of the inter-
mediate place conversion is still possible. A kind 
of infernal missionary work is said to be in progress. 
Jesus himself ia supposed to have started it in 
1 Pet. 3, 19, adding 4, 6. Shreds of these uild 
notions cl.µig to the minds of those who at-udy :the 
connnent.~j,e~ containing .them. Not only is David, s 
.. hope thereby darkened, but the entire Chrtst1an hope 
as well. Sweep out all this rubbish, originally 
lueged in fro:m pagan souroesl Two places, and only 
· two, exist in the other world, heaven for all be-
lievers, hell with its damnation for all unbelievers. 
The only difference between the two Testaments is 
this: the New is clearer than the Old on this sub-ject, as on all others. In Peter's sermon the New 
is made to b1,1ng out the full reality contained 
already in the Old. 
"The translation of' our versions is unf'ortunate: 
'~ !fil n2,! leave my soul in hell (hades).' This.· 
reads as if David's soul would indeed enter hell 
(hades), God eventually rem>ving his soul again. 
Even a scholar like Zahn attempts to maintain this 
sense of the verb--stultif'ying himself linguisti-
cally in order to maintain his figinent of the Toten-
reich, 1n~o which he makes also the soul of Christ 
enter. He evades the force of the Hebrew azab by 
saying that it might mean •abandon', but boldly 
claims the Greek verb Dllst mean •to leave•. David 
is thus nade to say of himself ancr-01' Christ, that 
their souls at death would enter, not heaven, but 
the realm where all the dead are, and would be al-
lowed to escape by means of the resurrection. But 
did not Christ, according to this notion, take all 
the souls or the Old Testament saints out of the up-
per part of this realm of the dead?--and David would 
have escaped ahead of his resurreotionl And does 
not the Old Testament itself teaoh with all clear-
ness the resurrection also of the ungodly, Dan. 12, 
2? Yes, what are a few contradictions when a Hypo-
thesis is to be :maintainedf And what of the paral-
lelism--if David's soul entered hades (hell), then 
Jehovah's Holy One saw corruption? ~--~ are 
decisive in negating both lines, not mereiy-the main 
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verbs but equally their object;3. The soul of David 
did not enter hell, as little as Jehavah's Holy One 
saw corruption. He preserved. both f r om both. 
"God indeed ' gave outr (implied 1n 'i,r,z,r :1.n 
v. 23) Jesus to be made away with throug[ death, but 
David already said: 'he will not give him to see 
corruption'. He will be dead indeed and entombed. as 
dead, but no corruption, decay, putrefaction vrould 
touch his holy body while 1 t lay in the toznb ••••• 
The body of the incarnate Holy One could not be 
touched by the decay uhich touches even the bodies 
of the saints because they are still sinners. 
David thus prophesied in regard to Christ and his 
stay in the tomb. And now we see the 'hope' on 
which his flesh rested. Death would bring cor-
ruption to his body, but his soul at death would 
escape hell and ert er heaven, because Jehovah's Holy 
One would not see corruption when he would be given 
into death (v. 23). The body of Jesus, untouched by 
corruption, would arise on the third day, sin and 
dea th conquered for ever. David's body, living or 
dead thus r ested in hope, in the hope of its resur-
rect;ion at the last day, and his soul at death would 
enter glo17." 29 . 
Pearson, a Baptist theologian, writes the following 1n 
the Review and Expositor on the use of~ in this passage: 
29. 
30. 
"In Simon Peter' a discourse on the Do.y of 
Pentecost (Acts 2: 14-36) the word 1s found twice 
(vs. 27. 31). The first occurrence is in a quota-
tion from Psalm 16: lOf where it is a translation 
of the Hebrew Sheol. As used in this passage it 
~eans simply 'the unseen world', or •the realm of 
the dead'. The point of argument 1s that the risen 
Christ is the fulfillment of the prophetic Psalm, 
that Ch1~ist has conquered dea~0 Hades here seems to be synonymous with death." 
Lenski, R. c. H., Interpretation of the Acts of the 
Apostles, Lutheran Book Concern, Gc>lumbus;-1>hio,-rg"34, 
PP• 86. 
Pearson,~· £1:i•, P• 310. 
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Love presents his interpretation of this passage in the 
.following manner: 
.. !( '.Ms' .flesh also shall dYlell 1n hope: because 
thou :w:i:J:.t not leave my soul in hades' (Acts, 2: 26, 
27). ~ia undoubtedly re.fers to Christ. There 1a 
a diff~renoe between his 'flesh' and his •soul,: 
one is in the grave, the other is 1n had.es. · The 
flesh rejo!cea in hope, because the soul is collling 
fro:n1 hades ·co revivi.fy it. What is this hades in 
,vhich is the soul of Christ? Is it the place of' the 
vricked dead? Christ has died for sinners; he does 
not need to go there to work out redemption. He has 
suf.fered the agonies of Gethsemane and the cross; 
he does not need to suffer 1n gehenna. That is the 
pl ace. of punishment for the wicked; Christ is not 
one of the wicked. Was not Christ in that part o.f 
sheol where Jacob expected to meet Joseph, and where, 
no doubt, he did meet him and m.1ltitudes of others 
at last? The Apostle Peter, in this pass~ge, quotes 
f'rom David's pl'ophecy 01· Christ (Ps. 16: 10). There 
the psalmist uses the Hebrew sheol., while Peter 
transla'tea it hades, an inspired translation. The 
seventy-two writers ot· the Septuagint also translate 
sheol in this place by hades, and as there were two 
regions in sheol., there are al so in hades; o..nd Christ 
there is with the blessed. The penitent thief was 
to be with Christ in parad1se--the place or the 
blessed--on the day 0£ their death. Still, Christ 
_ was in hades. Hades., there.fo1'e., had a paradisical 
pa.rt, wh.ich was the 'Abraham's bosom', where 
Abraham and Lazarus were. Abraham and his gra."ldson 
Jacob were doubtless in the same place in sheol or 
hades. The place in had.ea where the rich man was, 
being in plain sight of Abraham's bosom, with only 
a gulf between, may well be supposed to have been 
in the same world 0£ the dead. Peter, to make his 
~eaning clear to his hearers at the day of Pentecost, 
repeats by saying, 'Neither was he left in ha.des, 
nor did his flesh see corruption' (Acts 2: Sl). 
The repetition should make the meanigf the more 
clear and the more emphatic to us." 
The writer of the articles 1n the queensland 1.~easenger 
31. Love, 2.12.• ~., PP• 180-181. 
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admits that~ in this connection could mean "the state ot 
death"; but, for the sake of consistency, he prefers the mean-
ing "hell". He writes: 
"In the case of Acts 2, 27 .. 31, hades might pos-
sibly be construed .to mean simply the state of death. 
But v,hy? It is not necessary. Let it memi hell 1n 
the same sense as the other passages. This is quite 
in harinony e.lso v;ith the context, and the doctrine ot 
Chri st's vicarious suffering. By suffering the 
t ort ures of hell 011 the cross (.Matt. 27, 46) Christ 
has saved us from such suffering in hell. Hades is 
u sed also by heathen authors, Homer and others, to 
denote the place of e!~rlasting suffering for the 
wicked after death." ~ 
E. I COR. 15, 66 
A. V.. 11 O death, where is thy sting! O grave, where ia 
thy vie tory1 11 
Nestle: JUL £ALI icure.., tl ri'n:d ; 
P,cY,,rt ' . IC(i'T~4" , 
We have previously stated our reasons for including this 
verse alllOng the hades-passages, 1n spite of the fact that the 
better manuocripts prefer the reading ~./.,,TL • 
It is interesting to note that Luther here translates 
"lioelle", and the Norwegian, having rendered ~£~,r as "Dflldes 
Rige 11 in Acts 2, 27. Sl, here has 'Helvede r. On this passage 
Luther writes: 
"Da hier vornehmlioh Paulus von der seligen 
Auferstehung der Gls.cub1gen geredet, v. 20. Arun. v. 
32. Queensland. Messenger, .2.E.• ~., .!.• c. 
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4S~ 44 . 58t ao gibt diess aellr grosse Anze3.ge, daas 
hierduroh die Hoelle, nioht das Grab oder der blosse 
Sta.11d der Todte, sondern, wie Uatth. 101 28; 16., 18; 
Luc. 16 , 23. der unselige Stand der Qual, und die 
Macht des Teufels, der des Todes Gewalt hatte, 
Hebx•. 2., 14. gemeinet sei; weil in dor allgemeinen 
Augerstehung oeffentlich an allen Auaerwaehlten sich 
ze i e en w1rd., wie nicht nur der leibliche, sondern 
auch der andere ewige Tod, OffgR• 2, 11. allen 
f:ileg an ihnen verloren habe." 
F1·om the f'olJ.owing statement, it 1s apparent that Dr. 
Kretznumn prefers the 1•eading 'SJ,/.,, c, : 
11Death, who, like a poisonous serpent, has used 
hls sting to put people to death, has lost this sting. 
He that was accustomed to having the vie tory at !11 
t i mes, h a s himself been definitely conquered." 3 
~ ii;atthew Henry and Dr. Lenski also pret"er ,J>.[wl!· .. -r,· here, 
yet .the latter goes into deta~l on the subject. We quote: 
"Paul retains Hosea* s apostrophe to death. The 
Hebrew has an exclamation., w};lich the LXX converts in-
to questions. Paul chooses the latter. The effect 
ls not changed, for the questions too are highly 
d rair,atic. The best codices address 'death' in both 
questions, al·t;hough tile Hebrew has sheol in the 
second, for which the LXX uses hades. Since Paul 
throughout speaks only of death he goes no farther 
when he borrows from Hosea. The Hebrew reads: to 
d eath, I will be thy plagues; O sheol, I will be thy 
des~ruction•. The LXX: •o death, Tihere is thy 
punishment? where thy sting, 0 hades•t I Pe.ul ap-
propriates 'sting' (the A. v., following the old 
textus receptus, places •sting' into the first 
quostlon; the R. v. follows the better texts). 
Hosea has Jehovah announce nothing less than the 
33. Hirschberger Bibel, P• 337. 
34. Kretzmann, ~· cit., Vol. II, P• 167. 
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utter abolition of death., so that actually Paul can 
do . no better the.n to appropriate Hosea's v1ords when 
h e hi1i-:s elf declares the destruction of death in the 
• ·' :a. . .. esurrection on the last qay. Uni'ortunately the old 
error s t ill passes a s stock in trade that in Hosea's 
ti111e the resurrection was as yet 'no plain truth, and 
c e.rta inly no source of comfort. A fair examination 
of the Old Testament reveals the very contrary. 
npaul sees death for ever conquered., and he 
sing s o. song of' triumph over the vanquished foe. 
It ia i mportant t;o preserve the emphasis 1n both 
questions. This rests on the interroga t;ive ' where'. 
'1.1ho voca tive 'death• (or., if we prefer: 'O death&') 
i s placed in t h e n,iddle o:f the question 'lihe r e it 
e scapes emphaais ••• ,,Death is only an instrument 1n 
God's hands., and having done its eemporary work is 
thr·own a side; and resurrect;ion steps in., and ,with 
i ts supreme victory reverses all of t he.t which 
s e enled a victor-y for· death ••••• 
11Hosea has sheol in the second excla;nat1on: 
'O sheol., I will be thy dest1'llctionl' The Hobrew 
s.hco! r efei~s to the place v1here death's power is 
displayed. The term is broad., a"Yl.d. t hus coroes to be 
uacd in var ious connections in the Old Te s ta.11Jent. 
Bu ·c i n suf ficient study and unbalanced theological 
i n.agination have resulted. 1n great confusion and 1n 
a Ina.as of extra vagant error when discussing this 
term. In the Old Testament all men are said to pass 
i nto sheol, since all rust give up lif e a.ntl en ter in-
to d eath. 'i'his type of statement entirely disr e-
gards the difference that separates men in dea th. 
1
.rhen t he Old Testament uses sheol with reference to 
t he wicked, in an intensified s ense., with the .impli-
cation that sheol is their proper punishment • . When 
now ·i;he . L.\X translated the Old Te s t amen t the;,r had 
only the Greek term hsdes ( the unseen place) to use 
f o r t h e Hebr ew "ts1 .. m sneoi. That hades is onl y a 
transl a tion for· sheol Iii the Greek Old. 'l'eatn1nent, 
ha s or t en been overlooked. In all such p~ssnges we 
must go back t o the Hebrew., a.i1d see in what sense 
sheol is used there., whether in the broad or in the 
nar row sense. The New Testament Greek., apart rrom 
Old Teat;ament quotations., uses hades., in the spec1r1c 
sense or •hell', the place of torment for the damned. 
Thia appears with the greatest clearness rro~ the 
description which the New Testament appends to hades. 
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"Thus the use of sheol and of' hade:J in the 
Scrlp tu1~e s beco1aes entirely clear. The bodies of 
all of the dead enter· the grave. The souls of the 
righteou ~ ut once pass into the hfu°'lds or the Father 
and o.f' Christ {Acts 7, 59; Phil. l, 23; etc.); those 
of t h e wlcked a r e cast int o hades or hell. The god-
l y souls never- enter hades, never enter sheol in the 
sense of hell. Only their bodies enter sheol, 1n the 
sense of the state of death and the grave:-rt is the 
gross e s t kind oi' perversion ot· Scripture to deny the 
existence of hell on the strength of Old Testament 
pa s sages that employ sheol in the broad sense. Where 
the New •re s tainent uses hades \1ithout quoting this 
word, it g.ever means 'graver, but it alv1ays means 
'hell' • 11 0 
The '¥1eensland Messenger: 111 Cor. 15, 55 and 
Hev. 1., 10, speak of hades as an enemy whom Christ 
ha s conquered. This victory is given to believers 
(v. 57). ~hat becon~s of our victory over ngaes, 
i f hades claims all people as its victilns? 11 6 
F. REV. l, 18 
A. V.: "I am he that liveth, and was dead; a.nu, behold, 
I ali, alive for ever100re., Alaen; and have the keys of hell and 
of death. 11 
N tl I t " ' I , \ es. e: b.J.. .L !it.t., .II.AL ,,, 'UP,"fl' r~,ceos 
' ' ' - ~ > , \ J/ I ,. ~ ~ , 
.!..!.L 1.!J!.L 111, w v ~ l"'., ,c, w r ~ v , !!..!U.. ~ Z:U... ...4.d.!.Gl .,. • 11 ~., r:, r,"" 
..!l!5l r• J ¥,€..!.!!__. 
'l'he \'JOl'Cis of this passage wex·e spoken to Joln of Patmos 
by the Son of Man. John begins to describe his vision. He 
h ea.rd a voice behind hilll, "a great · voice, as of a trumpet, 
35. 
36. 
Lenski., R. c. H., Interpretation of st. Paul's First and 
second Epistles to the Corinthians, Lutheran Book Concern., 
Columbus~ ohlo, Y9'3s;-pp. 762-765. 
Queensland .Messenger, 2,E• ill•, !• ~· 
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( v. ll) say:tng, I an: .Alpha and Omega, t he Fi:i.1 s t a nd the Last; 
and., ·~hat thou s ee st., write in a book, and $end i t unto the 
seven churches which a.re i n A3ia. 11 r.:hen J ohn tu:-nGd. t o see 
the voice that 3pok e t o him., he ( v . 12) 11 s a:w s e ven golden 
c andlesticks; (v. 13) and in t he mlds t of' the seven candle-
s t ic_{s one like unto the Son of Man." The i mmedia t e effect 
of thi s vision upon J ohn caused him t o f all lik e dead at the 
fee t o f' t h e Son of ?,!an. The latter laid His right hand upon 
John., and s aid., (v. 17-18) "Fear not; I an. the fir st and the 
l ast: I a:ru he that 11 veth., and v1a::1 dead; and, b ehold, I run 
a live f or evermore, Amen; and have t h e keys of hel l ( r•u ~) 
a...'1.c. of' d ea th," etc. 
Again we must ask what the mea11ing of Jt4i. is 1n this 
passage . According to the .following statement., it is 8Jl!)parent 
t hat Dr . Kr etzmann here would rende r J/1.Jµ- a s 11hell"s 
11Chr•ist was dead, He d id truly lay dovm His 11:fe 
in death f or the guilt of lllallkind., but His l ast cry 
on the cross, ·with which He commended His spirit in-
to t he hands of His heavenly :F'uther, wa s a cry of 
victory, John 10., 18; Hom. 6, 9. 10. By His victory 
over death and hell Christ is t h e Li vi ng One f rom 
eternity to eternity, also taccoi"ding to Hi s human 
natur e. And lie has the keys of death and h ell, un-
l imi tcd oower to save and to condemn. Those that 
accen ·l; Hi m in true i'ai th as the Savior of the world 
will. receive at His hands eternal lif e with all the 
unspeakable bliss that this i mplies; those t hat re-
j ect His a tonement will r eceiv~7 the s entence of ever-lasting d eath and damnation." 
37. Kretzmann, £.it• dit~, PP• 593-594. 
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Dr. Fuerbringer presents the same view in his lecture 
notes on Revelation: 
n ·'Kleis tou thana tou kai tou hadou ' • This i ~ 
a .picture and symbol of the power of God. He has the 
power ever death and hell, and He can save and keep. 
He closes the gates of Hell for His own. He opens 
them for the devil and his servants • . Death and hell 
are personified as places. Hades here does not mean 
the condition of death, or death, but everlasting 
punishment. Like the Hebrew word Sheol, it may mean 
death, but it also n1eans hell. This power of Christ 
is a consol ation for John. It makes him able and fit 
for his office. He38s to know the majesty of Christ, then proclaim it." · 
Matthew Henry comruents: 
"I have the ke:ys of hell and of death, a 
sovereign dominion in aiidciver--ai'e--Ynvisible world., 
opening and none can shut, shutting so that none 
can open, opening the gates of death when he pleases 
and the gates of the eternal world, of happiness or 
misery, as the Judge of3~11, from whose sentence there lies no appeal." 
Lenski also here goes into great detail in stating his 
reasons for interpreting~ as "hell" in this passage. We 
quote: 
"That he died for our sins and rose for our jua.tification is not statel here, but it underlies 
this designation, aEfit does in v. 5: •the First-
born of the dead'. Here the result is made promi-
nent, which does not stop with time but extends into 
the other world: 1and I have the keys of the death 
38. Fuerbringer, L., Class Notes on Revelation, Mimeograph 
Company, Concordia Seminary# St .. Louis, )lo., P• 6. 
39. Henry,~· 2!1•, ¥ol. VI. 
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and of the hades•. As •the Living One• who was dead 
and yet is living for ever, these keys are in his 
possession. In 1~tth. l6, 19 Jesus calls them •the 
keys of the Kingdom ot the heavens•, and as the one 
who owns these keys he bestows them on Peter, namely, 
the power to bind and to loose, to open 'the door of 
Christ's rule of grace to the repentant sinner and to 
lock that door against the impenitent sinner. This 
is the same as opening death and hell to the impenitent 
and closing them for the penitent. 
"We may ad.nut that in 6, 8 and in 20, 14 •the 
death and the hades• are personified. This is not 
the case here, where Jesus says he has •the keys of 
the death and of the hades•. 'The death' cannot be 
a place like •the hades', so that the keys unlock 
and lock both alike. 'The keys' is plural, as in 
Iviatth. 18, 19, to convey the idea that the double 
power is meant, namely, to keep· from hell and to · 
consign to hell,--1n Matthew to bind and to loose 
(John 20,23); yet in Hev. 3, 7 we have only one key, 
'the key of David' for opening so that no one shuts 
and for shlltt1ng so that no one opens. We thus 
interpret that Christ has the double power ('the 
keys') tosave from, and to consign to 'the death 
(this state} and the hades' (this place). It ·is 
worth nothing that •the death' am. •the hades' are 
articulated, like •the sin' an1 •the death' in 
Rom. 4, 12. Throughout Romans Paul distinguishes 
between •sin' (in general, whatever is of this 
nature) and •the sin', this deadly, damning power. 
"Yet in considering Revelation more nust be 
said about hades, especially in view of 6, 8 and 
20, 14. The word itself means •the unseen place•. 
It is used in general as a designation £or hell,--
but do not capitalize like the R. v., since we do 
not capitalize heaven. In 66 8 •the Death' slays 
men in judgment. and 'the hades' keeps following 
after to gather in the souls of those slain in judgment. •The hades' is the unseen place that 
swallows up the hu1r.an souls of the damned until judgment day. Thus in 20, 13 'the death and,1 the 
hades' give up 'the dead, those that are 1D:../them' • 
and in 20, 14 both the death and the hades are 
thrown into the lake of fire. The £act to be noted 
well is that in 1, 18; 6, 8; 20, 13 and 14 •the 
death and the hades' appear!!! conjunction. In 
other words, Revelation uses 1 ~ as a name for 
the place unto which •the death' delivers the souls 
of the human beings_ who are damned. Untiljudgment 
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day hell functions only for the souls of the damned, 
and is thus termed •hades', the unseen place. VJhen 
hell is mentioned as receiving both the souls and 
the bodies of the damned, Jesus calls hell •the 
Gehenna' and •the Gehenna of the fire•, and in Rev. 
20., 14-15 'the lake of the fire•, in 21., 8 •the lake, 
the one burning with fire and brimstone, which is the 
death., the second'• How •the death and the hades• 
are thrown at last into •the lake of the firer we 
shall see in 20., 14 ••••• 
ttin the New Testament :,~~ is used ten times: 
four times by Jesus in MattB'ev,'and Luke, four times 
in Revelation, twice in Acts as a translation for the 
Hebrew sheol. The LXX had no other Greek word to 
use for sheol •••••• 
"Neither the Greek nor the English has a word 
corresponding to the Hebrew sheol. Hence all the 
translations in the A. v. are of necessity inter-
pretative. When sheol applies to the dead in general 
as merely dead, the A• v. uses •graver, which con,eys 
the general idea without verbal correspondence. When 
sheol applies to men who are damned, the A. v. uses 
fhell', which answers similarly. In the New Testament 
things are far simpler, for the New Testalllent writers 
wrote Greek, and used 'hades', and this only in the 
sense o_f the place f9r the damned., even in Acts 2, 
27 and 31 where the Hebrew sheol is rendered by 
'hades r (•hell' f.. Thia summarlze.io the linguistic 
data, though more may be added. tt 
An entirely opposite view is held by Love. He explains 
this passage in the following manner: 
40. 
"When Christ in the book of Revelation says, 
'I was dead, and behold, I am alive for evermore', 
he added, 'And I have the keys of death and of 
hades' (Rev• 1: 18). He having been dead and now 
being alive, it seems quite natural and appr~priate 
for him to say that he had the keys of--the power 
over--death and the world of the dead. But to under-
stand him as saying that hE)'°had tne1ceys of death, 
and of the plaoe of a part of the dead only, seems 
Lenski, Interpretation of st. John's Revelation., Lutheran 
Book Concern, Coluni'bus,-oh.lo., l935, PP• 74-77. 
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unnatural and inappropriate. Therefore we infer 
that hades was the world of .fil the dead." 41 
G. REV. 6, 8 
A. v.: "And I looked, and behold a pale horse: and his 
name that sat on him was Death, and Hell followed with him. 
And power was given unto them over the fourth part of the 
earth, to kill with sword, and with hunger, and with death, 
a nd ,vith the beasts of the earth." 
Nestle: 
., 
~ L/{• ( I .Jta1_ ~ &'n-"u tJ.wptJr I JJ:Jl_ i. 
, 9'""" I - l t I \J I 
z:sr;erf"' ~ ~, •«P HT(1r4, a fe&,u,, lb..L. !.! ~ !J:s.L 
l n, , c ,"" , , 4"'\ 
.U '"'<"'<I~ .hi~ Z'""~ i>Yft!e, 24.i- f'i,L• 
In this sixth chapter of the book of Revelation is 
described. to us the opening of six of the seven seals by the 
Lamb. Here begins the narration of a::> me of the happenings 
which would strike the Christian Church, the Church N~litant, 
beginning with the time at which John wrote, and ending with 
the great Day of JUdgment. Whenever a seal of the scroll was 
opened, the special event with which it was connected came 
forth from the roll and was presented to the seer in a picture 
or symbol. 
we are concerned with the opening of the fourth seal and 
41. Love, 22• ~., PP• 178-179. 
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the interpretation of its symbolism. Dr. Kretzmann gives 
the following interpretation of the opening of this seal: 
"And I saw, and, behold, a livid horse; and 
he that sat upon him, his name was Death, and Hell 
followed after him, and to them was given power over 
the fourth part of the earth; to kill with sword 
and with hunger and with death, and by the wild 
beasts of the earth. Here is a gruesome picture, 
the horse of a pale green, livid color, and his 
rider Death, with Hell at his heels, with pestilence 
and m::>rtality, death in all its various forms, as 
their instruments of punishment. Everything that 
will pr1ng death upon mankind in extraordinary and 
unusu·al forms is here mentioned. Truly, these. words 
and their type have been fulfilled in the many 
devastating wars and famines and pestilences of 
which history tells, of which the majority of 
people l,i ving today have been witnesses. Bu~ •. hell, 
although;_ it accompanies death and threatens to . 
devour all men that; die, has no power over those -
that are in God's hands. It is true, on the one 
hand, that in the midst of life we are in death; 
but it is also true, on the other, that 1n the 
midst of death we are in4~1fe, for we are in the hands of our Redeemer." 
Concerning the opening of this seal, Dr. Fuerbringer•s 
notes relate this information: 
"This seal announces a new visitation. The 
pale horse indicates death. The pallid color is the 
color of death. Hence this scourge consists in a 
great mortality through ravaging pestilence, also by 
wild animals and poisonous reptiles. And right 
after, Hades follows. Hades devours those whom 
death kills. Thus God shows Hie wrath over against 
the world~ Here Hades mans the condition of 
death. 11 40 
42. Kretzmann, ~· 5!.!!•, p. 611. 
43. Fuerbringer, .21?.• .!!.!!.•, P• 21. 
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From the following quotation, it would seem that Matthew 
Henry here takes~ to mean "hell" 1n the strict sense of 
the word: 
"Upon opening the fourth seal, \vb.ich John is 
commanded to observe, there appears another horse, 
of a pale colour. Here observe, l. The name of the 
rider--Death, the king of terrors; the pestilence 
which is death 1n its empire, death reigning over a 
place or nation, death on horseback, marching about, 
and 1naking f ?.'esh conquests every hour. 2. The 
attendants or followers of this king of terrors--
hell, a state of eternal. misery to all those who 
~in their sins; and, in times of such a general 
destruction, m.iltitudes go down unprepared into the 
valley of de3tru~tion. It is an a\Vful thought, and 
enough to make the whole world to tremble, that 
eternal damnation imrnediati!Y follows upon the death 
of an impenitent sinner." 
Lenski again sta.~_es def·initely that b~s~c also here 
nu.st mean "hell" and nothing else. He expresses his opinion 
in the following manner, 
"This horse is KA~eos, livid, pallid, pale, 
surely a fitting color. •was given authority' etc. 
surely means by the Lamb, not by the devil. The 
nominative: lreM- _ 47~ is one of the several com-
mon ways employed in Greek for introducing a name, 
here the rider's name: •the Death', who, like the 
other riders, is already personified 1n the sub-
stantivized participle tthe one sitting upon the 
horse'. So also ' .i{fts is personified, as again 
in 20, 14, the article being used 1n both instances 
for this reason. Hades 'keeps following' the Death 
rider to gather in the souls of those whom he kills 
off, kn•rr.i,'r,c, effective aorist • . 
"Here again we are told that hades means the 
Totenreich, the fabled intermediate place into which 
all . the souls of the dead go, and not hell, the place 
44. Henry, 2E, • ill• 
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of the damned. The argument supposed to clinch this 
idea is that calamitous death strikes also Christians, 
and that these surely do not go into hell, the place 
of the damned. Where then do they go, save into the 
Totenreich~ But where did the soul of Stephen go 
(Acts 7, 59)? And what about Paul's desire to depart 
and be with Christ (Phil. 1, 23)? The departed saints 
of both Testaments at once entered heaven. Right 
here in v. 9 the so11ls of the slain martyrs appear 
in no Totenreich, but beneath the heavenly altar. 
Comp. 20, 4. The vision of this fourth horseman 
does not deal with the godly. 
"'l'hese four are riders 52t.. judgment. In John 3, 
18 Jesus says: .;_ rr,trrh·,.,,, ~ 21 &z4l,.. --1..Y n:2 '"'*T<I , 
the believer in Christ is not Judged; John 5, 24: 
.li.L ,set'cu-: t~( le.,'tft<l , does not come into judgment. 
The jua.gmen s here symbolized swe'3p the ungodly into 
had.es. The godly n,ay .die in war, suffer because of 
the injustice of wages and food, die during the 
calamitous deaths that again and again sweep the 
world, these are afflictions ( iJ,CJ~s) for the 
trio.ls ( "'if'f&e/), chastisement as sons ( rr -<, 1:~e', 
Jcvelov , eb. 12, 5), evidences of God's love, not judgment ( ~e161S ), not evidences of wrath. These 
symbols picture what comes upon the ll;ngodly world, 
and no more. so hell follows after this fourth 
horseman and swallows up the soula of his victims. 
To think of a Totenreich into which all men pass is 
pointle~s, for .no~- ever became .immortal Qn earth 
since Adam fell. On the supposition of a Totenreich 
the La.nbwould not i8ed to send out his riders of judgment at all • " · 
Love's interpretation of this passage is 1n direct con-
tradiction to that of the previous writer. He considers 
e, ;,~, here to mean the place of all the dead, as is apparent 
from this statement: 
"John •saw, and behold, a pale horse: and he 
that sat upon him, his name was death; and hades fol-
lowed with him' (6:81. We can see why the place of 
45. Lenski,~· .2!!.•, PP• 229-230. 
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t he whole world of the dead should follow in obedience 
to death; but we cannot see why only the place Qf
6 
the 
punishment of the wicked should f'ollo\"/ death.11 4 
The writer of the article in the Queensland Messenger 
has the f ollo~ing to say on this passage: (p. 98) 
"Rev. 6, 8, speaks of hell which followed with 
Dee.th and had power over one-fou1 .. th part of the earth. 
Hell threatens to devour all men that die, but it 
does not devour believers, hence also here it can-
not mean tha place of all the dead. Heither can this 
be proven from Rev. 20, 13-14.'' 47 
H. REV ~o,13-14 
A. v.: "And the sea gave up the dead which were 1n it; 
and d ea t h and hell delivered up the dead which were in them; 
and t h ey ,·,ere judged every 1Uan according to their works. 14. 
And death and hell were cast into the lake of f'ire. This is 
the second death." 
? (' ' t , , .> ( ' .. ' 
QUTOr .2. /('<,(TU ~ ltureeos ErTIV, ;,. 4, Ukf U.Y.. nueo.s • 
At once we recognize these passages as part of the 
t wentieth chapter of Revelation, which is the fortress of 
Chiliasts, or Millennialis·ts. A refut ation o f the er roneous 
46. Love,~·~., p. 179. 
47. Queensland 1/iessenger, ~· ill.•, !• £• 
. , 
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1nterpi•etations of this chapter on the part of Chil1asts vrould 
take u s too far afield, since theI'e are nlmost as many dif-
ferent forms of Ch1liasm as there are exponents of the theories. 
Let us quickly dispose of the t1a.tter by referring to Article 
XV'II of. the Augsburg Conf'esaion, which deals "Of' Ghrist ts 
R~tu1 .. n to Judgment". We read: (T1"1g. p. 51) 
11i\lao t hey teach that at the Consummation of 
the Wo1•ld ChJ•ist will appear for judgment, and v,ill 
raise up all the dead; He will give to the godly and 
elect eternal life and everlasting joys, but ungodly 
men and the devils He will condemn to be tormented 
vii thou t end. 
"'rhey condemn the Anabaptists, who think that 
there will be an end to the punishment of condemned 
men and devils. 
"'.rhey condemn al so others, who a.re now· spreading 
certain Jewish opinions, that before the resurrection 
of t he dead the sodly shall take possession of the 
kingdon1 of the world, the ungodly being everywhere 
suppr•essed." 48 
The first part of this chapter describes the era of 
comparative quiet, during which time the Church c,f Christ 
,..,ill be propagated. '11his period of "The Thousand Years of 
the Church" is following by the loosing of Satan and his sub-
sequent attempt, with the aid of all antiohristian forces,~ 
overthrow the Church. The seer then describes Satan's con-
demnation to everlasting torment, where he "shall be tormented 
day and night forever arxi ever" (v. 10). The chapter closes 
48. Concordia Triglotta, Concordia Publishing House, st • 
Louis, 'loo., 1921, p. 51. 
• 
,,. 
; 
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with t his brief description or the last Judgment: 
"And I saw a great white throne, and him that 
sa t on it, from whose face the earth and the heaven 
fled away; and there was found no place for them. 
v. 12 . And I saw the dead, s~.all and great, stand 
before God; and the books were opened: and another 
book v,as opcmed., which is t he book of lif e: and the 
d ead were judged out of those things wh ich \7ere writ-
ten i n the books, tiCcording to their ·work s. v. 13. 
And the sea gave up the deed which were in it; and 
death and hell delivered up the dead which were in 
them: and t hey were judged every man according to 
t heil" v.rorks. v. 14. And death and hell Viere cast 
into t he l ake of fire. This is the second death. 
v. 15 . imd whosoever was not found written 1n4~he book of life was cast into the lake of fire." 
we are concerned. primarily with verses 13 and 14, in 
wh i ch the v,ord i.. 4,/JI.£.- occur s. To what do ~ ~"f' .. .,r.s ,r.c) J 
]µ}a. z•efer? Dr. Kretzmann writes: 
" ••• The doom of the enemies of God is very 
briefl y indicated: And death and hell were thrown 
into the lake of fire. These two grea t enemies of 
:manki nd, that have dogged its footsteps ever since 
the r irst sin, will be disposed of forever in a 
puni shment which fits their crime: Thi s is the 
second death, the lake of fire. From this death 
all child ren of God are free, since they are par-
taker s of th e first renurrection, s ince the s econd 
death , eternal dannation, hus no power over them. 
But a s for the unbelievers: And if any one was not 
.found 1,1ritten in the Book of Life, he was thrown into 
the l ake of fire." t>O 
We quote in part Dr. Fuerbringer 1 s notes: 
49. Rev. 20, ll-15. 
50. Kr e tzmann, .2.l?.• ill•, P • 649. 
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"Vlherever the dead are to be found, on earth, 
in the sea, 1n hell, they nuat appear before the 
throne of God ••••• Whose names are not recorded there-
in (i.e., the book of life) will be cast into hell 
••••• All those that will be thrown into hell have 
risen f rom the dead, but nog1both body and soul will b u 1"11 in everlasting fire. n 
Although Matthew Henry does not really discuss our prob-
lem, it would seem from the following quotation that he refers 
to ..Q. f Azs a s 11hell 11: 
"Those who have ~ !!. covenant ~ death, and 
an ~reer,1ent with hell, shall then be condemned with 
their infernal conl'ed.erates, cast with them into the 
l ake of fire, according g~ the rules of life laid 
down in the scripture." 
Lenski also here goes into great detail to present his 
interpr e tation of ~ J/-l.lµ.. 1n this passage. r. e quote the greater 
part of his discussion on our problem: 
"The dead standing before the Throne are neither 
o~ly bodies devoid of their souls, nor only souls 
devoid of their bodies, but the dead whose souls and 
whose bodies are united again, thus to be judged at 
t h e last day. Hence John writes: 'e.nd the cleath an:1 
the hades gave ti1e dead in them.• Separated from 
their bodies by death, the souls too are returned 
for t he final judgment, now joined again to their 
bodies. Whether you regard i, })Jr4ros and i. -~•~$ as 
personi fications, naming t wo powers, or leavetb.em 
unpersonified like 'the sea. r, ·the Greek articles 
would be used , and though but one verb is used, it 
is in the plural ani, like the two articJe s, in-
dicates a plural subject: • t he death' not identical 
with •the hades'. 'The death' is the power which 
separated. the soul from the body, in the godly as 
well as in the ungodly, and removed the soul. Where 
51. 1-i.lerbringer, ~. ill• , p. 39. 
52. Henry, 2E.• cit. 
i 
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the souls of the godly are taken by 'the death' has 
been plainly told us in v. 4. Now 'the death' gives 
t hese souls that were in it, that once rr~re in their 
bodies they _may •stand before the Throne', on the 
day of final and public judgment. 
"'The hades• is thus properly added; fol" the 
souls of the ungodly, which at death were transferred 
to hades or hell (Luke 16, 23), m1st also appear in 
their bodies, tto stand before the Throne' for the 
final public judgment. This is the reason for in-
dica ting this fact about the souls of the ungodly, 
~hich is done briefly by adding 'and the hades',--
hell too v,ill 'give' -- :lswtu .- and i', w 1115 .- imply no 
compulsion, only ready and willing giving . All shall 
stand alike before the Throne for the public judg-
ment, the souls united again with their bodies. 
The supposition that 'the hades' compels us to think 
that all 'the dead', both the great and the ' small., 
standing before the Throne' (v. 12} are only the 
. ungodly is fallacious, violating what is ~-~id about 
. 'the sea', violating also all else said about the 
; las t judgment in the rest of Scripture, notabiy 1n 
. 1Jatth. 25., as already indicated •••••• 
"To see why • the death and the hades' are made 
companions review the notes on 1, 18 and on 6; 8 where 
they ride out together. Here they end together. We 
need not say again that 'the hades' is not the Toten-
reich ••••• Here as in 6, 8 'the death and the hades' 
are associated as companions, very nu.ch like •the 
bea st and the pseudo-prophet' {v. 10), both pairs 
per·sonif'ications, not actual persons ••••• 
11 So.me .make 'the beast and the false prophet' 
two human beings, cast as such into l;l'le lake of fire. 
See., however, on chapter 13. rlith 'the death' no-
body can do this, nor with 'the hades',--thay are 
not ~flo human beings. As regards •the death' the 
commentators seem well satisfied that it is here 
'throim into the lake of fire'., --we too car·e nothing 
\,hat becomes of' , the death' in ·the lake. It is 
enough to know, that it will never kill any more. 
The same is true with regard to the death's companion, 
'the hades',--1t will never receive another wicked 
human soul, as it did when 'the death' killed wicked 
meu on earth. The only difficulty is that with hades 
meaning hell, and the lake of fire a1so meaning hell 
v,e may wonder how the one can 'be thrown' into the 
other. we have the answer in the statement: 'This 
death ( ,lr•s l. i\sr:•r-s , subject, not o3r•s alone., as 
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in our versions) is the second deat h, (namely) the 
~ake of the fire• (apposition to J. l4r'r~ ,u). 'This 
a. ea th' = the throwing of the t wo companfons, death 
and hades, into the lake of fire,--this is the second 
death, namely, to put it tersely: this death is the 
l ake of fire. Here •the second (death)' is the term 
correspondinc to 'the first resurrection' (v. 6), 
both alike symbolical expressions, the latter the 
transfer of the souls of the blessed into heaven, the 
fo r lller the transfer of death and hades, and there.fore 
al so of all the wicked killed bodily by the death with 
t heir souls at first sent to the hades, into t he lake 
of eternal fire,--1. '/!;1~ the wicked now at last vrith 
both body and soul after the f:J.nal judgment in hell, 
the lake of the £ir e. 
uThe diff iculty about the hades being thrown 
i nto the lake of the fire thus solves itself. 'The 
Gehenna' ('the Gehenna of the fire', Matth. 5 1 22), 
' the hades', •the abyss', •the lake or the fire', 
etc., all niean hell, and not so many dif'ferent ter-
rible places, despite what commentators and even 
dic tionaries (misled by oonnnentators) 1na.y say. Ea.oh 
of t hese terms has only its own connotation., derived 
l ess froru the etymology than f r om the use to which 
it is put. Thus, 11.h..L, 'the unseen place' (f ound 
ten tir,1ea in the New Testament) = hell as tJ::e place 
into which the souls of the wicked go at death til 
at t he resurrection the death and the hades give up 
these souls, to be united again with their bodies, 
and thus to stand before Christ's judgment Throne 
and to receive their verdict. •The lake of the fire•, 
- hell, but as the place into which the wicked will 
be thrown with body~~ at the final. judgment. 
"Thus Je ::.us uses ·the right word in Luke 16, 23: 
1 I n the hades havine; lifted up his eyes 1 .,--in t he 
hades because the reference is to the soul of' Dives, 
h is body being bur ied on ear th, as the parable it-
self stat es. Thus again Jesus uses the right word 
in Itatth . 10., 28: ' Fear him \"rho is able to destroy 
bot h soul and body in Gehenna',--in Gehenna because 
soul and body reunited on judgment day a r e sent to 
hell a s the placo for both. As in Luke 1 6 , 23 
Gehenna could not be substituted for the hades, so 
in Y.atth. 10, 28 the hades could not be used in place 
of Gehenna. In Acts 2, 27 •hades• is pr oporly used 
v1ith tmy soul'., and is here a translation for the 
Hebrew sheol. 
"More beco11e s ple.in. or the ten instances of 
hades four appear in RGvelation, and each of the four 
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joins 1 the death' and 'the hades•. r.ie see why. 
Because 1 the . ~eat}l' separates the body of the 
wic1red from the · soul, and while the body of the 
wicked lies in the grave (or the sea, v. 30) till 
judgment day, the wicked soul is kept in the hades 
till that day. It is thus that 'the death' and 'the 
hade s' form companions in Rev. 1, 18; 6, 8; 20, 13 
o.nd 14. It is thus that 'the death' and •the hades' 
are t hrown on judg~ent day into the lake of the fire, 
i n to which t he bodies and the souls of the damned 
are t h ::>own {v. 15). This means: an end of hell's 
{hades) holding only wicked souls transferred to it 
by t he killings of temporal des.th,--now, after the 
l s.st jud[;ment ther0 is only 'the second death', 
'the l a ke of' the fire•, 1. e. no Irore holding only 
of souls, but only the everlasting burning for 
Satan (v. 10} and for a.11 his antichrlstian pov;era 
(19, 20), and for all his dupes, the latt~r body 
and soul, in quenchless fire {20, 10)." 53 
Gruber upholds Lenski'a view on the interpretation 0£ 
this passage. After quoting verses 13-15, he continues: 
"Fror,.;, this it is cleal" that, as the sea and the 
grave gave up the bodies, so Hades gave up ·their 
souls, for judgment. And although the language is 
figurative, it thus appears that the Hades of the 
lost no less than the graves of their bodies will, 
a t judgment, be superseded by~ lake !2£.. ~. 
Had es, therefore, seems to be used~the place 0£ 
the puni shment of t~e lost soul between death and 
the resurrection of the body, after which the re-
embodied soul will be cons:tgned to tl'le lake of fire, ) 
t he final hell or Gehenna of eternity"; i'ort)ociy""aiid 
soul. Thus Christ says, 'And be not afraid of them 
t h at kill the body, but are not able to kill the woul: 
but rather fear him who is able to dentroy both soul 
and body in hell' ( Matt. 10: 28), using the ·Hord 
Gehenna (translated hell) 5~f this place of punish-rr,ent for body and soul. 11 
53. Len sk i , 2.12.• ill.•, PP• 614-619. 
54. Gruber, 2.E.• ~., P• 22. 
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Love, on the other hand, presents an entirely different 
view. He \rt>ites concerning this passage: 
11i'.\t the scene of judgment, why should only death, 
and the pl ace of uunishment aroong the dead, give up 
t he dwellers in them for the great account~ But, 
making hades mean the world of all the dead, it 
agree s with t eaching elsewhere., that the righteous, 
as well as the wicl~ed., shall be juejed at the great 
d ay. Judging fI•om these three passages in Revelation 
alone, it would seam impossible that hades should 
mean t he world of the wicked dead only; or., that it 
should reean the ~ave only. Was it t he grave only 
t hat followed deah on the pale horse? They were 
~~i~~~~~yd~:~~~w, 5got mere bodies or dust, that 
Pearson h a s this to say about the interpretation of~ 
in t hese verses: 
. "In all the passages in the Revelation Death 
and Hade s a r e linked together as enemies which Christ 
destroys. In 20:13f they are represented as deliver-
i ng up 'the dead that were in them' on the eve of the 
final Judgment. Then Death and Hades were ca.st into 
t he 16.ke of fire--were destroyed. Appa ;.··en tly the two 
t erms are here synonymous. As Dr . Geerhardus Vos says 
(Internat ional ~tandar'd Bible Dictionary, p. 1315), 
'If this is 1rore than a poetic dupl i c ation of terms, 
Hades will stand for the personif ied state of death, 
Dea·th f or t he per sonlf ied cau s e of t h i s state'." f6 
55. Love , .2.E.• £!!., l• £.• 
56. Pearson, 2E.• cit.1 l• .2.• 
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MEANING OF HADES IN EACH PASSAGE 
AND REASONS FOR THE INTERPRETATION 
In the previous chapter I have presented the views of 
Various exegetea and commentators. In this chapter I shall 
present what I consider the correct interpretation of each 
hades passage and my reasons for taking that view. I do not, 
however, presume to know llX>re about this subject than any of 
the writers whose views I have presented. I am merely stating 
my view, which, after thorough investigation and study, seems 
to be most tenable. 
A. MATT. 11, 23 - LUKE 10, 15 
"And thou, Capernaum, which are exalted unto heaven, 
shalt be brought down to hell. " 
The chief opjection to the interpretation that f&~s 
here means "the state or condition of the dead" is that hades 
would be a senseless statement and Jesus•s solemn threat to 
the wicked inhabitants of Capernaum would be meaningless, if 
only the state of death were meant. At first glance, this 
appears to be a formidable argument. However, those who ob-
ject to this interpretation forget that 1n hades all men are 
not in the same condition. The wicked at once are 1n torments 
and the believers are at once with Christ 1n bliss and happ1-
ness. 
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Furthermore, if' the expression .iJ..s... b.i... Ker~~, 1s to 
be translated. literally, then also the expression~~~ o~e•rei 
A,J,wf>>r'«p must be taken literally. This cannot be the case, 
for Capernaum was not literally "exalted unto heaven". 
Christ here uses figurative expressions. Capernaum's being 
"exalted unto heaven" consisted 1n this, that its inhabitants 
had been privileged to hear some of His most powert\11 sermona 
and to witness many notable miracles. Christ had also made 
His home in Capernaum during His Galilean ministry. Yet, in 
spite of the~e great spiritual privileges and blessings, they 
had rejected Christ. They had been mo st highly exalted, now 
they would be JJX>st deeply degraded.. This is merely a figura-
tive statement of a fall from the height of glory to the deep-
est degradation. Thayer points out that this phrase is used 
metaphorically and means, "to (go or) be thrust do,vn into 
1 the depth of misery and disgrace". 
B• MATT. 16, 18 
"And I say also unto thee, That thou art Peter, and upon 
this rock I will build my chUrch; and the gates of hell shall 
not prevail against it~" 
When Christ used the expression tt..'A,, in this 
passage, He did not thereby coin a new phrase, or use one 
that was unfamiliar to His disciples. This very expression 
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had been used by Hezekiah, king of Judah, centuries before, 
when he said, "I shall go to the gates of the grave". 
(Is. 38, 10) The Hebrew for "I shall go to the gates of the 
grave" is 5ixui ,,yw:l., and these words are rendered by the , 
. .._,_: 
same expression 1n the Septuagint as Christ uses here in this 
pas sage. 
It is obvious that Hezekiah had no intention of going to 
hell, the place of everlasting fire and woe. However, he did 
fear that his end had come, that he nust go to sheol, and if 
he once passed through the gates of sheol, he knew he could 
not return. He did not want to die, but he wanted still 
lorg er to praise and serve God, for he says: 
"For the grave (sheol) cannot praise thee, 
death can not celebrate thee: they that go dovm 
into the pit cannot hope for thy truth. The living, 
t he living, he shall p~aise thee, as I do this day: 
the father to the children shall nake knovm thy 
truth." 2 
Similar expressions are found elsewhere in the Old Testa-
ment. In Psalm 107, 18, we read, "And they drew near unto 
the gates of death," and again in Job 38, 17, "Have the gates 
o f death been opened unto thee? or hast thou seen the doors 
of the shadow of death?" The Hebre,v expression used 1n both 
these passages for "the gates of death" is~ !..2JU.u.• The 
·: T -~: -
shadows of death, the gates of death, the realm of the dead 
which receives all men after their death, is here meant. 
2. Is. 38, 18-19 • . 
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G. Vos, in~ Inter.national Standard Bible Encyclo- . 
paedia writes: 
"The figure implied is that ot hades as a str ong-
hold of po~~r of evil or death which warriors stream 
forth to assail the church as the realm of life ••••• 
the gates of Hades, i.e. the realm of death, serving 
in co~imon parlance as a figure of the greatest con-
ceivable strength, beoausetffiey never allow to es-
cape what has once entered through them." 3 
Pearson's explanation has been stated before; however, 
I quote it again, ·because I consider it to be very plausible: 
11 
•The gates of Hades•, found 1n Matt. 16: 18, 
is a proverbial expression, used frequently 1n 
Greek literature, also 1n ~he Old Testament and 1n 
the Apocrypha. Here it seems to stand for the powers 
of the underv,orld that oppose the church, or, as many 
think, for death which is •the last enemy.• The 
meaning is that, 1n spite of all powers of death 
and of the nether world, the chuich will go on tri-
umphantly to its consummation." . 
This I believe is the intended meaning of the expression 
"u~dl ~ 1n this passage, and therefore it includes all the 
powers of the world beyond that oppose the aacred Temple of 
Christ. The fact that hades means, "the state of death", 
which characterizes the souls of all dead men until the judg-
ment day, need not cause us great concern, for here it is 
used figuratively, and the literal meaning cannot be pressed. 
3. Vos, G., "International Standard Bible Encyclopedia", 
Vol. II, P• l3l5. 
4. Pearson, ~· ill•, PP• 309-310. 
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0 •· LUKE 16, 23 
"And 1n hell he lifted up his eyes, being in torments, 
and see th Abraham afar off, am Lazarus in his bosom." 
At first glance, it would seem that here hades can mean 
nothing but~' the place of torments, the abode of the 
wicked after death, and I must admit that, if this were the 
only place where hades is used in the New Testament, that is 
perhaps the n~aning I would give hades. When Dives died, he 
entered the place of torments; when Lazarus died, he entered 
the abode of the blessed. Of so llllch, at least, we may be 
certain. However, as Vos states: "The parable is certainly 
not intended to give ua topagraphic~l inf'ormat1on about the 
realm of the dead, although it presupposes that there is a 
distinct place or abode for the righteous and wicked re-
spectively.rr 5 
But nuat we not say that hero hades means ~~ As I 
have stated. befo~e, the one nsaning that we can def1n1 tely 
ascribe to hades and sheol is "~he state or condition of dis-
embodied existence", the state or condition of the soul after 
6 death before it is reunited. vrith the body. Practically all 
Bible scholars admit this usage. At the time of Christ and 
even in the patristic era, the general conception still pre-
5. Vos, 212.• ~., !• ~· 
6. er. Gen. 37, 35; Is. 38, 10; eto. · 
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vailed that all men, believers and unbelievers alike, enter 
into this state, hades. The world beyond; hades, ,vas con-
ceived of as being divided into two sections, two compartments: 
the one, Abraham's bosom, the final abode of the blessed; the 
other, gehenna, or Tartarus; the place of torments and fire; 
the :final abode of the wicked. 
I see no reason why we cannot say that Christ employed 
the prevailing conception of hades and used the term in that 
sense in this parable. The rich man v,as 1n hades., he was 1n 
torments. But Lazarus was also in hades, he was ·in Abraham's J 
bosom, he was in the blissful abode of departed souls. We 
cannot arbitrarily change the original meanings of words to 
suit our own wishes and ideas. This view in no way militates 
against the analogia f1de1. There is no indication in this 
par able, nor in any other passage of Scripture, that hades 
is a r eal m of the dead where conversion is made possible for 
those who in this life remained without the Gospel, for in 
verse 26 we read: "And besides all this, between us and you 
there is a great gulf fixed: so that they which would pass 
from hence to you cannot; neither can they pass to us, that 
would come from thence." 
D. ACTS 2, 27. 31 
"Because thou wilt not leave my soul in hell, neither 
wilt thou suffer thine Holy One to see corruption •••••• He 
seeing this before spake of the resurrection or Christ, that 
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his soul was not left in hell, neither his flesh did see cor-
ruption." 
We have noted that this passage 1e quoted by Peter from 
P.o. 16., 10, where ~i~u.i is used. The Greek rendition is Sj.Ilp.• 
From this passage 1n Psalm 16, Peter is trying to prove Christ's 
resurrection from the dead, not His descent into hell. That 
Peter means to emphasize Christ's resurrection is apparent 
from verse 31, "He seeing this before spake of the resurrec-
t ion of Christ, that his soul uas not left 1n hades, neither 
his flesh did see corruption." 
Furthermore, it is obvious that Christ's descent into 
hell is not meant here for still another reason. In the ex-
pression used 1n this passage .a note of fear and concern is 
added., while in reality Christ's descent :tnto hell was a 
gl orious and triumphant victory, which, as many of our ex-
egetes believe, occurred after the soul and body had been 
7 · 
reunited again on the resurrection morn. 
Many of our own theologian believe that in this passage 
hade s means "the state of death". Although Dr. J. T. ?ru.eller 
holds that sheol and hades "properly signify •the place (Jr!i) 
7. Kretzmann, P. E,, Ibid., Vol. II, P• 543: "Christ, having 
returned. to bodily life in Hie spiritual state of being, 
on the third day, descended in His glorified body, to the 
abode of the .danned, there proclaimins to these souls the 
result of their unbelief by demonstrating His victory be-
fore them and the devils, to their utter chagrin and dis-
comfiture, and to the further confirmation of their 
damnation. Thus the words, •He descended into hell,' are 
full of glorious oo~£ort to all Christians that place 
their trust in Christ, their victorious Head." 
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in which the wioked suffer and in all eternity sustain the 
the xoost miserable condition and ineffable tortures' (Gerhard)," 
he also sta·i:ies that "the terms JiKif and W may denote either 
the state of death or th~ grave, Ps. 16, 10; Acts 2, 27. 31." .8 
In support of my interpretatio~ of this passage, I again · 
quote the following statement of Matthew Henry: 
"Who.t follows is the matter of his hope, or 
assurance •• ,that the soul shall not continue in a 
state of separation from the body; for, besides that 
this is some uneasiness to a human soul made for its 
body, it would be the continuance of death's triumph 
over him who was in truth a conqueror over death: 
•Thou wilt not leave my soul 1n hell' (1n hades, in 
the invisible state, so hades properly signifies); 
'but, though thou suffer it for a time to remove 
"thither, and to remain there, yet thou wilt remand 
it; thou wilt not leav; it there, as thou dost the 
souls""'o'?' other men•. ft -
E. 1 OOR, 15, 65 
110 death, where is thy st!ng'l O grave, where is thy 
victory?" 
This passage 1a also a quotation from the Old Testament, 
from Hosea 13, 14, where sillui is used. However, the better 
' : 
New Testament manuscripts do not translate sheol by hades, 
but I 2tCN11: • If hell were the intended reading 1n this pas-
-
sage, then surely copyists would have been extremely caref'u.l 
to preserve at least the readine g,~s· 
a. }Ueller, J. T., Christian Dogmatics, Concordia Publishing 
House, st. Louis, N.o., 1§34, P• 634. 
Henry, 2.2.• ~.,Vol.VI. 
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The text and context say nothing at all about hell, the 
place of' torment. The meaning of the ,vords according to the 
foregoing is simply this: All men JW.st die, and their bodies 
putrify in the grave; but this f'act need not cause us dis- . 
tress or worry, for the time will come when nthis corruptible 
rmst put on incorruption, and this mortal mist put on 1m-
10 
mortality". On the last day the soul will be reunited with 
the body, for ~death, who, like a poisonous serpent, has used 
his sting to put people to death, has lost this sting. He 
that was accustomed. to having the victory at all times, has 
himself been definitely con~uered." 11 "Thanks be to God, 
\'1hich giveth us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ. n 12 
F. REV. l, 18 
"I am he that 11 veth, and was dead; and, behold, I am 
aliv.e for evermore, Amen; and have the keys of hell and of 
n. 
death. n 
When Christ, the "great voice", spoke these ,,ord.s to 
John of Patl!X)a in his vision, what did he mean? The Messiah 
had prayed, "Thou wilt not leave my soul in hell (hades, 
sheol) ". 13 
10. l Cor. 16, 53. 
11. Kretzmann, ~· ~., P• 167. 
12. l Cor. 15, 57. 
13. Acta, 2, 27; Pa. 16, 10. 
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. 
He was not forsaken .1n hades, God had heard His prayer, 
He had risen triumphantly from the grave. Now He can say to 
John for his comfort and assurance, "I am he that liveth, and 
was dead; and, behold, I am alive for everm:>re, Amen; and have 
the keys of hell (hades) nnd of death." 
Christ had died and had been 1n the state of death, 1n 
hades. Now He is alive, He has conquered death and hades, 
He has arisen victoriously. Death and hades have lost their 
sting, fo r nou Ghrist has the keys to death and hades, He 
has the power to u nlock the gates of hades, to open the doors 
or hades from which none can escape. 
I am in sympathy with Love's interpretation and prefer 
his exegesis on this verse, which I state again: 
"When Christ 1n the book of Revelation says, 
'I was dead, and behold, I am alive for everllX)re,' 
he added, 'And I have the keys of death and of hades• 
( Rev. l: 18). He having been dead and now being o.live, 
it seems quite natural and appropriate for him to say 
th at he had the keys of-•the power 01 er--death and 
the world of the dead. But to understand him as 
saying thathehadthe keys of death, and of the 
place of a :eart of the dead only, seems unnatural . 
end inappropr ate. Therefore we1tnter _that had.ea was the world of ~ the dead." 
It is true that by His victory over death and hell Christ 
has the keys of death and hell, unlimited power to save and 
to condemn, but I do not think that such 1s the intended 
meaning of this passage~ 
14. Love, 212.• s.!i•, PP• 178-179. 
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o. Rev. 6, 8 
"And I looked, and behold a pale horse: and his name 
that sat on him was neath, arxi Hell followed with him. And 
power was given unto them over the fourth part oX the earth, 
to kill with sword, and with hunger, and with death, and with 
the beast.a of the earth." 
As we have seen in the previous chapter, this verse 
describes the opening of the fourth seal, The opening of the 
seals announces the temporal and bodily tribulations of the 
Church in this world. 
When the fourth seal was opened, the seer beheld a pale 
horse, "and his name that sat on him was Death, and Hell 
Co ;§tl> follo~ed with him." The pale and pallid color is 
the color of death. The rider of the horse is death, and he 
is followed by hades. Death runs its course through the 
world, and hades follows after it, for all who die nust enter 
into the state or condi~~on. oi' disembodied existence. Hades 
devours all tho·se .whom de.ath kills. The Christians too are 
kil:led "witl_l sword, and with hunger, and with death, and with 
the beasts of 1h e earth." Ho·._rever, God sends and governs 
all the various kinds of death, and these have no power 
over us, unless it is given them by God. Yet we have the 
comforting assurance that, "All things work together for 
good to them that love God." (Rom. a, 28) 
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Although Dr •. Fuerbringer contends that in Rev. 1, 18, 
h ades lileans hell, he holds that here hades meQJ'la the condition 
of death. He says that "this scourge consists in a great 
ll'.orte.lity through ravaging pestilence, also by wild animals 
and poi sonous reptiles. And right after, Hades follows. 
Hades devours those whom death kills. Thus God aho\7s His 
,·1rath over against the world. Here Hades means the condition 
of des.th." 15 
Hades does not mean ~ 1n this passage, for calamitous 
deat h also stril<es the Christians. Indeed, when they died 
t hey ar e at once with Christ in eternal bliss, but they 
are also in hades, in the condition of death. 
H. REV. 20, 13 ~ 14 
"And the aea gave up the dead which were in it; and death 
and hell delivered up the dead which were in them; and they 
were judged every man according to their works. And death 
and hell were cast into the lake of fire. This is the secoDd 
death." 
In this description of the last judgment, death and hades 
are personified, as in Rev. 6, a. The sea, death, and hades 
are descr ibed as delivering up the dead uhich were 1n them. 
Whether ~ f)~ ,1 o< V"G"$ 1 s here taken 11 terally as g1 ving up the 
15. Fuerbringer, 22• £!!•1 P• 21. 
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dead which were in it (meaning those who were destroyed by 
the flood, those who die at sea, eto.)., need not concern us 
greatly, for death and hades also deliver up the dead which 
are in them. Certainly, this includes all ,.,ho have ever died, 
f'oz,., "Vie rlllst all appear be.fore the judgment seat of Christ." JS 
Another interpretation that is advanced 1s that death and 
the sea have the bodies or all human beings, while hades has 
their souls, for the soul and the body are reunited before 
they a re judged. 
On the interpretation of this passage Love writes: 
"At the scene of judgment, why should only death, 
and the place of pun1sh1iient among the dead, give up 
the dwellers in them tor the great account~ But, 
roru.:ing hades mean the world of .!!!. the dead., it 
agrees with teaching elsewhere, that the righteous, 
a s well as the wicked, shall be judged at the great 
day." 17 
Vos, in~ Inter.national Standard Bible Encyclopaedia 
states: 
"Death and Hades are here repr~sented as 
delivering up the dead on the eve of the final judgment. If this is more than a poetic dupli-
cation of terms, Hades will stand for the per-
sonified stat e of deatf~ Death for the personified 
cause of this state." 
If hades here meant hell <(i,rr< ), a contradiction and 
i rr~ossibility would result, for death and hades are cast into 
16. 2 Cor. 5, 10. 
17. Love, 21?.• ~., !• 5t• 
18. Vos, 2l?.• cit.,!• 5t• 
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the l ake of fire; and, as s."iall be noted 1n the follol71n~ 
chapt er, !&iYrf\ and ,Uuri;, x~u lt;1Jfof are synonymous terms. 
If the me aning afil 1·s maintained, then the passage -nould 
r ead, "A.i.~d death and hell were cast into hell." This can-
no t possibly be the caae. 
Lenski wd Gruber, who hold that 1n each passage where 
hade s occurs it nust mean hell, circumvent the difficulty by 
the following explanation: 
"Hades., therefore, seems to be used of the place 
of the punishment of ~he lost soul between death and 
the resurrection of the body., af'ter which the reem-
bodi ed soul will be consigned to the lake of .fire, 
the final hell or Gehenna of eternity;-l'or'""oody and 
soul. Thusehrist says, •And be not afraid of them 
that kill the body, but are not able to kill the 
·soul: but rather fear him who is able to destroy 
both soul and body in hell• (Matt. 10: 28), using 
t he word Gehenna (t~anslated hell) Q.f this Dlace 
of .puni sb.ment for body and sou!:""" 19 -
It would seem as though this interpretation is not con-
s istent with the general use of hades. Christ, too. was in 
hades; but, as has been pointed out, Acts 2, 27. 31 (Pa. 16, 
10) does not refer to His descent into a place of torment. 
The meaning simply is this, that death and hades, the 
state of death, will be .abolished--they will be cast into the 
lake of fire; for after the final judgment there is no bodily 
death nor any longer an abode for the dead. Death no longer 
rules qver men. The wicked, however, those whose names were 
19. Gruber, ~· ill•, !• 2.• 
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not \1r :i.t t e11 in the book of t h e Lamb, v,111 suffer eternal 
death --they ,,111 be c a st into the lake of .fire. This 1a the 
s econd death, f rom vn~ich there can be no rGcovery. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
RELATION OF HADF.S TO GEHENNA, ABUSSOS, ETO. 
I 
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RELATION OF HADES TO GEHENNA, ABUS30S, ETC. 
If we were obliged to base our doctrine of eter-aal punish-
ment e.nd retribution on the sheol-passages of the Old Testament 
and the hades-passe.ges of the New Testament, we would indeed 
be confronted with an extremely difficult task. There are 
practically no scholars and Bible students outside of Lutheran 
and extremely fundamental groups who are of the opinion that 
in certain passages sheol and hades may mean "bell", as com-
monly understood by most people. 
However, Scriptures are replete with terms and expressions, 
which, beyond all doubt, ce.n mean nothing else than hell, the 
pl ace of eternal punishment for the wicked. As will be em-
phasized more fully later on in this chapter, Christ consider-
ed this doctrine of future punishment so important, that sel-
dom did He speak more emphatically than when He spoke on this 
and related subjects. 
A. 
In studying the terms and expressions vrhich are used 1n 
the New Testament to designate hell and eternal punishment, 
we f'1nd that the mst familiar word is ~11,:ru , which 1s ren-
dered "hell n by both the Authorized and the Revised Versions. 
It is interesting to note that Noffatt merely transliterates 
and would read "Gehenna" 1n the passages where fllrrs occurs, 
with but one· exception (James 31 6) where he uses "hell"• 
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, fUJ'~ is used in twelve pas sages in the Ne,'! Testament, 
In all bi~t one instance, that exception being Jmr£s, 3, 6, the 
word occurs in the synoptic Gospels and in each case is used 
by Chris t Himself. It appears seven times in Me.tthe\1., three 
tin:es in ?.iark, once in Luke., and once 1..Tl. the epistle of James. 
According to Thayer, 5t,rriat is derived from the Chaldean 
Zl;P~ . .P or, more fully., ru.J;L-µ ~' and means., "the valley of 
the son of lamentation, the valley of lamentation., jf.1..iJ.. being 
1 . 
us0d fo:r A1J.;.., lrunentation". Gehenna was the name of a 
valley 011 the south and east of Jerusalem, "which was so 
callsd from the cries of the little children who uere thrown 
2 into the fiery arms of Moloch (q. v.), i.e. of an idol having 
the fo rm of a bull. The Jews so abhorred the place after 
these horrible sacrifices had been abolished by king Josiah 
'7. (2 K. xxiii. 10), v that they cast into it not only all man• 
ner of refuse, but even the dead. bodies o:f a.."'l.1.mals and of un-
buried. criminals who had been executed. And since fires were 
1. Thayer, 2E.• cit., p. 111. 
2. Thayer, ~ • ., P• 417: "Koloch., name of the idol-god of 
the Amnonites., to wh~oh human victims., particularly young 
children., were offered ·in saorif'ice. ·~ According to the 
description 1n the Jalkttt ((Rashi (vu.lg. Jarchi)) on Jer. 
vii. ( 31)), its !niage \Y.$S, ,.a .,ho1lovr brazen figure, with 
the head of an o:x1 and ou tstretohed ,human arms. It ,vas 
heated red-hot by fire from within, and the little ones 
nlaced in its arms to be slowly burned, while to prevent 
their parents from hearing their dying cries the sacri-
.f!. c1ng-pr1ests beat drums." 
3. 2 Kings 23., 10: "And he dof1led Topheth, which is 1n the 
valley of the children of H1nnom, that no man might make 
his son or his daughter to pass through the fire to 
llOlooh." 
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o.J:~7ays needed to conmrn,e the dead bodies, that tho air might 
not; become t ainted by their putrefaction., it carae to pass 
tha·c the plac e 't1as c a lled f ;,..,,,,. r•:i nutd!t ( this common ex-
pl anation of the desc r iptive gen • .z::Gi. r~te$ is f otmd in Rabbi 
David Ki mch i (fl. c.A.D. 1200) on '"' s. x_,:vii. 13. Some auppose 
t he gen . to refer not to purifying fires but to the fires of 
Koloch ; others regard it as the natural syrobol of penalty 
{cf . Lev . x . 2; etc ••• )~ •• ; and then this ne.1~e was ti"ansf'er red 
to ·hat place in Hados ,.1here the wicked ai'ter death will suf-
fer puni shment: 4 Mt. v. 22., 29ft.", etc. 
Vincent, in ~ s tudies 1-.£ ~ ~ T"esta.;-nent gives the 
follord.ne i nformation concerning gehenna: 
r:The Y1oro Gehenna~ rendered hell, occurs outside 
of tho Gospels only in James 3., 6. It is the Gr•eek 
r epresentative of the Hebrew ~-Hennom, or Ve.lley of 
Rinnom., a deep, narrow glen to the south of Jerusalem 
\'1here, a.fter the introduction or the worship of the 
fi r e- gods by Ahaz., the idolatrous Jews sacri£iced 
their children to Noloch. Josiah formally desecrated 
it, 'that no man nd.ght make his son or his daughter 
pass through the !'ire to l~loch' ( 2 Kings 23, 10} • 
Af·i;er this it became the conJJOOn refuse-place of the 
city, into which the bodies of criminals, carcasses 
of animals, apd all sorts o:f t'il th were cast . From 
its depth and narrowness, end itsfire and ascending 
srroke, it became the symbol of the place of the future 
punishment of the v!ickro. So Milton: 
'The pleasant valley of Hinnom, Tophet thence 
'And black Gehenne called, the type of hell.' 
As fire was the characteristic of the place, it was 
c alled tho Gehenna of tire. It should be care.fully 
distinguished from Hades (~), which is never used 
4. Thayer, 21?.• .2.!l•, P• 111. 
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f or t h0 pl ace of punishrr.ent, but for the ;9lace of' 
departed. si1r1ts, without reference to their m:>ral. 
condition. e 
' f eivrr< occurs for the first time 1n the Nev1 Testament 
in Christ's Sernx,n on the NDunt, Matt. 5, 22, where He uses 
t he v1oro i n the following statement: "But \1hosoever s.i'1all 
say, Thou fool, shall be in danger of hell-fire." Nestle: 
:II If J \ t , • 
'"9)('.ei ,! en,, .!a. .J:!1.t rort:!\r ~ r.vto • 
The me aning of this utterance of Christ 1s clear. In the 
eyes of God, it ia a groat and grievous sin to call miy one 
a fool : ~' to call him a good•for•nothing, worthless fool, 
and. t o express contempt for a man's heart and character. This 
damnable s in shall be punished "in the gehenna. of f'ire". Here, 
a n 0lse~her0, Chr ist uses this figure in speaking of the 
punishment of hell-fir e. That Christ really means eternal 
d amnation i s apparent f r om 1 John 3, 15, Tihere He calls those 
,tth o thus hate their brother "mu.merers", and then continues: 
n k"1iJ. ye knm1 t-ha t no mirderer hath eternal life abiding 1n 
h:tm. " 
Chri st uses the word t4!<r.,, again in the Sermon on the 
1.:ount, ?,1a t t. 5, 29. 30, \,here we read: 
"And i t thy rignt eye offend thee, pluck 1t 
ouc . and cast it f r om thee: for it is profitable 
t'or~ thee that one of thy members should perish, and 
not that thy whole body be cast into hell(~ 
5 . Vincent, 212.• 2-!l•, P- 40. 
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"yf/ V."d'f.). And if ·i;hy rieht hand offend thee., cut it 
lo t, and cast 1t from thee: for it is profitable 
for thee that one of thy members should por1ah., snd 
not that thr v.hole body should be cast into hell 
( l I ff ~ J:, t.s, rr,cv • 
A paJ'.'allel passage is found in Mark 9., 43-43., i:rhe1"e ~/3 
\ I I!JL p,rn<r 1s explained: 
"And if thy hand offend th0e., cut if off: it 
is better for thee to enter into life maimed., than 
having two ha.11.ds to go 1..VJ.to hell., into the fire that 
neve1" s.hall be quenched: where their warm dieth not, 
and ·che fire :ts not quenched: And if thy foot offend 
thee, cut if off: it is better for thee to enter 
halt into life., than having t~o feet to be cast into 
hell, into the fire that never shall be quenched: 
·tYher e their worm dieth not, and the fire is not 
quenched. And if thine eye offend thee., pluck it 
. out: it is better for thee to enter into the ki.n.6-
dom of God with one eye, than having twg. ~eyes to be 
c~st into hell fire: where their worm dieth, not., 
run the fire is not quenchoo.." 
In unmistakable terms is the end.leas duration of the 
agonies of the damned clearly described L~ these passages. 
The hand, the foot, and the eye are named as prominent mem-
bers of the body in the actual committing of sin., through 
~hich the evil deaire of the heart -finds its expression. 
':Vhese are the :members ,of the body that ofrend, they incite 
to the actual connn1tt1ng of sin. Therefore, these members 
and all the members of the body nu.st be controlled, regard-
less of whatever cost to feeling the act may involve. · Of 
course., Christ uses symbolic or figurative language here. 
He does speak of tp.ese meni>ers as if actual execution or 
. . 
1tut1le.t1on \7ere to be done upon the bodily organs, but it is 
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only the sinful exercioe of t he orean which is 11:eant. To 
pluck one ' s eye out will not ren:ove the evil desires from the 
heart . Therefore constant watchfulness is necessary, leDt 
the sir1 which is collllnitted bring upon such a person t;he 
punish:n:ent of hell-fil"e. 
T'nis solemn warning makes a deep impression on account 
of the earnestness of the savior ari..d because of His specific 
and :i."CJe o.ted references to the £ire of hell. He aga:tn h ere 
r ep~osents the Valley of Hinnom1 n ear Jerusalem., where all 
the refuse of the city was btn•ned., as a type of the i'il"es 
of hell. The fires of the Valley of Hinnorn burned day and 
n1~1.t , w:t thout ceasing., so also the fires of hell will offer 
no respite., 11the fire is not quenched". 
But no t only is hell described as a place of endless 
f:J.1"e ., but according to Mark' a account hell is also a placo 
"v,here t hei:i." wor1n d1eth not". This terrif'ying idea of an · 
undying wor-m., everlastingly consuming a body which cannot b"e 
consumed in everlasting fire., is taken f'rom the closing \'lords 
of t he prophet Isaiah., chapter 66., 24: 
".A..l'ld they shall go forth., and look upon t he 
carcasses of the men that have transgressed n.gaim t 
me : for ·their worm sha11 not die., neither shell 
their fire be quenched." 
Tb.is passage., perhaps., furnished the Jews ,-rlth their 
phraseology on the subject of' 1'uture pun!shlllent. "As the 
worms v.fnere yontinuo.lly feeding on the rel'l'.ains of' carcasses 
nnd re~..i se that was dumped out into that valley, so S> me of 
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the t orrr.snts of h ell yJiJ.J. b e like the cens cJ.eso gna\;ine of 
\"JO.T>. l"c"S • n 6 Th i ~ ,t:01 '- i '"" ~• .ese expresn ona are again. gura ~.ve, ~or literal 
fire and 1:1:tersl \'JO!W could not subsist to5eth er. 
This warni ng of t~1e sermon on the Ir.cunt 1s repeated in 
~:.e.t t. 18 , 9: "It; is better for thee to enter i n to lif'e with 
ono eye, tha.'Yl having t wo eyes ·to be cast into hell fire ." 
~·:'.aat holds t rue of Ma tt. 5., 29. 30 and lna.1 .. k 9, 43-48, :may be 
repeat ed in connect ion with this passage. 
fitrr, i s also used by Christ in r~tt. 10, 28: "Fear 
not t h em v.rhich k ill t he body, lu t are not able to kill the 
soul : but i->a·i;h.er f eo.r him which is able to destroy both soul 
a:.'ld body l n hel l c 11 
Christ here tells His disciples that ther e is only one 
whom they should fear. Per secuting enemies can destroy or 
i n ju r e only the body. Mot even has Satan absolute pm7er over 
body lmd soul. The only fear that should be in the hearts of 
Christ 's disciples is a deep-rooted fear, a reverence ~nich 
s t ands i n holy dread of Him that judges and condemns 1:oth 
sou~ an..d tody in everlasting destl'l.1ction. 
Her·e f ,,,,.,, is described as e. place of punisluuent !'or 
t he b ody as well as the soul, as though the torment that 
await s t he lost will have elements of suffering e.daptecl to 
the n1aterial as \"/ell as the spiritual part of our nature, both 
of which will exist tor ever. 
This warning and ad.monition 1s made the m>re solemn 1n a 
parallel passage, Luke 12, 5, where we read: "But I will 
6 . K:retzr?Je.nn , Ol) • cit ., Vol. I ., p. 218 . 
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forewarn you whom ye shall fear: Fear him, which e.f'ter he 
hath killed, hath power to oast into hell; yea, I say unto. 
you, Feal' him." 
Gh:-.."1s·t ·cwice uses ;:itv·u, in the twenty-third chapter of 
l'liatthew' a G·ospel in pronouncing condemnation upon the hypocr1 87 
of t he scribes snd Pharisees. The first instance is in verse 
15, whel"G Christ says: "Woe u~to you, scribes and P~ariseee, 
hypoc1"itest For ye compass sea and land to make one proselyte, 
and ~.'then he is 1nade, ye make him two-fold 100re the child of 
hell t han youraelves. 11 
1l1l1e sci"ibes and l)harisees were noted fol'" their eagerness 
in gaining proselytes for the Jewish religion. They crossed 
the s eas~ they traveled into deserts seeking men and women 
tha t 11'1.ight be gained for the Jewish Church. But in adding 
p eopl e ·to the Church outwardly, they harmed their souls for 
all ete~aity by teaching them a religion of hypocrisy. They 
intl"od.uced ·chem into far greater idolatry than bei'ore--the 
faith in ·their own good wor·ks. Thus the scribes and Pharisees 
make such ru1 one twofold more the child of hell than them-
s el vea. He was condemned for the hypocrisy he practised. in 
·che religion he left and that which he now embraced. liis 
final lot woul<l be destruction in hell, he would become a 
child ot hell, JU1t.. f&orp• 
Also in verse 33 ot this chapter does Christ use k£ivr• q 
in pronouncing condemnation upcn the scribes and Pharisees, 
1tye serpen·ts, ye generation of vipers, how can ye escape the 
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do.mn ation of hell?" I3ecau:1e of their 1nnny and re!)eatee. sins. 
because of their cold hearts and deaf e ars, becuuse of' their 
bnse hypocr:lsy., Christ calla them serpents., offsprints of 
v:lpers , and tellr. them it 11111 be imposGible for the.:;1 to 
esc ape the damnation of hell, ~ ~ 1:<e,c~-...s * ,;,.,,,,$. 
As m.ent:i.onec. previously,·· t'''"r' occurs in only one pas-
sag e outside of the Gospel accounts, that; pe.ssage being 
Jtlmes 3 ., 6 : "A..<1d the tone;ue is a f'ire., a world of L11iquity: 
so i s the tone;p.0 nmone our members, that i t def'ileth the ,'Jb.ole 
body., and setteth on ·fire the course of nature; and it is set 
on fire of hell ." 
J i mply because it is not Christ Himself who here uses 
the t erm fi'nr, J it does not .folloY1 that the woi"d loses its 
force and sicnificance. Gehenna here, too, is l"epresented as 
a place of fire , for the tongue is set on fire by it • 
.3t. Jan:e s desci"ibea the ton&ue as s. .fire., e. world of un-
r·ight eousness . Although the tongue is o. sniall member of the 
body., yet; i t t akes a position · of lee.dership among the r,011,bers, 
it; stai ns the entire body and inflruia s "the v.rhe0l of nature", 
and itself is inflamed by hell. D1". Kretzrriann wi,.ites: 
"The tongue steps forth runong the members, it 
assumes the leadership among them, it ru.le s thera, 
i ·l; makes them do its bidding. Thus it hs.1:>pens that 
it succeeds· in staining the whole body, in polluting 
all the members; it sets in motion and inflames the 
wheel of nature, the '\\hole circle of innate passions, 
jealousy, backbiting, slander, b~asphemy., and every 
vile deed. Truly the tongue, 11' permitted to pursue 
its course, unhindered, 1,s inflf!1ed 01' hell, is in 
the control of Satan himse11'." 
7. Ibid. Vol. II, P• 5<:11. 
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Thus wo seo that in these tm~lire po.ss&gos ,:,here ..,,.;,.,r:d 
(I 
i s used, in not one instance cnn it mean anything but hell. 
It is not mer el y the grave, or the state and condition of the 
dcaa., bu.t is sonnthing tar \7orse. In five of the t t7elve pas-
sae es it is apoken of as fire, :and in Nark it is p1ctu~ed as 
a."1 "unquenchable fire", a "fire not to be quenched". ··1n at 
a solemn vrarning our Savior thus gives to all men. ?,:s.y t1e 
al J. he8d the ndmonition • 
.Another term used in the New Testrunent to designate the 
abode of the wicked after death is i4 ecc,~, and mean a., 
"bottoznless" 1 "un'bou..'Ylded", "pit", "deep", or "abyss ". In 
clas·sical Greek literature it was conceived of as a very 
deep gulf or chasm 1n the lowest parts of the earth. The 
Sept uas!nt renders the Hebreu Zli,7m by 
: 
~~ occurs in nine passages in the Ne~ Testament, 
and ! n most cases it is referred to e specially as the abode 
of' derr.ons. Thus 1t is used in Luke 8, 31, the only time the 
~Ord occurs 1n the Gospels. It is used here in Luke's account 
of' Christ 's healing a dem:>niac in the country of the Gadarenes. 
\'!hen Ch:r·ist asked the dem:.>niac, "\':hat is thy name?", he said, 
"Legion; because many devils \7ere entered into him." (Luke 
8, 30). The dem:>ns knew that their time for torturing this 
l"ll..an v1as over, and so they pleaded with Christ not to coJ711l11t 
them t o the abyss, to the pit of hell. Luke writes: (v. 31) 
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"And they besou~t him that he i.•1ould not co:r.nr.and thern to go 
out int o the deep." They pleaded that, if they rtUst quit , 
their hold of this man, Ghrist should not co~nnit them to hell1 
but He 3hould permit them to continue their diabolic r,ork in 
snother f or m, na1n0ly, by entering a herd 0£ s t1ine. 
Ex~lusi ve of this passage in Luke and a number of passages 
in the Revelation of st. John., ~PCS:ttoi1 occurs in but one other 
passaGe ~ that being in Romans 10, 7, where Paul ~,rites: "¥-Jho 
shall descend into the deep'l (that is, to bring Christ again 
f r-om the dead.) tt 
This pa.ssage is rather di.fficult to understand. unless it 
i s ta.1-::en in its context. In this chapter the apostle laments 
the fac t that, while the Gentiles have accepted the righteous-
ness of faith, tho Jews have refused to obey the Gospel and 
h ave rej ected the salvation ot.fered. to all men. Paul ex-
plains that the Je\7S aro the cause of their own rejection., 
becau se of their refusal to accept the righteousness of God. 
ttThey, be,1ng i •gnorant of God's r1Ghteousness and going about 
to establish their own r.igb.tep"Q..~ess, .P,ave not submitted them-
selves unto the righteousness of God. For Chr1~t is the end 
of the Law for righteousness to eve,:,y one that believeth." 
( Rom. 10, 3. 4.) 
The righteousness o.f the Law is doscribed. by ?;:Oses thus: 
"the man which doeth those things shall 11 ve by them." (Rom. 
10, 5., quoted from Lev. 18., 6.) ~'Very person that keeps all 
the co~Jnandments and precepts of the Law perfectly will there-
by obtain eternal life. However, we .know that this is impossible 
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for sinful nl.'ID to accom;:)lish, and so Paul proves the uni-
vers n.J.ity of the righteousness of faith f'rom the Old Testrunent 
by r endering freely the content of Deut. 30, 11-14., in the 
:f.'ollowins :'lords: (Ron:. 10, 6-10.) 
"But the righteousness which is of faith speaketh 
on this i.•1ise, Say not in thine heart, m 10 shall ascend 
. into heaven? ( that is. to bring Christ dovm fron;. 
above:) Or, Wno shaJ..l descend into tht~ dee:p~ ( that 
is., to bring up Christ again from the dead.) But 
what saith it? The word is· nigh thee, even in thy 
mouth., ar.d in thy heart~ that is, the word of faith, 
,1hich we preach; That if' thou shalt confess w! th thy 
mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in thine 
heart that God hath raised h"ira from the dead, thou 
shalt be saved. For with the heart man believeth 
unto righteousness; and with the mouth confession 
is me.de unto salvation." 
Paul wishes to remind us that the way of justification 
and salva tion is not made impossible by insuperable dif't1-
cul ties, as though it \iere necessary for sor11e one to ascend 
up into hoaven to bring Christ d°'m f'ro1r. above, or to ·descend 
into the e.byss (,'J!ua:u) to bring Christ up from the dead. 
C 
Disr0garding the fact that these are impossibilities, · they 
are unnecessary., for we hs.ve th~ "Gospel of' Ch!'ist; ·ror it 
is the power of God unto salvation to every one that be-
lieveth. 11 (Rom. 1, 16.) 
r JI To return to the use o 14,cc•s in this passa6e, it wou1d 
seem that here it oould impossibly mean "hell", a synonym of 
, 
11,u<!. • Indeed, Christ descended into hell, but if Paul would 
have ref'erenoe to that·, he would not have added., 11that is, to 
bring up Christ again from the dead," ~ lg:r,v Xeterer ~ 
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..... J - 1, h v4wewr !i1¥<At'«f"Y • '14YCC1S J.lere nBans t __ e pla.c e o.f the d e ad, . 
t he abode 01"' st ate of the dead, and, thus sce2ns to be UBed 
here a s a synonym of i.l,..L• 
st . John u ses the . t~rm ~11cc1t seven tir11es in hi~ 
l{9ocalyps0. It; occurs twice :1.n the fi1"st t wo verses of 
ch ap t er nine . I n this chapter is descr ibed the sounding of 
t h e fifth and sixth trull'll?ets by the aneels. ( It is to be 
:i:-e111e11:bered t hat the sound1ne of the trumpets repre sent vlhat 
wi ll h appen to the Church.) In verses one e.11d t ,10 ,·.re ree.d: 
"And the fifth angel sounded, and I saw a star 
f'al l f r om heaven unto the earth,; and to hin1 was given 
·i:;h0 k ey of the bottonil.ess p~t. And he opened the 
bo t t omless pit; and ther e arose a smoke out of the 
pit a s the sm:>ke of a great furnace,; and the sun and 
the air were darkened. by reason of the sooke of t;he . 
pit··" 
'l'her e can be no doubt about the meaning of the ex.pres-
.. sion a ,e,sr•s .zip ¥•',cup meaning., the pit of the abyss. 
S11t on l s to be understood as the star which falls fror.i heaven. 
Unto .;h lm is given the key to the pit of the abyss., ,..,hich is 
the abotle of t he devil and his ngnels. He opened the pit 
of the aby s·s, and stnoke arose out of the pit like the smoke 
of a great furnace,; and the sun was darkened, and the air, 
f'rom the smoke of the pit. 
John uses ~urc,s again in verse eleven or t his. chapter: 
"And they had a king over them., which is the angel of the 
bottom1.eS$ pit, \Yhose name !n the HebreVI tongue is A'p'addon, 
but i~ the Gr eek tongue h nt h hi o nair.e Apol l yon. n 8 
From the s11JOke thnt c at1e !'rorn the bottoll'lle ss !Ji t., there 
c ame f orth locus t ~, r.rhich are to be understood a s Satanic 
p owei-s ru'ld i nfl uences . · St. John gives a o.e scr1'ption of the 
locus t s and then says ,, "They had a king over t h em uhich is 
t he an.::;01 O)~ the bottornless pit." Althoue;h only ~ ~,/o:c,c1 
i s used her 0, o.nd not -rov ffl«TfS Tp ¥Jrvpr1, a s in vers os 
one ro:d t vJo., t h0re ce.n l)e no doubt tha t t h e s aree p it of the 
abyss i s meant, namely, t he very depths of hell • 
.s1Aurro~ i s used aga in in Rev. 11, 7: "And when they 
• 
sl1a.11 hnvc finished their testimony, the b east t hat a scendeth 
. 
out of the bottomle s s pit shall ma.lee war azs.i.l'lst thon1, and 
shall overconie them., and kill ther,1 ." 
'l1he "they" referred to in this verse are the t \10 \"Tit-
n e sses of the Lord who shall bear testi~ny of the truth 
i n t he days of the gen~ral apostasy, during the reign of 
Anti chri s t. Undoubtedly, the beast out o~ the abyss is no 
one but t h e roo.n of sin, the Roman Antichrist. "With the 
po1.7er of hell Ant1chr1.s t makes war upon the .faithful servants 
of G·od ., overcon:es them., and finally puts them to death." g 
a-. Ibid ., p. 619. Comm<3ntators a.re not in agreement as to \'lho 
i s tne angel of the bottomless pit (v.11). Some hold that 
it refers to Napoleon~ others think it refers to Arius, . 
presbyter of the congregation at Alexandria in Egypt at the 
beginning of the fourth century; others "find in this fallen 
star and in the hords that followed him, led by the angel 
from the abyss, the .Pope and his entire hierarchy. 4J1d it 
i s true that every detail of the picture as here drawn may 
well be applied to this antichr1at1an system in all its 
r amifications, to this day the greatest enemy of the Church 
0£ Christ in the whole world." 
9. Ibid., P• 623. 
I n the seventeenth chapter of Revel ation , t he !:::i.ngdom of 
Hntl chi:'is t :t s syinlJoli zed by the G1,eat Harlot. In ver se eight 
T hn • If uo s.g9.J.n u ses <t,,(Jer,:,c in the follo~ing connection: 
"The beast that thou sawest was., and 1s not; and 
ah.al~ ascend out of the bottomless pit ( sr~"."t'r 1JS. 
~ 9\t1"'cro11), and go into perdition: nnd. ey hat 
dw01r on t he e.a.r t h shall wonder, i,ho s e n runes t1ere not 
written in the book of life from the foundation of 
t h e world., when they behold the bea st that v1as., end 
is not., and yet is." 
U:lthou·t; goine; into the exegesis o'f: t h i s verse ., it is 
obvious tha.t g'A .. rcu h a s the same meaning hero tha t it h a s 1n 
' 
t h e o·c11er passages in which John uses the t erm. 
~A"~cos occurs t wice 1n the first three verses of the 
t 
uell - known twentieth chapter of Revelation: 
"And I ae.w an angel come down from heaven., 
having the key of the bottomless pit and a great 
chain in his hand. And he laid hold on the dragon, 
that old serpent, which is the Devil., and Satan., 
and bound him a thousand years, .And cast him into 
the bot torrJ.e s s pit, and shut hil'il up, and set a seal 
upon hin1, that he should deceive the nations no rrore, 
till t h e thousand years should be .fulfilled: Md 
e.i'ter t hat he nust be loosed a little sea son." 
The pa s sage is so familiar and the interpreta tion is so 
well-lmovm to us., that exegesis 1s unnecessary. Im angel f'rom 
heaven, wi t h the key of the bottomless pit., binds Satan and 
throws him into the pit of the abyss ., where he nnst remain 
for a thousand years. Here., too, 4,:t 0 ccu, the pi t., means the 
abode of the devil and all his evil forces, the very- depths 
of' hell. 
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In 2 Pet. 21 4 1 st, Peter uses the word t,1ense;Jce:,s, to 
thrust dovm t o Tartarus. It is the first aorist participle 
e.ctive of the verb narEJZOCQ iw I and1 in the New Testament, is 
found only in this passage. According to Thayer, Tartarus 
is "the name of a subterranean region., doleful and dark re-
garded by the ancient Gr.eeks as the abode o:f the wicked dead, 
wher e they suffer punishment for their evil deeds; it answers 
to the Gehenna of the Jews." JO 
~ Centu1:z Dictionar;y !!!!, Cyclopedia g! ves the :follow-
ing i nfor:m..~tion on Tartarus: 
"A deep and sunless abyss, according to Homer 
end t he early Greek mythology as far below Hades as 
earth is below heaven. It ,1as closed by adamant1ne 
gates, a.11.d. in it Zeus imprisoned the rebel Titans. 
La ter poets describe Tartaru~ as the pl ace in , lhich 
the spirit of the wicked receive their due punish-
ment; ana. somet:tmes the name is used as synonY!l!()us 
w:1.th He.des, for the lower world in genere.l." l.l 
The word is used by st. Peter in the following co?L'rleotion: 
"For. if God spai-•ed not the · angels that sinned, but cast them 
domi to hell, and delivered. them into chains of darkness , to 
be reserved unto judgir~nt.~ The meaning 1s clear. Because 
of the fact that certain angels, whom God had originally 
created in holiness and purity., rebelled against Him and be-
10. Thayer, .2.E.• ~.1 P• 616. 
11. ~ Century Dictionary,!!& o:ycloped1a, 2.12.• ill•, Vol. 7, 
P • 6194. 
·, '· "· ..... ,.,,_ 
c 2..me ry.:11 ty of grnvo wJ.ckedne so, t h ey ,-rere colr.!l:i t";ed to the 
chains c.m1 pltti of the darkness of hell, they were thI'li s t 
do·1·r.:1 t o Tartari.1.0., to the abode o'i: the wicked dead. 
D. 
The word ~kdtri is used frequently in the Nev, Testament. 
In the majoi"ity of cases it is used merely to mean "prison", 
J.2 
as in Acts 121 51 or, in other places, as "watch"., as in 
n~a tth. 24., 13 43. However; 1n several passages the word is 
to be und erstood to mean "hell". Thus it is to be understood 
in Matt, 5, 25 (en.cl its parallel, Luke 12, 58): 
"Agree vlith thine adversary quickly, whiles thou 
a:rt in the way with him; lest e.t any time the adversary-
deliver thee to the judge., e.nd the judge deliver thee 
t o the officer, and thou be cast into pl"ison." 
l'1hen a spiritual or heavenly mea.,,"ling is applied to this 
p assage , it briefly means that impenitent sinners, those ,mo 
r e~ase to make emends, those who continue in a state of enmity 
to God:, will be cast into :prison, into hell, from which there 
is no esca.pe. 
Hell is also referred to as a prison in Rev. 201 7, ,1here 
t he aged prophet of Patmos writes: "And when the thousand 
12. Acts 12, 5 1 "Pet~r theret'ore was kept in prison." 
13. Matt. 24, 43: nBut know this, that if the goodma..~ of 
the house had lr..nown in \"mat watch ( ,eu A"w9) the thief 
would come, he would have v1atched, and would not have 
suffered his house to be broken up. n 
year s a.re 0xpi red., Sat an shal l be loosed out of h i G 9ri son." 
A.3 f;tatec1 prev:i.ou sJ:y., l n throe po.soa~es of this chapter hell 
is cal l ed v,wu,.s, ,;;hore t;he angel of the r.ord con.fined Sa.tan 
f or a thou sand years. In this seventh verse ., ne are told 
t hat 3e.t an is releas ed f r om the I>it., or the abyss., Y:hich is 
h ell . 
In oue other pa s s age does fY.dfd ,C'I/ occur in the Ne,:., Te s ta-
' 
rnent wh er e i t 111eBns "hell 11 ., and that i s the fe.miliar in 
1 Pc t. 3, 1 8-19., which speaks of Christ, s descent i n to hell: 
"For Christ al so hath. once .su.f.fered .for sins., 
the just for the unjus t., tha t he might bring u s to 
God., being put to death in the fJesh., but quickened 
by t h e Spirit: by which also he went and preached 
unt o t he spirits in prison," 
Bec ause of the many and conflicting viev/S concerning 
Christ ' s descent into hell., I shall dispose of t he i1lB.tter by 
r ef e rrins to Article IX o~ the Epitome o~ the Pornula 2f 
Conco 2"<l. : 
"It has also been disputed among some theologians 
who have subscribed to the Augsburg Confess ion con-
cernine this article: When and in what maii..ner the 
Lord Christ, aooording to our simple Chr istian f aith, 
descended to hell: whether this ,·,as done before or 
e.ft er His death; also, whethe1" it occurr ed according 
to t he soul alone> or according to the divinity alone, 
or with body and soul, sp1ritua11y or bodily; also, 
whether this article belongs to the pa ssion or to 
the glorious victory and triumph or Christ. 
"But s1noe this article, as also the preceding 
(i.e., "Of the Person of Christ"), cannot be com-
pr eh ended by the senses or by our reason, but nust 
be grasped by faith alone., it is our unaninx>us 
opinion that there should be no disputation oon-
ce1"'nins 1t, but that it should be believed and 
J.26 
t nucht only in the ~1m11l0st mannez-; a.ccordin5 e.s 
Dr. Luther, of blessed memory, 1n hie serllX>n at 
Toi't;P..u in the yeo.r 1533 has ezpl o.1ned. this article 
in an altogether Christian manner, separated from 
it u11 Ufleless, unnecessary question., and ~c1n:onished 
all godly Christians to Christian simplicity of faith. 
"For it is sufficient that we kno,1 that Christ 
d e sc ended into hell., c:1.eRtroyed hel~ for all believers, 
a11.d delivered them .from the nower of death and of the 
d ovil ) from eternal condel'l'D.'lation and the ja.\·Js of hell . 
But how this occurred we should (not curiously in-
vestigate, but) reserve until the other norld , whGre 
not only this point (mystery)., but also still others 
uill be revee.J.ed, which ge here simply believe, w.d 
oam1ot con1p1~ehend ,nth our blind reason." 14 
E. OTHER EXPRESSIONS USED FOR HELL 
There are many other opecific ter:ms used in the n ew 
Te s tament to deaiena.te the abode, or the state and condition 
of the \·:i cked dead. The follov1ing is a catalogue of t h ese 
t er ms in the passages in which they occur: 
1 . "Outer darimess", .sb_ tl. rw{r,s tl ?.!att. 
8, 12: nBut the children of the kingdom shall be ca.st out 
in'c;o outer darkness: there shall be v;eep ine; and gnashing of 
15 t eeth." 
2. 
Juc1.e 13: 
16 
ever." 
"The ble.ckness ·of darkness", .J. 4,'f• s ToiJ C'f":Z:ow.s• 
"To whom is reserved the blackness or darkness for 
14. Concordia Triglotta, o~. ~., P• 827. 
15. Cf. Matt . 22, 13; 25, 30; 24, 51; Luke 13, 18. 
16. Cf. 2 Pet . 2., 17, 
: .?.:/ 
.'att. 2,~, 4:6: "A!1d ·these shal l go into eve1"'last:tne :mniah-
ment: but the richteous into life eternal." 
4 . "Eternal damnation," 1 ' ' 
~«Writ" tfti£t"-'S • !,~ark 3 , 29: 
nue that b laDpheme a3ainst the Holy Ghont h.2.th never for81Vf'3-
ness, but i e in danc;er of' eternal damn::,.l;ion." 
5 . "Damnation:" ne,'r,s. John 5, 29: "They that have 
d one evil unto t he resurr ec !;ion of drunnation." 17 
6 11D ""'' '-ion " ' o a .. ~1a u , lf'eu, i • l'i'.'n.tt. 23, 1 4: : "Ye shall receive 
the greater damnation." 18 
7. " Everlasting dE)struc tion," !:,t ~ i,9 ., 
2 'l'h ess . 1, 9: "Who shall be punished r1ith everlnstine 
de s t1">Uction f r om the pr esonce of the Lord, and from the 
19 glory of his power." 
o. "Furnace of fire, " .ti.J.. -r~ v I nuros. 
r.:att . 13, 42: "And shall cas t them into a furnac e of f'ire : 
there sho.11 be v,ail!ng e.nd gnashing of teeth." 20 
9 . tr k f f i " ) \ J ' ... (' La e o re, ~ ~ - "'it rtr -r11u n~9.s • Rev. 19, 
20: r'These both we1,e cast alive into a lake of :fire burning 
21 
with brimstone ." 
17. Cf. !-Catt . 23, 33. 
18 . Cf. I.lark 12, 4:0; Luke 20, 47; Rom. 3, 8; 13, 2; l Cor. 
11, 29; l Tim. 5, 12. 
19. Of. 1 Tim. 6, 9. 
20. Cf. verse 50. 
21. Cf. ch. 20, 10, 14, 15J 21, 8; 2 Pet. 3, 7. 
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REFUTATION OF ERRORS CONCERNING HADES 
Many false doctrines, teachings that are contrary to the 
analogia f1de1, have their origin in the word hades (sheol). 
There are so many anti-scriptural views concerning he.des, that 
it would be an almost hopeless task to treat each error in-
dividually. However, there are several erroneous views that 
are somewhat general which I shall present and attempt to re-
:f'ute with Biblical argumentation. 
A. HADES SIMILAR TO LIMBOS PATRUM 
In the first place, there are those who teach that Christ 
at His death descended into hades to tree the souls of' the 
saints of the old covenant from that intermediate state and 
to take them with Him into heaven. This idea corresponds to 
the Roman Catholic conception of' the limbus patrum, which, 
they assert, ceased to exist after Christ's descent. Dr. Dau 
undoubtedly had reference to this teaching when he wrote: 
"We are told that the believers under the first 
covenant had received no revelation that a heavenly 
life would begin tor them immediately ai'ter death; 
that, accordingly, an intermediate state between lite 
on earth and life 1n heaven was provided tor them and 
that this state was sheol (hades). Here believers 
and unbelievers alike were confined until the hour 
of Chri et• s re surrec t1on. However, they are re-
presented as h~ving been kept in two different 
sections of sheol, the believers in one, which&£-
.forded them some of' the pleasures of the heavenly 
life, the unbelievers 1n another, which was a dis-
mal place. At the resurrection of Christ the oc-
cupants of the t1rat section were transferred to 
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heaven, so that this section is now vacant, while 
the occupants of the other section are said to be 
still confined until the day of judgment, when they 
will be transferred. to the real hell." 1 
Thia view is prolrlllgated by Ia1.thardt, as is apparent 
from the following quotations: 
"Verwandt JJ:lit den he1dn1schen Anschauungen vom 
Hades, ala den Ort der abgesohiedenen, schattenhaf't 
lebenden Seelen, theilweise verbunden mit der Idee 
der Vergeltung, lauten die alttestamentlichen Aeus-
serungen ueber daa Scheol. -Das Neue Testament nimmt 
zunaechst die alttestamentliche Anschauung vom Hades 
1n entw1ckelter Gestalt herueber, so 1m Gleichniss 
Luc. 16, 22 ff. In die sen Hades nun ging Chr1stus 
aelbst mit seiDem Toda, aber er 1st _zugleich 1m 
Parad1es, und. mit 1hm der Schaecher Luc. 23, 431 
und ninmit die alttestamentlichen Frommen m1t sich 
aus demHades, Matth. 27, 52. t. Seitdem kommen 
die Glaeubigen nidl t mehr in den Hades, sondern als 
selige und vollendete Geister, Hebr. 12, 23., 1n 
den Himmel zu Christo 2 Oor. 5, 6. a. - Phil. 1, 23. 
Offenb. 7, 9. tr., zur seligen Ruhe Kap. 6, 11. 
14, 13., waehrend. der Hades seinen Todten erst am 
Ende herau sgibt, um ~ann nicht mehr zu se1n, 
Offenb. 20, 13. t." 
Thia view is not tenable, because it is anti-Biblical. 
Scripture proofs that men as Luthardt adduce are not proofs 
at all, for they are misapplied and do not prove what they 
are intended to prove. As, for example, ~.att. 27, 52-53, 
merely states that when Obrist died, one of the phenomenal 
ocourencea was the opening of the graves (~ u:,1' M4t,C, meaning, r, 
sepulchre or tomb), "and many bodies of the saints which 
slept arose, and came out of the graves after his resu.r-
l. Dau, 2£• .Q.!!•, PP• 32-33. 
2. Ramelow, ~· ~., P• 61. 
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rection, and went into the holy city, and appeared unto many." 
If this would refer to the releasing of' the Old Testament 
believers from hades, or from the limbus patrum, it would have 
been impossible for any one to witness this miraculous act. 
Yet in Matt. 27, 54, we are told that, "When the centurion, 
and they that were Ylith him, watching Jesus, saw the earth-
quake, and those things that were done, they feared greatly, 
saying, Truly this was the Son of God." 
Thus can all their would-be Scripture proofs be dem:>n-
strated to be incorrect. But not only are these passages 
misapplied, they are also contrary to other clear Scripture 
passages. If "The Preacher" knew that he would first be con-
fined to hades, or to the limbus patrum., how could he have 
written: "Then shall the dust return to the earth as it was: 
and the spirit shall return unto God who gave it"? 3 
B. HADES A PLACE OF DEVELOPMENT 
.Another co1mum error that is taught concerning hades is 
the view that hades is a place of development for the believers. 
Exponents of this theory hold that the believer m1st first go 
through a process of pur1f'1cat1on before he can approach the 
Great White Throne. This view dangerously approximates the 
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4 
noman Catholic conception of purga.tory, as 1s admitted by' . 
Kahnis in his Dogmat1k III, 653 f'.: 
"Som1t haben wir Grl.ll'tj, 1n jener Welt einen 
.Mittelzustand anzunehmen, 1n welchem noch eine Ent-
scheidung m:>eglich 1st tu.er die, welche s1ch 1n 
dieser Welt noch nicht entsoheidon konnten. Auch 
nach mittelalterlioher Anschauung g1bt es zwischen 
der Roelle und dem Fegfeuer Uebergaenge. In der 
Idee des Fegfeuers aber l.iegt unzweifelhaft eine 
Wahrheit, naemlich, dass fuer viele Christen noch 
eine Laeuterung noethig 1st. Gross 1st die Zahl 
von Christen, von denen man nicht sagen kann, dass 
Christus 1hr Leben 1st. Aber s1e haben doch e1nen 
Zug zu ihm und bekennen das, was s1e von 1hm erkennt 
haben, in einer Lauterkeit, Selbatlo~igkeit, Treue 
des Wand.els, wolche Viele Christen, die staerker 
1n Worten ala in Werken a1.nd, nur besehaemen kann. 
Soll fuer a1e keine Hoffnung se1n~ Nicht klein 1st 
endlich die Zahl von Christen, die, soweit Menschen 
urtheilen koennen, im wahren Glauben stehen, aber 
deren Glaube noch stark versetzt 1st mit den 
Schlacken des alten Menschen, so dass man urtheilen 
moechte, dasa sie so, wie sie s1nd, n!<h t ins 
Paro.dies kollllllen koennen, wenn das Parad!ea Paro.dies 
bleiben soll. Man sage nioht, dass mit dem Leibe 
auch Viel vom alten Menschen abfallen we:rde. Warum 
laesst man den Glaeub1gen ;ukommen, was man den Un-
glaeubigen nioht zugestehtf Die Eigenthuemlichkeit 
eines Menschen laesst sich nicht mit einem Zauber-
schlag besc:litigen. Wie soll einem Chri sten, dem es 
an Liebe fehlt, durch den Tod auf ein~J ein Strom 
von Liebe werden'l Und so nuessen wir wohl annehmen, 
4. 0Purgatory is a state of suffering after this life 1n which 
those souls are for a ·t1me detained who d~part this life 
af'ter their deadly sins have been remitted as to the stain 
and guilt end as to the everlasting pain that was due to 
them, but who have on aocount of those sins still some 
debt of temporal punishment to pay, as also those souls 
which leave this world gull ty only of venial sins. In 
purgatory these souls are purified and rendered fit to 
enter into heaven, where nothing defiled enters." (J. Faa 
di Bruno, Catholic Belief, edited from the Italian by 
L.A. Lamber, New York, 1884, P• 161, quoted f'rom 
Popular Symbolics, P• 201.) 
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dass in jener welt noch fuer Laeu tel'llng und Ent-
wickelung Raum 1st. sonach wuerden in jener Welt 
drei Orte, und mit ihren zustaende, zu untersche1den 
sein: Der Strafort (f:J«rt>, der mittlere Ort der 
Entsc~eidun~ ~ Laeu erun und der Freudenort ( ms e, {<,r,s ) • 
This vie,1 is even held by some Lutherans. Dr. H. 
Martensen, bishop of Seeland, .Denmark, writes: 
"Pa keine Seele ••• 1n einem voellig abgeschlos-
senen _µnd fertigen zustande dieses Daaein verlaesst, 
muss der M1ttelzustand als ein Reich fortgeaetzter 
Entwickelung gedacht warden, wo die Soelen vorbe-
reitet und re1f warden aollen fuer das juengate 
Gericht. Obgleich die katholische Lehre vom Fege-
feuer verworfen 1st, well sie mit so vielen krassen 
und falachen Zuataetzen 1st, ~o enthaelt sie doch 
die Wahrheit, dass der !11 ttelzustand in rein geis-
tigem 3inne ein PU.rgatori'llllll sein nuss., beatimmt zur 
Laeu terung der See le. Fragen wir denn, w1e wir nach 
den Andeutungen, welche die Of'fenbaru.ng uns g1bt, 
uns die Beschaf'fenheit d1eses Reiche denken aollen., 
so bezeidl.net daa naie tes.tament es ala Hades., damit 
erinnernd an die alttestamensiiche Vorstellung vom 
Scheol, vom Sohattenreich." 
Similar 1s the view held by Swedenborg, stated in his 
Himmel !!!!a. Hoelle, PP• 421 8?ld. 426: 
5. 
6. 
"'Die Welt der Geister 1st wed.er. Himmel noch 
Roelle, sondern ein Mittelort oder zuatand zwischen 
beiden~ Denn dahin geht der Mensch zuerst nach dem 
Tode, und dann w1rd er naoh einer gewiasen Period.e, 
deren Dauer davon abhaengt, was 1'uer e1n Leben er 1n 
der Welt gefuehrt hat, entweder 1n den Himmel erhoben, 
oder in die Hoelle gewori'en.' Ferner: 'In der Welt 
der Geister gibt es e1ne grosse Zahl, well die erste 
Versammlung aller (naoh dem Tode) da atattf1ndet und 
Ramelow, 211• cit., PP• 59•60. 
Martensen, cf. Lehre und Wehre, Vol. 17, PP• 290-291; 
Concordia Theolog1oal-iio'nthl7, Vol. VIII, PP• 214-216. 
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alle geprueft und tuer 1hren endlichen Aufenthalt 
vorbere1 tot werden. Die Periode 1hres Vor\1e1lena 
in jener Welt 1st nicht in allen Faellen gleich. 
Einlge treten nur ein und word.en kurz darauf' ent-
weder in den Himmel gebracht oder hinunter 1n die 
Roelle geworfen; e1n1ge bleiben nur einige Wochen 
da., ande~e einige Jahre, aber nicht mehr ala dre1-
as1g.," ·1 
We ml.st ask ourselves the question, has this theory- any 
Scrip tural foundation? Does scripture anywhere teach that 
there is a "purge.tocy of grace", or an intermediate state 
where a pur gatorial opportunity 1s provided for those who 
are not fully prepared for heaven? 
We are constrained to answer that such theories e.re 
vicious , for they are diametrically opposed to the cardinal 
doctril"le of our Christian belief., na.lllely, the doctrine of 
justific a tion by faith alone, John 3, 16, "He that believeth 
on the Son hath everlasting life," leaves no room for a 
pur3atorial opportunity. When Christ told the penitent 
thie.f on the cross., "Today sha.l t thou be with me 1n para-
d1 se," (Luke 23, 43), He did not tell him that he would first 
be required to .go through a process o.f purification before he 
would be ac1:m1tted into heaven. Mo, that same day the soul of 
the dying th1e£ \Vas admitted. into paradise. 
This purgatorial theory is also contrary to the teaching 
o.f justification as a .forensic act. Since God declares the 
sinner righteous, there is nothing we can do toward our sal-
vation in this world, nor in the world to come, as is evident 
7. C.f. Ramelow, ~· ill•, P• 61. 
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i'rom Eph . 2, 8-9: "For by grace are -;e saved through f'aith; 
and that not of yourselves: it is the gii't of' God; not of' 
works, lest any man should boast." 
Sanctification is only through the means of' grace. The 
Word of God is "the power of' God unto salvation to every one 
that believeth," (Rom. l, 16). The purgatorial theory as-
cribes to punishment \\hat can be ascribed only to the Word of' 
GOd. 
FurtherrrDre, the Bible teaches clearly and repeatedly 
that the time of arace and of sanct1f'icat1on is restricted 
only to the present life, as Paul says, "Behold, now is the 
accepted time; behold, now is the day oi' sa.lvation." 8 
Lastly, this theory leads to carnal security. It appea1a 
to the o~d Adam, who, instead of putting aside his "besetting 
sin ", hope s for an opportunity to do so 1n eternity. 
O. HADES OFFERS A SEnOND CHANCE 
A view that has become rather popular in recent years is 
the one which teaches that hades is a middle state 1n which 
an opportunity to hear the Gospel is of'f'ered those who 1n 
this life never heard the Gospel. Dr. L. Dahle, a Norwegian 
theologian, presented this view in his treatise on "Life af'ter 
Death am the Future of the Kingdom of God," which view Dr. T. 
Graebner summarized as follows: 
a. Of. John 91 4; Eph. 5, 16; Gal. 6, 10; etc. 
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"The souls of believers at once e.re blessetl and 
unl t ed with God. Those who hava resisted the cell 
of the Gospel in this life a1::-e lost, v,1thout hope 
of any r evel'·sal of judgment. All the dead are in a 
s t a t ·e of incomplete soul-development. This is the 
Mittelzustand--a sta$e of waiting. The temporary 
abode of the wicked {during this time of waiting} 
is Hades. All who do not after death 1mmed1ately-
ente1" heaven, enter Hades (p. 145.· 149). No soul 
goes to hell at once. Hell (Gehenna, Tartarus) does 
not exist before Judgroent Day. In the middle state, 
the blessed (in heaven) may grow in virtue, the 
wicked (in He.des) may advance in depravity (p. 163 
sqq.). For the blessed there is no danger of re-
lap s0 ; fo~ the souls 1n Eades, that have not rejected. 
Christ in this life, there 1s a hope 2f conversion. 
"Now, Rev. Dahle does not aver that the doctrine 
of a possible conversion of such as in this lif'e 
never heard the Gospel 1sa cleardoctr1ne 0Y--
l.}cri~:i·tur0. Yet he maintains that i~ we 'go back 
to the fu11do.1J1ental principles of the scriptural 
t each:i.ngs ' (p. 171)., we a.re f'orc~ to some such 
conclusion. Since God earnestly desires the sa1-
vation of all men; since Christ has been a ransom 
for all; and since the Gospe1-oa11 is general, 
u.niversel--therefore the probability grov1s strong 
that all who have died 1n ignorance of the Gospel 
will be g i ven an opportunity to accept Christ 1n 
Hades (p. 172. 178. 180). Christ went to the sou1s 
in prison and preached. to them, 1 Pet. 3. The souls 
referred to are the souls of a11 men who died 1n 
i gnorance of the Ue,.., ·Testa1nent Gospel. Christ 
preached to them this Gospel (p. 199), the effect 
of which preaching, Rev. Dahle admits, is not 
stat;ed by Peter, llut oi be regarded .!,! self-evident. 
The souls that accept rlst now go to Paradiee, 
those who reject Him ere no longer unbelievers, but 
infidels, are lost." 
Among the exponents or this view is also the Evangelical 
Synod of No1 .. th America. Popular Symbolics, referring to the 
9. Graebner, T., "Christ's Descent into Hell and the Possi-
bility of Conversion after Death," from Theological 
Quarterly, Vol. XII., No. l, 1908, Concordia Publishing 
House, st. Louis, No., PP• 24•25. 
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Evang elic a l Ca teclii sm (1929) and D1" • 
Fundament al a., II., stutes: 
I zaion' s Evanr~elical hd 
"The Evangelical Synod explicitly teaches sal-
,ra tion after death by teaching the.t tJesu.a ,11ent"to 
the place of the departed ~1ri ts and brought them 
the rie s sage of s a lvation' (Qu, 67), since •they who 
died before Christ's death had no way of knowing 
what He had done.' Expl. of o.., ao. The claim 1s 
made that whosoever had an opportunity in this world 
to co:rne to faith cannot expect another, but the 
sp i1•i ts i n Hades ·can be saved if they ni~ 1trlsh to 
accept the Gospel. Irion; 1.c., 195.ff 
Other quotations could be presented, but these two pre-
sent the fund. a.mental ideas of this erroneous view. Mor is it 
neces 3ary to go into grea t detail in refuting this error. 
The matter of Christ's descent into hell was discussed 1n 
the fo re- going chapter, where Article IX of the Fornula 2f. 
Concord is quoted. However, in addition it might be added 
that the entire context of~ Pet. 31 18-19, says nothing 
about Gospel preaching, but speaks clearly of the judgment 
a..7ld condemnation of the unbelievers. 
Th.is theory is contrary to Scripture passages which 
te~ch a judgment immediately ai'ter death, as Hebrews 9, 27: 
"It is appointed unto men once to die, but after this the 
judgment. 11 
10. Popular Symbolics, Concordia FUblishing House, st. Louis, 
No., l934, P• !16. 
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This theory also doe s violence to the Scriptur~,- deti-
ni tion of unbelief'. Nouhere doee scripture make e. distinc-
tion between ignoranc!: and unbelief. There is no neutral 
ground , Mark 16, 16, "He that believeth and is baptized. shall 
be saved ; but he that believeth not s..'1.all be damned.•" It is 
not our duty to investigate the hidden will of' God, viz., 
how God \':'ill deal w1 th the heathen. We r.ust exercise our 
faith 1n considering the justice of' God in the damnation of 
the h enth0n. This is an adm:mition to be zealous in mission 
work. The commisr-J1on to preach the Gospel to all men, lest, 
throuc;h our neglect people be lost, would lose o.11 force and 
rr.ea.n:in , i f there were a second cha.nee. 
lS9 
CHAPTER X 
CONCLUSION 
( 
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COH'CLUSION 
Before I bring this treatise to a close, I shall again 
brie.fly suzmnari?.:e the results of my investigation. 
\·Ve know that 1n eternity there are no lim!ta-t;ions of 
space or time. Eowever, when the Holy Ghost inspired His 
penmen to ,·11"i t e the pages of the Sacred Book, He aco·ollJDlOdated 
' 
Himself to our finite mode· of speech. And so the Bible speaks 
of heaven a s a place, a s for example when Christ says, "I go 
! 
to prepar e a p lace for you!" (John 14, ~). · It also speaks of 
--
hell a s a pl ace-•.!'A fur nace. of f-ire ~ · there shall be wailing 
• r 
. . . : . : " . ~ . 
and gna shing . of teeth •. " (r.1a1:;·y·, . ~ .. ~, . 50-)., V(e the.ref'ore speak .of 
,• - ~- - -- ' . ,. • t ).I • • • 
heaven as a pl ace and hell ·t:nL-a place. , :· 
; : . 
. -~ . 
From the par~ble in Luke ·16; and numerous other ·passnges, 
we must conclude tha t there are only t wo placesin the beyond, 
heaven, the abode of the blessed, and hell, the place 0£ 
eternal torment, the abode or the wicked. This £act nust be 
kept 1n mind when we speak of sheol and hades. 
If, the~ hades (sheol) 1s no~ a place, what is it? That 
the rie;hteous ar e conceived of as entering hades (cf. LXX, 
hades tz•anslated sheol) is seen from many passages as Gen. 
37, 35; 42, 38; etc., £or pious Jacob says, "I will go down 
into sheol unto 'lfr! son mourning." The wicked are o.lso in 
hades, for the rich man was 1n hades, "being in torments", 
Luke 16, 23. According to this parable 1n Luke 16, it would 
seem that both body and soul are 1n hades. This conclusion 
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cnnnot jus t:lflably bo dra.rm from the parable., f'or ~,e lmow 
·that the bod 5.es r emain in the erave until the day of judgment. 
Hades z..l so means more than death, for Scripture uses 
other• ter ms fo r· death, fJ./r~ro , ~· It also implies :more 
···T 
than gr ave ., 14.r'I.N'Q"' l'"?/..M•, ,.21>. F ,> ~ Also these facts ?lllst be 
r emen;bored when we define hades. Accordingly, 1n my opinion, 
hades may best be defined as "the state or condition of death", 
"the st a t e of disembodied existence". The use of' hades and 
sheol i n general in Scriptures seems to indicate that state 
0 1" concl i t ion of the soul from the tin1e it leaves the body at 
d eath until it :. s reunited v1ith the body on judgment day. I 
hesitCl.te t o spe ak of h ac1.es or sb.eol as a "region" or "realm" 
of the d ead , b ecause the Bible speaks of only the abode of the 
bles s ed ,md t he abode of the drumed. \'le cannot speok of' hades 
or aheol as a pl ace, n locale. 
We need not hesitate to accept this view, for it accords 
very well nith the annlo£'iia fidei. Mor need we think that 
by accepting this view we are weakening our doctrine of 
eternal pwiishment and damnation. As has been demonstrated• 
there are many terms and expressions used in the Bible .~hich 
defini'i:;e1y substantiate our teaching on this point. 
This interpretation is also in accordance with sound 
hermeneutical rules; for, if the original maaning of a word 
a..'1d the rr,eaning it had at the time it v,as used, fits the con-
text in which it is used, we have no right arbitrarily to 
change that meaning. 
-r.o ~·t of t he literature tt.at has been ·,w itten i n our 
circles on the sub ject of sb.ool and hados has been \·1ritten 
agains t those Y-1ho deny the doctrine of hell al together or 
weaken it by defining hades as an intermediat e st~te, a place 
of seconc1 chance . 1.'J e .forfeit or concede not hing to Univer-
s alists, Annihilationists, RU.sselitea, Adventists, etc., by 
defin ing hades as "tlle state of disembodied existence". 
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